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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of experimental and theoretical investigations on
advanced combustion-diagnostic techniques and the application of these techniques
to turbulent flames studies. The goals of this effort were to develop and evaluate
advanced laser-based combustion diagnostic techniques and to apply the most
promising techniques to the study of flame systems of interest in combustion-model
evaluation and validation.

In addressing the technical goals of combustor designers (especially for advanced
engine designs), models must be developed which not only provide design and test-
ing aids but also produce new insights into the basic behavior of high-temperature
chemically reacting flows. Major strides in the development of computational-fluid-
dynamic (CFD) models have been made over the past decade; however, the ability to
calculate accurately the fields of velocity, species concentration, temperature, and
pollutants in practical systems (i.e., gas turbines, internal-combustion engines, and
industrial furnaces) remains limited.

Validation of CFD models requires the measurement of velocity in conjunction with
several scalars which al'ows evaluation of cross correlations. The techniques devel-
oped and evaluated during the course of this program were directed toward the mea-
surement of quantities which are important for model development and evaluation.
The techniques investigated and/or developed include a combined coherent anti-
Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)/laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) system for
simultaneous temperature/velocity measurements and correlations; thin-filament
pyrometry (TFP) for high-speed and multi-dimensional thermometry; flame visualiza-
tion techniques [reactive Mie scattering (RMS), two-dimensional Rayleigh, and planar
laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) of the OH radical] for obtaining two-dimensional
flame-structure information; two-color particle-imaging velocimetry (PIV) for two-
dimensional velocity measurements in low- and high-speed flowfields; hardened
CARS system for thermometry in large-scale combustion systems; and a combined
CARS/phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA) system for temperature, velocity, and
particle-size measurenf-ents in spray-combustion systems. In addition, the LDV tech-
nique was extensively utilized for pointwise velocity measurements.



These techniques were developed, evaluated, and applied to the study of turb, lent-

combustion flames. Experimental results obtained with the advanced diagnostic
instrumentation were utilized in the evaluation of several numerical flame models.
Both small (Bunsen and jet diffusion flames) and large (6- and 10-in.-disrrn. T,-

tors) systems were studied with the advanced diagnostic techniques.

The research conducted during this program resulted in 96 publications, presernt'-

tions, and patents; a list of these is included in the Appendix to Volume 2. The sum-

mary of research efforts in this report is divided into two parts. The first (summ ';

Sect. 2 of this volume) deals with the development and evaluation of advanced diag-

nostic techniques, while me second (summarized in Volume 2) treats the appli . tiuhs

of the advanced techniques to combustion studies.
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Section 2

ADVANCED COMBUSTION DIAGNOSTIC DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

2.1 GENERAL REVIEW

A general review of the diagnostic development and evaluation conducted in this pro-

gram was given in a paper entitled, "Development of Laser Diagnostics for Combus-

tion Research," which was presented at the 1986 Spring Technical Meeting of the

Central States Section of the Combustion Institute (see p. 5). This paper described

efforts during the early stages of this program. A second paper, "Optical Diagnostics

for Reacting and Non-Reacting Flows: Recent Developments and Results," presented
at the 28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting discussed later developments in the program
(see p. 37).

2.2 COMBINED CARSiLDV SYSTEM

The experimental study of turbulent transport processes is very difficult because of the
need for simultaneous measurement of velocity and scalar variables. The develop-

maiii of itia LCV ichnique has ;ed to the routire measurement of velocities in reacting
flows. The measurement of scalar quantities, however, has lagged in development.
The CARS technique which has been extensively investigated in this laboratory is
capable of temperature and major-flame-species measurements in hostile, reacting
flow environments. Because of the unique features of the CARS ieoh,4h c and famili-
arity with both the CARS and LDV methods, a combined CARS/LDV system was
developed and evaluated. This instrument is capable of making simultaneous two-
component velocity and temperature measurements in hostile combusting flowfields.
A detailed discussion of the initial combined instrument can be found in the article

entitled, "Combined CARS/LDA Instrument for Simultaneous Temperature and
Velocity Measurements," which appeared in Experiments in Fluids (see p. 47). A
second-generation instrument which incorporated several improvements was dis-
cussed in two papers; the first entitled, "Combined CARS-LDV System for Turbulent
Flame Studies," was presented at the 1988 Spring Technical Meeting of the Central

States Section of the Combustion Institute (see p. 57). The second, a full-length article

entitled, "Second-Generation CARS-LDV Instrument for Simultane' s Temperature

3



and Velocity Measurements in Combusting Flows," appeared in Review of Scientific
Instruments (see p. 63).
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Abstract

In 1977, the AFWAL Aero Propulsion Laboratory initiated the Combustor Model Evaluation research

program with two primary objectives: to develop and evaluate the performance cf probes and laser

measurement techniques and to use the proven techniques in well conceived experiments to aid in the

evaluation and development of combustion models. This paper provides an overview of the Combustion

Model Evaluation program with special emphasis on the laser diagnostic techniques that have been

developed and applied in cbmbustion research and the techniques that are being considered for future

development.

Background and Introduction

The environment was right in the early 1970's for the awakening of a new technical field often referred to

as combustion diagnostics. A Project SQUID Workshop entitled Laser Raman Gas Diagnostics [1] clearly

demonstrated that Laser Raman Spectroscopy (LRS) and Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS)

could be used to study flames. A second Project SQUID workshop entitled Combustion Measurements [2]

and a study sponsored by The American Physical Society entitled "The Role of Physics in Combustion" [3]

provided excellent overviews of the potentials and the limitations of laser spectroscopic techniques in

combustion research.

The initial driving force for the development of laser diagnostics was the study of pollutants and their

formation processes in combusting flows. However, this was not sufficient in itself to sustain the area.

Fortunately, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries added impetus to the area with the oil

1
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embargo of the mid 70's. The realization that new sources of energy would be needed in the future provided

the stimulus required to place new Importance on combustion research. Several workshops formulated the

direction this research should take [4,5]. That is, long-term research programs should be established at

centers where computer-based combustion models and laser-based combustion diagnostics could be

developed and evaluated in mutually supporting roles.

The combustion research needs of the Air Force [6] are similar to those addressed by the workshops.

The design of gas turbine combustors are based upon empirical correlations, experience and the cut-and-try

approach. Computer models have the potential of greatly enhancing the design methodology. They are being

developed and utilized in some combustor development programs in an attempt to reduce the development

cycle time and the associated development cost [7,8,9]. The combustor design models presently provide

information about performance trends, and give insights into the combustion processes, but are unable to

provide accurate quantitative design information [10]. Studies performed for the NASA HOST program have

shown that considerable work is needed to thoroughly assess the performance of existing and future design

models and to improve their predictive capabilities in both fundamental and practical combusting environments

[11,12,13].

The Combustion Model Evaluation (CME) program established at the Air Force Aero Propulsion

Laboratory (APL) was conceived in 1973. However, it was 1977 before the necessary resources became

available to effectively start the program. The CME program is viewed as a long-term program with two primary

objectives: to develop and evaluate the performance of probes and advanced laser measurement techniques

in combustion environments and to use the proven techniques in well conceived experiments to add to the

existing data base for the evaluation and development of combustion models.

Numerous resources are required to successfully conduct such a broad scope program. First, and most

importantly, an imaginative and energetic research team is required which has expertise in spectroscopy and

instrumentation development, combustion and combustion models, facility development and operation, and

computer hardware and software. Second, facilities in which fundamental combustion experiments can be

performed with conventional and laser instrumentation are required along with a laboratory for evaluating and

developing the laser techniques. Third, the optical equipment that can be used in developing the laser

techniques are required. Such a program also requires substantial support over a long period of time and a

good technical and management approach which can bring all the resources together. It is also very important

that one's management be understanding and patient because it takes a long time from conception of such a

program until the first results are obtained. The Aero Propulsion Laboratory has attempted to bring these

2
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resources together in the CME program.

This paper provides an ovurview of the CME program with special emphasis on the laser diagnostic

techniques that have been developed and applied in combustion research and the techniques that are being

considered for future development. The paper is arranged into four sections: Research Team and Program

Organization, Facilities, Optical Instrumentation and Applications, and Concluding Remarks.

Research Team and Program Organization

The CME program is organized into three research teams. Responsibilities and resources of each team,

are depicted in Figure 1. The primary objective of the Systems Research Laboratory team is to evaluate and

develop laser-based combustion diagnostic techniques. This program includes fundamental investigations of

new combustion diagnostic techniques. It also involves developing a proven technique into a system that is

hardened for use in a test cell environment. The instrumentation development and evaluation research is

performed in the Diagnostics Development Laboratory which is well equipped with a vertical combustion

tunnel, lasers and other optical equipment. Their recent accomplishments include: coupling CARS and Laser

Doppler Anemometer (LDA) systems so that temperature and velocity measurements can be made

simultaneously, the application of CARS in a recirculating combusting flow, and the development of an

optoacoustic beam-deflection technique for making high sampling rate temperature measurements in flames.

The responsibilities of the University of Dayton team Is to utilize the laser techniques in performing

baseline experiments which can be used in evaluating and developing combustion models and exploring the

fundamental physics of turbulent combusting flows. Their recent accomplishments have been the application

of a high data rate Raman system to a turbulent mixing layer, the coupling of a two-component Laser Doppler

Anemometer (LDA) and a Laser Raman/Rayleigh Scattering system for making high sampling rate velocity and

species concentration measurements simultaneously, and the development of a Fundamental Combustion

Laboratory.

The responsibilities of the Air Force team are to conduct fundamental combustion and spray research as

it pertains to the burning of fuels in gas turbine combustors. The development of a laser sheet-lighting

technique for flow visualization and the modification of the Combustion Tunnel Facility to accommodate a swirl

combustor are recent accomplishments. Further, a Spray Research Laboratory is under development. These

facilities will be discussed in the next section.

3
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The Combustion Tunnel Facility has been the primary test rig in which computer model evaluation

experiments have been performed. It also serves as a test device for evaluating combustion diagnostic

techniques in complex combusting flows. Considerable effort went into selecting a research combustor

configuration for this facility. It was desirable that the combustor simulate some of the features of an actual gas

turbine combustor and have a geometry simple enough to be modeled. It should also provide easy optical

access to the combustor inlet plane and the reaction zone. The configuration should also be capable of being
modified through logical steps so that the flow field becomes progressively closer to that in an actual gas

turbine combustor.

A centerbody combustor was chosen for the initial test configuration because it seemed to have the

above mentioned characteristics [14]. Figure 2 depicts the centerbody combustor and its derivatives.

Research with the Phase I centerbody combustor is complete. The facility, as modified for the Phase II

combustor, is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The Phase II combustor is installed and currently Cndergoing

checkout tests. This facility is the center of much of the activities of the CME program because it is one of the

few facilities that bridges the gap between the more fundamental burner configurations and the very complex

combustors developed by industry. Much of the researach performed in this facility is described in Ref. 15.

The Fundamental Combustion Laboratory has been developed for the purpose of conducting

fundamental combustion experiments in well controlled environments [16]. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of

a small combustion tunnel that was developed for this facility. The tunnel is referred to as the vertical

combustion tunnel because it is mounted vertically on an x,y,z platform. This has the advantage of allowing

detail profiling of combusting flows with fixed optical systems. An identical vertical tunnel is used for diagnostic

development in the Diagnostic Laboratory.

Computers are considered essential to the development and application of laser diagnostic techniques.

A computer is needed to handle the large quantity of data collected with the laser techniques and to allow

different optical systems to be coupled for simultaneous measurements. Indeed, the manhours devoted to

computer software development is as large as that devoted to actually developing the diagnostic systems.

Each of the CME laboratories has a similar dedicated computer and all of the laser and conventional

instrumentation are required to interface with them. This provides the flexibility of developing a diagnostic

system in one laboratory and applying it in any of the others without major software changes.

4
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Optical Instrumentation and Applications

Hardened CARS System

The hardened CARS system has evolved over a period of about 10 years. The first system used a ruby
laser (1 Hz pulse rate) and had a colinear-beam optical configuration. This system was used to demonstrate the

feasibility of making single shot CARS temperature measurements in the Combustion Tunnel Facility [17]. The

low data rate and poor spatial resolution seriously limited the value of this system as a combustion research tool.

To solve these two problems, a second system was developed based upon a frequency-doubled Nd-YAG

laser operating at a 10 Hz repetition rate and in a folded BOXCARS optical geometry. This combination allowed

high temporal (10 ns) and spatial (1 mm3 ) measurement resolution within the combusting medium. The optical

and electronic configurations are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. This system with some minor

modifications is referred to as the hardened CARS system. Detail descriptions, design features and

experimental results obtained with this system can be found in Refs. [18-20]. Other CARS research performed

on the CME program are contained in [21-23].

The hardened CARS system is designed to make instantaneous and simultaneous measurements of

gas temperature and concentrations of N2 and 02 at a common point and at a rate of 10 Hz. These capabilities

have been demonstrated in extensive calibration and checkout testing on a laboratory flame [18]. However,

checkout tests in the Combustion Tunnel Facility revealed that large thermally induced index-of-refraction

gradients cause a decrease in CARS scattering intensity. While this intensity loss does not detract from the

spectral content (i.e., temperature-dependent information), it does prohibit determination of N2 concentration

by relative intensities. Because of this, reliable concentration measurements could not be made with the

CARS system in the near-wake region of the centerbody combustor. Future research will include the

investigation of methods for compensating the CARS signals for turbulent beam steering.

Figure 8 is a demonstration of the detailed average temperature mapping that has been accomplished

with the hardened CARS system in the highly sooting, recirculating, near-wake region of the centerbody

combustor [20]. Such time averaged CARS measurements are important because they can be used to

evaluate combustion models as illustrated in Figure 8 by the comparison with model predictions. However, the

CARS temperature pdf's give a better insight into the physics of the combustion process as illustrated in Figure

9. The bimodal shape of the temperature pdf's at radial locations near the edge of the centerbody indicate that

vortices are being shed from the combustor face as depicted in Figure 8. As the vortices rotate, they transport

annulus air into the recirculation zone. This air is initially unmixed with combustion products and can be tracked

by it's 300 K temperature. By denoting the radial locations of the temperature pdf's in Figure 9 where there

5
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are signiticant populations in the 300 K bin, one can tell how tar the large vortex structures actually transport

unmixed air from the annulus region into recirculation zone at different axial locations [20]. The probability of

the 300 K bin also gives the fraction of time that unmixed annulus air is actually transported to a given location.

The CARS technique is probably the most reliable method currently available of measuring temperatures in

such a complex combusting environment and, as illustrated, it can give considerable insight into the physics of

the flow.

Hardened LDA System

The hardened LDA system design is based on experience obtained in the Combustion Tunnel Facility

with a single component system. A schematic diagram of the LDA system is shown in Figure 10. It can

simultaneously measure two velocity components at a rate in excess of 30,000 velocity realizations per

second. Polarization is used to separate the two velocity components and a Bragg cell is used to remove

directional ambiguity. The direction of polarization and relative position of the beams forming the measurement

volume are shown in Figure 11. Note that this system also includes a technique for measuring flame luminosity.

Detail descriptions of the hardened LDA system and research performed with it are given in Refs. [24-28].

Figures 12 and 13 illustrate results obtained with the hardened LDA/Luminosity system in the

Combustion Tunnel Facility. These data illustrate how a velocity bias error was detected using luminosity

measurements to conditionally sample the velocity data. The measurements were made on centerline and

downstream of the recirculation zone established behind the centerbody combustor. The flame luminosity

measurements were made along a line-of-sight that passed through the LDA measurement volume. Figure 12

illustrates a time record of axial velocities (top) and flame luminosity (bottom) obtained simultaneously. Note that

the flame is intermittent. Figure 13 shows the number of realizations of the axial velocities using: all the LDA

data (total), only those where there is no luminous signal (no flame), and only where there is luminosity. Figure

13 clearly shows that the distribution and mean values of the velocity measurements are different when

conditioned with the presence of flame. The important feature of the distributions is that the velocity

measurements in the flame are much less frequent than they should be. The fraction of time that the flame was

present, as measured from a large sampling of the luminosity time traces, was considerably larger than when it

was not present. The number of velocity realizations indicates the opposite is true. This discrepancy illustrates

that the mean velocity measurement are weighted towards the colder fluid elements.

Two causes can be given for the observed velocity bias error. Unknown to us at the time, other

researchers had shown that TiO2 seed particles, which were used in the experiment, do not scatter effectively

at high temperatures [29]. This could cause a bias in the mean velocities towards the colder temperatures.

6
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Also, there could be a density weighting effect which would cause more velocity realizations in the cold, high

density fluid elements than in the hot regions. As will be discussed in the next section, conditional sampling

measurements, made with the combined CARS/LDA system, indicate that both the Ti0 2 scattering and the

density weighting effects are occurring.

CARS/LDA System

Studies of turbulent transport characteristics in flames require simultaneous measurements of velocity

and a scalar. The feasibility of making nearly simultaneous temperature and two velocity component

measurements using a laboratory CARS system and the hardened LDA system have been demonstrated in a

propane/air premixed Bunsen burner flame [30]. The optical layout of the combined CARS/LDA system,

shown in Figure 14, provides a common measurement volume while effectively keeping the two optical

systems intact. The integration of the systems occurs in the electronics and the computer software that

governs the timing sequence (See Figure 15). The approach involves creating a 100 us window during every

100 ms firing interval of the CARS laser. If a velocity realization is recorded during the window, the CARS laser is

fired 4 pgs later. This guarantees nearly simultaneous temperature and velocity measurements, and hence, the

ability to measure velocity temperature correlations (See Figure 16). If no realization occurs, then there is a 100

ms waiting period before the CARS laser can be fired. This sequence was established by the operating

characteristics of the Nd:YAG laser used In the CARS system and the desire to obtain nearly simultaneous

velocity and temperature measurements. The CARS/LDA system is described in Ref. 30. Other investigations

for combining these two systems are given in 131,32).

The main advantage of the CARS/LDA over other techniques that provide temperature/velocity

correlations is that it can operate in adverse environments involving highly sooting flames that are stabilized by

complex, swirling recirculation zones and fueled by spray nozzles. The main disadvantage of the approach

used to ensure simultaneous CARS/LDA measurements is that very low data rates are observed (<0.5/s). A

new approach to be implemented in the CARS/LDA system developed for the Fundamental Combustion

Laboratory is to fire the CARS laser at a constant rate of 10 Hz while free running the LDA system. Coincidence

will be achieved by interpolation of the LDA data to obtain the two velocity components at the same time as the

CARS laser firing.

The abilities of the CARS/LDA system to examine bias errors due to the presence of seed particles are

illustrated in Figures 17 and 18. The low temperature biasing of 1102 seed particles is noted by comparing the

free running (unconditioned) CARS temperature measurements (TU) with those conditioned by the

simultaneous velocity measurements (TC) in Figure 17. This bias was shown to be primarily due to the

7
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reduction in effective scattering from the TiO 2 particles at high temperatures 1301. A12 0 3 seed particles

seemed to hold up in the flame environment but exhibited a density weighted (Favre) bias. This is shown In

Figure 18 by comparing the calculated density weighted pdf's (TF) and the conditioned pdf's TC . It appears

that the inherent seeding of flows to make LDA measurements results in Favre averaged velocities if the data

are not taken at equal time intervals.

CARS-Phase Doonler

An understanding of the dynamics of liquid sprays in a combusting environment is essential to the

understanding of the processes occurring in gas turbine combustors. To study these dynamics, a system is

being developed which will combine the temperature and concentration measurement capabilities of the

previously described hardened CARS system with a system capable of performing droplet size and

two-component velocity measurements.

The Phase Doppler technique developed by Bachalo and Houser [33] is being employed to provide

simultaneous measurements of drop size and velocity. This instrument is configured as a two-beam LDA

device except for the position and internal configuration of the detector. The detector is positioned 30 0 off

the forward axis and consists of a single compound lens and three photomultiplier tubes, positioned to

observe three spatially distinct positions of the lens. Drop size information is encoded in the spacing of fringes

projected to the receiver lens by droplets interacting with the interferometric probe volume. The spatial

variation of fringe spacing in the receiver plane results from the relative phase shift in the rays of light reaching

the receiver after traveling paths of different lengths through the droplet. Any two of the detectors can

measure this phase shift. The third detector serves to identify a phase shift larger than 2n radians. The phase

shift is linearly related to drop diameter.

Droplet velocities are encoded in the period of the Doppler burst measured at all three detectors. This

frequency information is analyzed as In a standard LDA Instrument. Both size and velocity measurements have

been shown to be unaffected by incident beam attenuation provided the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently

large. Preliminary work on dense sprays has been quite encouraging [33-35]. The results indicate that

accurate droplet velocity and size measurements can be made in exremely dense spray media.

Since both the CARS and Phase Doppler instruments are stand alone systems, integration of their

optical systems can be as straight forward as that diagrammed In Figure 19. Here the CARS and Phase Doppler

systems are arranged with counter propagating beams through the sample volume. The 30 degree forward

scattering geometry of the Phase Doppler configuration allows convenient separation of the two signal paths.
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Once the optical signals from the CARS and Phase Doppler systems have been detected, the electrical

information is processed as diagramed in Figure 20. The CARS and Phase Doppler information can be

collected independently of the operation of the two systems. With the insertion of an event marker/time word

capability, events occurring in the two data streams can be uniquely identified and correlations obtained.

Several problems which must be addressed with the combined CARS-Phase Doppler instrument occur

primarily with the ability of the CARS technique to work in dense spray environments. As observed in the

combined CARS-LDA system operation, high-density solid seed particles can cause problems with the

high-peak-power lasers due to optical breakdown. This may constitute an acute problem in dense sprays

where the droplet size can become quite large. Another problem might be the added nonresonant

background contribution due to the presence of the spray. If the droplets do not induce catastrophic

absorption of the CARS beams they may still increase the nonresonant-to-resonart signal ratio which can

complicate the analysis of the CARS spectra. One approach to avoiding these problems is to delay the CARS

measurement until the sample volume is clear of droplets. The amount of this delay will thus determine the

degree of simultaneity of the two measurements.

(Raman) LRS/LDA System

The LRS/LDA system is designed to provide nearly simultaneous measurements of two velocity

components and two scalar quantities. The LDA system In the combined Instrument is almost identical to the

previously described hardened LDA system. The optical layout of the LRS (Raman) system is shown in Figure

21. The optical integration of the two systems Is illustrated in Figure 22. Details of the integrated system are

given in Ref. 14. The LRS/LDA system is currently being used in cold flow mixing and premixed flame

experiments in the Fundamental Combustion Laboratory. Results from these studies will be published in the

near future.

The LRS system has several noteworthy characteristics. It uses photon counting and is capable of

measuring either the concentration of two gases in cold flow or temperature and concentration fluctuations of a

single gas species, such as N2 , in a flame. The use of this system in flame studies is limited by the low signal

strength that results from the small Raman scattering cross-sections of gas molecules. The Raman signal is

enhanced by using the pure Stokes rotational Raman lines of the probe gas, a 9 W cw Argon-ion laser, and a

multipass cell. This provides sufficient signal to permit sampling rates up to 2 kHz in flames and up to 5 kHz in

cold flows. A unique feature of the LRS system is the use of high spectral resolution which permits Raman

measurements in the presence of LDA seed. The design details and results obtained with this system are

given in Refs. 37-41.
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The LRS system was recently used in a study of a cold flowing mixing layer which won the 1985 AIAA

National Award for outstanding research paper 139]. The experiments and some of the results are shown in

Figure 23. The mixing layer development downstream of a splitter plate can be described by three regions.

The first is a laminar-like flow region in which an instability develops and grows to orderly coherent eddies that

dominate the second region. In the third region, fully developed turbulent motion prevails. The energy of the

low frequency eddies could be reduced substantially by putting a coarse grid just upstream of the splitter plate

tip. This is shown by the LRS-determined power spectral density function of the concentration fluctuations in

Figure 23. The LRS system provided pdf's of the concentration fluctuations which supported the three-region

description of the shear layer development. The impact of these measurement on turbulence model

development is also discussed in Ref. 39.

Ontoacoustic Laser Deflection (OLD)

The ability to measure temperature at very high data rates is important in the study of turbulent

combustion processes. High-frequency thermometry has, to date, been carried out using fine-wire

thermocouples or Rayleigh scattering. Both methods are extremely difficult to apply in complex sooting flames.

An Optoacoustic Laser Deflection technique (OLD) that has the capability of measuring temperatures at 1.4

kHz rates has recently been demonstrated [42,43]. The technique involves measurement of the propagation

velocity of an acoustic impulse between two measurement points defined by monochromatic beams. The

method is nonintrusive at the point of measurement, does not require focus coincidence of multiple beams,

and can be used with a number of commercially available high-repetition-rate lasers.

The OLD technique is Illustrated in Figure 24. The output from the XeCI laser is focused to a line on a

titanium or titanium-alloy wire, which--due to high and rapid heating from the absorption of optical
radiation-generates a megahertz-frequency sound pulse. A cylindrical wave is generated by this approach

which helps to minimize the spatial spreading of the sound pulse. This scheme provides a maximum spatial

resolution of 2.1 mm. The speed of the sound pulse is then monitored as it traverses a section of the flame.

This is accomplished by monitoring the deflection of two HeNe probe beams separated by 1 mm. As the sound

pulse travels through the flame, the local Index of refraction is changed by two events-first, the adiabatic

compression of the sound wave which Induces a small (40.1 K) temperature rise and, secondly, the pressure

dependence of the index of refraction. The HeNe probe lasers respond to the index change by being

deflected. The deflection is detected by an aperture-limited silicon diode. A wire target is used for sound

production to minimize the energy requirements of the laser source [44], allowing low power, high repetition

rate laser to be employed. The wire is typically located downstream of the measurement location to assure a

nonperturbing measurement. A block diagram of the electronics used to measure the transit time of the sound

pulse is shown in Figure 25. The details of this system are found In Reference 42.
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Figure 4. . illustrates time traces of the temperature at different radial locations in a premixed propane-air

flat flame. The OLD measured average temperature at the center of the flame of 2010 + 75 K showed excellent

agreement with the CARS measured value of 2030 + 100 K. At the edge of the flame, the well documented

(11 Hz) flame instability was measured. The data presented in Figure 26 were taken at 200 Hz. Data taken at

1.4 kHz showed the same behavior, indicating no high-frequency components in this region of the flame.

Figure 27 displays the results from studies on a Bunsen burner flame in which

higher-frequency-component temperature fluctuations were observed. Note the large temperature

fluctuations observed in the vicinity of the reaction zone. These measurements were made at 100 Hz, except

for the upper location in the reaction zone where they were made at 1 kHz (Figure 27b). This figure indicates

that 1 kHz is not a sufficiently fast rate for following the temperature fluctuations completely in this area of the

flame. Experiments are in progress to investigate the potential of using the OLD technique to measure

temperatures at a 5 kHz rate in a turbulent flame using a Cu-vapor laser.

Flow Visualization

Flow Visualization is an essential part of the CME program. It is used: (1) to identify the scales of

processes taKing place in different regions of combusting flows, (2) as an aid in interpreting single point

measurements such as CARS and LDA, and (3) to provide insights into the dynamics of the mixing and

transport processes. Visual observations and high speed movies of flames are simple and valuable diagnostic

techniques. They have been extensively used in studying the centerbody flow field in the Combustion Tunnel

Facility [16.

A new laser sheet lighting technique, which can provide very detailed information about the mixing and

transport processes occurring inside of flames, has recently been demonstrated [45]. Figure 28 illustrates the

experimental set-up of the laser sheet-lighting technique for observing the

near-wake region of a centerbody with a 56% blockage ratio in the vertical combustion tunnel. The technique

involves seeding the central fuel jet with TiCI4 vapor. As the fuel is mixed with the annulus air, the TiCI4 reacts

spontaneously and nearly instantaneously with the water in the air to form micron size T102 particles and HCI.

The Mie scattering from the TiO2 particles, observed at right angles to the plane of the laser-sheet, provides a

view of the flow field inside the flame. The technique is simple and easy to implement. The only major

equipment items required are a laser and camera. Although a 4 watt Argon Ion laser was use in these

experiments, a lower powered laser would work if the beam is scanned or swept through the flame at a high

rate.
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Very little heat is released from the "iCI4/H20 reaction so that it can be used to study reacting flows with

and without heat release. This is demonstrated in Figure 29 where a flame stablized by a centerbody with a

33% blockage (which is smaller than that used in the Ref. 45 study) is shown: as it looks to the eye (left), using

the laser sheet-lighting technique (center), and under the same flow conditions without combustion (right). In

the combusting case, some of the scattered light is due to the soot particles formed in the flame. High speed

movies using laser sheet-lighting provide a remarkable view of the dynamics of the mixing processes occurring

in the centerbody flow.

The laser sheet-lighting technique provides a better visualization of jet diffusion flames than

conventional techniques and has revealed several new processes occurring in these flames [46]. The jet

diffusion flame set-up used to compare different visualization techniques is shown in Figure 30. In this

experiment, both the dry annulus air and the central fuel jet were seeded with TiCI4 vapor. The only water

present to react with the TiCI 4 is that formed in the combustion process. Figure 31 ilustrates the visualization of

a propane diffusion flame using smoke with laser sheet-lighting (left), a shadowgraph (center) and the TiCI4

laser sheet-lighting technique (right). The structures formed in this flame are much clearer when viewed with

the TiCI 4 laser sheet-lighting technique than those obtained with the conventional techniques. The structures

identified by the TiCI 4/H20 reaction also have a physical interpretation. They represent the interface between

the fuel and the water product. The technique has revealed the presence of a stationary vortex in the

potential core of a low velocity propane jet diffusion flame and the shedding of these inner vortices as the fuel

flow is increased. It has also been shown that there are typically three instability zones radially distributed

across jei flames instead of the two previously revealed by the schlieren technique [47].

Since HCI is formed in the TiCI4 reaction with the water vapor, some precautions must be taken when

applying the technique. Very little TICI4 is used to seed the flow and the concentration of the HCI formed is

very small. However, care must be taken to vent the exhaust products from the laboratory and to flush the

burner with N2 or other dry gas after use. The only adverse affect that has been noted in using the TiCI4 /H2 0

reaction is that a sticky condensate can collect in the hood and drip on the floor or burner. This problem is

eliminated by letting the hood run continually and putting a lip on

the inside rim of the hood to collect any condensate.
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Concluding Remarks

Most of the diagnostics research conducted in the CME program has involved the development of

single-point temperature, species concentration and velocity measurement capabilities using CARS, LRS and

LDA. The CARS and LRS systems have been successfully combined with the LDA systems so that

correlations between scalar and vector quantities can be measured. The LRS/LDA system is currently being

used in cold flow and premixed flame experiments in the Fundamental Combustion Laboratory. When these

experiments are completed, the LRS/LDA system will be replaced with a CARS/LDA system which will be used

to study diffusion flames. The integration of the hardened CARS system with a Phase Doppler spray analyzer is
in progress. This CARS-Phase Doppler system should have the capabilities of making simultaneous

measurements of temperature, N2 and 02 concentrations, drop size, and two velocity components. This

system will be used to study a spray flame established in the Phase II swirl combustor and in more basic cold

flow turbulent drop interaction experiments in the Spray Laboratory.

Future diagnostic research will concentrate on obtaining quantitative multipoint measurements of

temperature, species concentration and velocity. A method for making two-dimensional measurements of

flame temperature, that relies on fluorescence from a seed material, is under development. This method

involves the use of rare-earth ions embedded into various crystal lattices. The approach is to grind the solid

into small seed particles that can track the flow. The fluorescence from the particles stimulated by a laser beam

or a laser sheet will be used to measure temperatures at multiple points in the flow. Streak phuiography or a
variation of it will be used in conjunction with the fluorescence measurements to obtain the velocities of the

particles at the same time the temperatures are measured. Simultaneous temperature and two velocity

components will be measured at multiple points in a combusting flow field if this approach succeeds. Other

approaches for obtaining multipoint measurements of velocity and temperature are being considered but are

not as far along as the fluorescence particle approach.
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OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS FOR REACTING AND NON-REACTING FLOWS:
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND RESULTS

L. P. Goss,* T. H. Chen,** V. Vilimpoc,t M. E. Post,tt

D. D. Trump,5 and B. Sarkall
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

A Division of Arvin/Calspan
2800 Indian Ripple Road

Dayton, Ohio 45440-3696

ABSTRACT over the past decade, with applications ranging
from simple laboratory burners to commercial

Two novel, multipoint combustion-diagnostic jet engines. Point-measurement techniques such

techniques have been developed for the study of as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), Raman scat-

jet diffusion flames--thin-filament pyrometry tering and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spec-
(TFP) for the measurement of flame temperature troscopy (CARS) have been developed to the

and two-color particle-imaging velocimetry point where they can be applied to real-world

(PIV) for two-dimensional velocity measure- combustor systems. Multipoint techniques are
ments. In the TFP technique the thermal charac- not so well developed but offer the possibility
teristics and their influence upon the spatial and for two-dimensional scalar and velocity mea-
temporal response of the SiC filament have been surements in complex flow systems. In this

assessed by a numerical heat-transfer model. paper two multipoint techniques are discussed
The flame-tracking capability of the filament at which have be'ira under development at the

different frequencies has been evaluated and Wright Research and Development Center at

found to exhibit negligible errors in the 50 - 100 Wright-Patterson Air Force Base for the study of

Hz range and relatively small errors up to 500 complex combustion flow systems--) thin-

Hz. The addition of a CCD camera in the TFP filament pyrometry (TFP) for high-sampling-rate
method has allowed extension of the technique measurement of single- and multiple-line ther-
to multifilaments and sooty flames. The two- mometry and 2) two-color particle-imaging
color PIV technique is similar to existing PIV velocimetry (PIV) for two-dimensional velocity
techniques except that two different-color laser measurements. The TFP technique relies upon
sources are used to form the light sheets the blackbody emission from a thin ceramic fila-
required for exposing the position of the parti- ment to determine the local flame temperature.
cles in a seeded flowfield. Analysis of the two- The two-color technique utilizes two different
color images consists of digitizing the exposed colored laser light sheets to mark particles in a
film with color filters to separate the green- and flowfield as a function of time and remove
red-particle image fields and processing the direction ambiguities which arise with single-
digitized images with velocity-displacement color velocimetry techniques. Both techniques
software. The two-color PIV technique has the require a CCD camera to capture multipoint
advantage that direction as well as particle dis- spatial information. The TFP and two-color PIV
placement is uniquely determined since the techniques along with their flame applications
green-particle image occurs before the red one are discussed below.
by a known time increment. Velocity measure-
ments utilizing this technique on a propane jet THIN-FILAMENT PYROMETRY
diffusion flame have been made, and the results
are discussed. Background

INTRODUCTION The TFP technique relies upon the blackbody
emission from a thin ceramic filament (SiC) for

Developments in combustion-diagnostic tech- measurement of the temperature distribution in
niques have experienced tremendous growth a combusting flowfield. The emission is recorded

spatially along the length of the filament, allow-
'Chief Scientist, Optical Diagnos., Member AIAA ing the radial temperature distribution to be

**Sr. Research Scientist, Sr. Member AIAA evaluated. The filament is made of commercially

tChemical Engineer available ultrafine p-SiC.' The filament diameter
ttResearch Physicist is 15 1&m. and its thermal conductivity is rela-

IProject Engineer tively low, being - 10 kcal/m hr *C along the
HiElectrical Engineer filament axis at room temperature. This is - 40

Copynit 0 1990 American Institute ot Aeronautics and 1
Astronautics, In,:. All riglts reserved.
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times lower than the thermal conductivity of Pt- Hz. The phase delay of the filament response
PtRh wire, which drastically reduces the spread (dashed line) and the difference between the
in the temperature profile along the filament. maximum and minimum filament temperature
Because of its small size, the filament can (solid line) are plotted as functions of frequency
respond quickly to temperature changes in its in Fig 1. Under low-frequency modulation the
surroundings; its high emissivity (0.88), which is filament responds with only a small-amplitude
constant over the temperature range of interest, attenuation and phase delay. As the thermal-
allows quantitative conversion of filament inten- input frequency increases, how-ver, the mag-
sity to temperature. The technique has been nitude of the attenuation and the phase delay
applied to several flame studies involving non- increases significantly. Recently the response
sooting laminar, 2  turbulent, 3 -4  and--more data shown in Fig. I were verified experimen-
recently--sooting flames. 5  The thermal proper- tally by Chen, et al.8

ties of the filament were modeled (steady-state)
in two earlier studies, 6-7 and a full non-steady ,4W
time-dependent heat-transfer model has been ~.--
developed recently.8  Because of the strong 120 A"'
dependence of the response of the filament upon
the Reynolds number and the thermal properties l00 A"

of the flowfield, the time-dependent heat trans-
fer model will be discussed in detail. q NO

Theoretical and Numerical Model

From the consideration of the energy balance, ,W

the temperature change for a thin-filament ele-
ment with length dx is found to be governed by9

T4 0 2W 400 600 So0 1000
P1pV9Rm-hACrf-T)-mA,,(r - 1+kAjA L11af-L[L) (1)

(a) (b) (c)
convection radiation conduction Fig. 1. Plot of filament response and phase-angle

delay as function of thermal input fre-
where p is the density of the filament, Cp its heat quency.
capacity, V volume, Tf filament temperature, t
time, h convective heat-transfer coefficient, Ap To verify the utilization of the filament to
surface area, T. gas temperature, e emissivity of track the time variation of the flame, the ther-
the filament, a Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T. mal code was used to simulate the response of
room temperature, k thermal conductivity, Ai the thin filament under an oscillating flame con-
cross-sectional area, Ii marker of the right- dition. The input function used for this purpose
hand side of the control volume, IL marker of the was
left-hand side of the control volume, r radius of T,(x,t) ) Tdexp(-( )21 +T
the filament, and dx length of the filament (2)
element. In Eq. (1), (a) represents the con- (2)
vective beat-transfer term, (b) the radiation xf = xf, + Lf sin( 2al)
term, and (c) the conduction term. By utilizing
the thermal properties of the filament and the
surrounding air in Eq. (1), the relative contri- where xf is the instantaneous flame-surface
butions from the various heat-transfer terms can position, xfo reference flame position, Lf magni-
be evaluated and the response of the filament tude of the flame-surface oscillation, Fo oscil-
determined. lation frequency for the simulation, T. = 300 K,

The response curve of the filament, calculated and Td = 1700 K. The temperature difference
by means of experimentally determined heat- between ambient air and the flame surface was
transfer coefficients,$ is presented in Fig. 1. The set to 1700 K, corresponding to the adiabatic
input function for this plot was sinusoidal, flame condition for a methane or propane flame.
having a temperature of 2300 K and a minimum A portion of the input thermal function for a
temperature of 900 K--a difference of 1400 K. 500-Hz oscillation is shown in Fig. 2(a). The
The input frequency, F0 , varied from 20 to 1000 filament response, Tf, to the input thermal wave

2
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as a function of axial position and time is plotted
in Fig. 2(b). At this high modulation frequency,
the temperature response of the filament is
slightly attenuated and displays a phase delay,
as shown in Fig. 2(c). From this type of trace

function, statistical quantities such as mean
flame position, fluctuation magnitude, and
instantaneous flame-fluctuation velocity can be
calculated. It was determined that these statisti-
cal quantities for the input and output functions 23W,

agree within 15% for a 500-Hz modulation. For a 3 Iwo0
50-Hz oscillation which is typical of the jet dif- 9 1
fusion flames studied by the TFP technique to Z 10

date, the input and output functions are indistin- it 1

guishable. 700

The development of an accurate thermal 3 00

model of the filament response allows compen- PIXEL NO.

sation for the amplitude attenuation and phase
delay at high frequencies. This procedure
requires knowledge of the constituent gases and
their thermal properties as well as the velocity
field. Chen, et al.,3 recently demonstrated that
the response time of the filament under differ-
ent flow conditions can be measured directly. In
this work the filament is placed in the flowfield
to be studied and heated by a chopped cw-C0 2
laser. Because the response of the filament 2300

under these conditions is dominated by convec- f I' 1W
tive heat transfer [(term a in Eq. (1)], the experi- 15,

mentally measured decay time of the heat pulse 1100
on the filament allows the convection term to be
measured directly. This simplifies the need for a (
complete knowledge of the constituents and the 3 10 , 130 4,o

flowfield and allows evaluation of the frequency PXEL No.
response of the filament. 140

Multipoint Measurements and Soot 135 ' ,
Compensation I' 9 \

Early studies conducted with the TFP tech- 3 JI

nique were directed toward taking advantage of 11 1

its high-speed thermometric capabilities which 8' I i

involved capturing the emission along the
length of the filament with a rotating-mirror I I II It
arrangement. Temperature and flame-position 120 /
information along the filament as a function of
time was obtained in this manner and utilized in (c)
the study of laminar and turbulent jet diffusion 100 7'5 1 ,Z' ,50 175 20

flames. 2-' The temperature of the filament is TIME(m )

determined by ratioing the observed emission ____

intensity to that from a flame of known tem- O T .....

perature. The ratioed intensity is then con- Fig. 2. Plots of (a) Input thermal wave (500 Hz)
verted to temperature using a calibration curve, for modeling reactance of filament; (b)
Once the temperature has been determined in Output response of thin filament to input
this manner, it must be corrected for radiative thermal wave; and (c) Trace of peak
heat losses. The extent of this correction is filament temperature for 500-Hz thermal

dependent upon the magnitude of the convec- excitation wave (solid line - input wave;

tive heat transfer. dashed line - filament response).

3
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To extend the capability of the technique
to multifilament measurements, a ten-filament
rake system was devised for suspending multi-
ple filaments in a flame; the emission from each
filament was captured by a 1024 x 1024 pixel
CCD c amera, isolateu, normali.ed (to w,,e emission
from a flame of known temperature), and con-
verted to a temperature. The use of a CCD
camera allows imaging not only of multiple fila-
ments but also of the surrounding emission of
the flame. In the case of a sooting flame, the
blackbody emission from the soot must be sepa-
rated from the filament emission to allow tem-
perature measurements. Separation of the soot
from the filament emission is a multistep process
involving determination of the filament loca-
tions, fitting of the soot background, subtraction
of the fitted background from the filament
emission, and final conversion to temperature.
For isolation of the filaments and determination
of their exact location, a one-dimensional
Laplacian operator was employed. This operator
acts as a high-spatial-frequency bandpass filter
in the direction perpendicular to the filaments
and allows the filaments to be isolated from the
slowly varying soot background. The filament
locations are then extracted and used in deter-
mining the background subtraction. Next, the
surrounding soot emission on both sides of the
filament (in the perpendicular direction) is fit
with a fourth-order polynomial and used to
estimate the soot contribution at the filament
location. The background is then subtracted
from the filament in the original image and the
resulting background-free image converted to a
temperature in the normal manner.

This technique has been recently applied to
the study of a low-velocity propane jet diffusion
flame dominated by buoyancy and displaying
low-frequency (14-Hz) structures which can be
used for synchronization. This flame has been
the subject of an intensive experimental and
numerical study, the results of which were
reported by Chen, et at. 5 Figure 3 displays this
sooty flame and the resulting temperatures
determined by the multifilament TFP technique.

TWO-COLOR PARTICLE-IMAGING Fig. 3. Multiple-filament emission recorded in

VELOCIMETRY sooty jet diffusion flame with derived
temperatures superimposed.

Background map. Several techniques have been reported in
the literature which have the capability to deter-

In complex flowfields, i.e., recirculating flows, mine the velocity of a two-dimensional flowfield.
it is important to obtain an instantaneous two- These techniques can be divided into three cate-
dimensional picture of the entire flowfield rather gories: particle-tracking schemes, 10 " 17 time-of-
than be restricted to a pointwise time-averaged flight techniques, 18.20 and laser Doppler

4
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methods.2 1 -2 4  For low-to-moderate velocity particle, components of the background, which
flowfields, particle-tracking techniques are effi- are constant or slowly varying over the scale of
cient. offering a wide velocity range and allowing the particle size, are removed by application of a
two-dimensional measurement of the velocity two-dimensional Laplacian operator to the digi-
flowfield. Particle tracking, or particle-image tized image. This Laplacian operator basically
velocimetrv (DIV), is basically an extension of acts as a s-,atia!-f-r-nncv filter, passing high-
speckle photography which has been employed frequency (small-size) components of the image
extensively in solid mechanics. The PIV tech- but suppressing low-frequency (background)
nique consists of I) double pulsing a particle- components. The particle images can be further
laden flowfield, 2) recording the scattered light enhanced above the background and film noise if
either by conventional photography or hologra- the step size of the Laplacian operator is
phy, and 3) processing the photographs to obtain approximately the particle size. Next, the proc-
velocity information. While the first two steps essed image is scanned in two dimensions for
are relatively simple to implement, the data local maxima, and a series of tests is performed
analysis is typically complex and requires com- to identify those local maxima which correspond
puterized image processing. to particles.

Image Analysis Determination of Most Probable Vector
Displacement

The two-color PIV technique utilizes color to
remove directional ambiguities and reduce Several methods have been used to deter-
tracking errors. However, because the standard mine the most probable displacement (correla-
Young's-fringel analysis approach cannot distin- tion) for vector pairs in a section of the image.
guish the different-color particle fields, an alter- The histogram (correlation-map) approach which
native correlation-tracker analysis approach was was found to be computationally efficient
developed. The analysis procedure consists of was utilized for this study. In the histogram
I) digitizing the color negative with a CCD array, approach, a correlation-histogram map is
2) determining the spatial locations of the digi- constructed from the green- and red-particle
tized particle images, 3) constructing a correla- images; the maximum of these images contains
tion map from which the most probable the most probable displacement vector. The
displacement vector can be determined, and 4) software for this analysis functions by first find-
using this information in a tracker which identi- ing an initial particle image in the green digitized
fies green/red-particle vector pairs from the image. The exact location of the green particle is
digitized image. determined and used for mapping. A 120 x 120

pixel area of the red-particle image centered
Determination of Particle Coordinates about the green-particle coordinates is then

copied into a histogram map (correlation space).
In the present study in order to take full This procedure is then repeated for all the

advantage of the resolution available with the green-particle images and their associated
color film on which images were recorded (-100 surrounding fields in the red-particle images.
line pairs per mm), an enlarger was used to This process is represented mathematically by
subdivide the image for analysis. An automated
x,y,z traversing mechanism was used to set the H(1,.1) = g(xcyc) r(xc-4,yc-1y) (3)
position of the enlarger to within 20 mm in any
direction. Each section of the enlarged image
was digitized twice using a CCD camera system.
The first digitized image was taken with a green y.) center coordinates of the green-particle
filter for identifying the green-particle images images, r(x - 4, y - c) red-particle images sur-
and the second with a red filter for identifying rounding the green particle being mapped, and
the red-particle images. These digitized images the summation is over all green-particle images.
were processed in an identical manner to deter- As green/red-particle pairs having the
mine the coordinates of the green and red same velocity--and, thus, displacement--are
particles, mapped onto correlation space, peaks are built

A typical digitized image displays peaks asso- up. The maximum of this map corresponds to
ciated with the particles superimposed on a the most probable displacement from the center
slowly varying background. In order to simplify coordinate, illustrated in Fig. 4. If only a single-
procedures for finding the coordinates of each color image had been used instead of a two-color
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searches for the corresponding red-particle pr-ir.
If a red particle is present at the projected
coordinates, then a velocity match is made and a
vector drawn. If no red particle is found at
thest coordinates, & smaii winiow is opened
around the target coordinates; this window is
expanded incrementally to a selected percentage
of the vector length. Figure 5 is a graphical rep-
resentation of this process. If the number and
size of the window increments become too large,
the number of erroneous matches may become
large. Generally, good results are obtained with
three window increments, with the maximum
increment being 20% of the vector length. The
tracker portion of the analysis is very efficient,
with normally < 30 sec being required to process
a full 384 x 576 digitized image. The combina-
tion of correlator and tracker was found to be
the most efficient and effective approach in
determining velocity vectors in the two-color
images recorded in this study.

Fig. 4. Correlation map of two-color PIV double-
pulsed image. Notice absence of self- Application to Jet Diffusion Flame
correlation center peak.

The experimental arrangement for two-color
image, the resulting correlation map would have PIV measurements is shown in Fig. 6. Two
been symmetric and centered about a large self- separate Nd:YAG lasers are used in forming the
correlation peak at the center of the map. The different-color light sheets for exposing the
result would have been a 180-deg. directional
ambiguity which would have had to be resolved
by phase shifting or by having a priori knowl-
edge of the flowfield. Because only the red-
particle images were mapped into the histogram
with respect to the green, neither the self-
correlation peak nor the symmetry and assoiated
180-deg. directional ambiguity is observed in -

this figure. Thus, both displacement and direc- (2)
tional information are determined from the his- (
togram map. The analysis software determines
the direction and displacement by searching for
the maximum; the displacement is then deter-
mined from the maximum to the center, which
corresponds to the most likely velocity and
direction averaged over the x,y array examined. * Green-Pelcle imege
For determining the individual velocity vectors, + Red-Particle image
a tracker must be employed.

Determination of Vector Pairs (Tracker) Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of two-color PIV
tracker. Most probable velocity vector is

A tracker routine was developed to permit drawn from each green-particle image
use of the average velocity and directiona (0) to locate corresponding red-particle
information obtained from the correlation map image (+). Case (1) depicts exact match;
to find green/red-particle pairs which fit this Case (2), match obtained with first
value within a preset uncertainty. The tracker, uncertainty box; Case (3), no match: Case
starting from each green-particle image, adds (4), match obtained with second
the most probable vector displacement and uncertainty box.

6
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5-, NdYAG Las.r area of the recorded image (which was - 54
CamoraCaa1ac m 2 ). This corresponded to a pixel resolution of

~ 20 Itm which was considered to be adequate for
capturing the particle images. The 35-mm film

-. ... . was typically divided into 36 segments which
bra Confira~j were digitized and stored on magnetic Lape for

1 analysis.
The experimental arrangement for the jet

- / i diffusion flame consisted of a round central jet of
ST"YAG- 22.5-mm diam. surrounded by an annular

PumP." coflowing air jet of 254-mm diam. The velocities

'K_. -L.f of the central fuel jet and annular air were -10
and -15 cm/sec., respectively. The fuel used in

- -l this study was propane diluted with 50%-by-
mass of nitrogen. This flame has been studied

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of experimental experimentally using the reactive Mie scattering
arrangement utilized for study of two- (RMS) and thin-filament pyrometry (TFP) tech-
color PIV technique on propane jet dif- niques in which visualization and temperature
fusion flame. Both a Nd:YAG and a profiles were obtained and compared with
Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser are employed numerical predictions of Davis, et al.25 -26 Both
for sheet lighting uf flame- experimental and numerical evidence indicates

that the low-velocity propane jet is unusual in
position of the particles in the seeded flowfield. that a stagnation (weak-recirculation) zone is
The green-laser light sheet is formed from established approximately two diameters down-
the doubled output of a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta- stream of the nozzle. The presence of this stag-
Ray DCR IA) at 532 nm. The second laser nation zone is due to the high density of propane
employed for the red-laser light sheet is a which tends to overcome the weak momentum
broadband dye laser operating at 607 nm. The of the fuel jet, eventually halting the upward
outputs from both the dye and Nd:YAG lasers are fuel flow. It is thought that the flame develops
combined by a dichroic mirror and directed into downstream from the stagnation zone due to the
sheet-forming optics. These optics consist of a acceleration effects of buoyancy. This flowfield
cylindrical lens which spreads the laser beams is, thus, relatively complex and a good test for
two dimensionally and a piano-convex lens two-dimensional velocity methods which can
which controls the beam waist of the laser distinguish direction.
sheets. The laser sheet was - 10 cm in height A 500-msec time separation between the
and I mm in thickness in the test area. green- and red-laser sheets was used for this

A Nikon 35-mm format camera was used to study. Assuming a maximum velocity in the
record the Mie scattering from the seeded flow- flowfield of 3 m/sec. the minimum spatial reso-
field. A macro zoom lens operating with an f/8.4 lution is - 1.5 gm. The lowest velocity is deter-
aperture was employed for obtaining the images mined from the minimum particle separation
reported in this study. This lens-aperture com- divided by the time separation between laser
bination resulted in a magnification factor of pulses. For the collection optics and film used in
0.39. To reduce the contribution of the soot this study, this corresponded to a particle sepa-
emission of the flame, a Uniblitz high-speed ration of - 15 gm, and the lowest detectable
camera shutter operating at a 1/500-sec. expo- velocity was thus - 0.03 m/sec. The seed
sure was employed. Synchronization of the employed in this study was alumina of - I gnm
camera shutter with the laser firing was con- nominal size. The seed was injected both into
trolled by custom-built timing electronics. The the fuel jet and coannular air jet prior to exiting
100 ASA color film used to record the two-color the tubes.
PIV images was developed commercially. After The processed two-color PIV image for the
processing, the film was digitized by a 384 x 576 2.54-cm propane jet is shown in Fig. 7. The ini-
Thompson CCD array camera (Photometrics, Ltd.) tial velocity of the fuel jet was - 0.15 m/sec at
using a film projector to enlarge a section of the the nozzle exit. As the fuel jet progressed
film onto the camera. Each section of the film downstream, the velocity of the jet decayed,
was digitized twice--once with a green-color fil- approaching zero at - 1.5 diameters downstream.
ter and then with a red-color filter. The digi- The development of the stagnation zone was due
tized film sections typically covered a 1.5 cm 2  to the high density of the propane fuel which
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being entrained into the flame at downstream
locations. This process acted to mix burning fuel
with air and, thus, sustain combustion at down-
stream locations. The existence of the stagnation
zone and the flowfield acceleration due to buoy-

,,/ ,,ancy have been qualitatively demonstrated by

the RMS flow-visualization technique on this jet
, Ldiffusion flame. 25  Numerical results of Davis, et

1 3 =/.s al., 25 .5 have confirmed the importance of the role
of buoyancy in establishing the unique character
of this flame.

S [ ,,/ , 'CONCLUSIONS, I/i , , *.

' "'' ' , '''' \ The influence of the thermal characteristics

upon the spatial and temporal response of the
/ thin SiC filament utilized in the TFP technique, ', ,' has been evaluated by a numerical model. The

, ,numerical simulation showed that the convection
term is dominant over the conduction and dissi-

'4 pation terms; thus, the filament possesses high
.,,, temporal response and spatial response suitable

"', it, I, ., , for tracking the motion of the flame. Also, for a
.., 7 typical lifted flame-base motion with measured

flow velocities of - 2.0 m/s and fluctuation fre-
quencies of ~ 50 - 125 Hz, the filament can accu-

S ,, rately track the flame motion. For a modulation
. , ' frequency > 500 Hz, the ,icking error was

determined to be < 15 %. The addition of a CCD
camera in the TFP technique allows imaging of

/, ,,,. ,, ' ,, multiple filaments as well as the flame back-
. , ground emission. This allows the emission from

'I)a sooty flame to be captured and compensated.
The two-color PIV technique has the advan-

. .. , .. .,. .tage that direction as well as particle displace-
. , . ' , moot is uniquely determined since the green

0 "particle image occurs before the red one by a
known time increment. The technique is, thus,
applicable to complex flowfields (i.e., recirculat-
ing), where the normal 180-deg. directional
ambiguity of single-color techniques can be

Fig. 7. Processed velocity-vector map of propane troublesome. Velocity measurements employing
jet diffusion flame. Solid line in flow the two-color PIV technique on a propane jet
represents visible flame surface. diffusion flame indicated that the large change in

flow speed and direction associated with this
overcame the initial momentum of the fuel jet. flowfleld can be studied by this technique.
Just above this stagnation zone the fuel jet accel-
erated due to the proximity of the fast hot ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
burning gases. Notice that these hot regions
display a velocity much higher than that of the This work was supported by and performed
cold central fuel jet. This high velocity is at the W~ight Research and Development Center/
thought to be due to the buoyancy effect which Aero Propulsion Laboratory under Contract No.
accelerates the hot (low-density) combusting F33615-85-C-2562. The authors are indebted to
gases. The gases in the combusting areas reach a Drs. W. M. Roquemore and C. D. MacArthur for
velocity of - 3 n/sec. Notice the cooler outer air support and discussions concerning this work
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Combined CARS/LDA instrument for simultaneous temperature
and velocity measurements

L. P. Goss and D. D. Trump

Systems Research Laboratories Inc., Dayton, OH 45440, USA

W. M. Roquemore
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45413. USA

Abstract. The performance of a combined CARS/LDA instrument A combined CARS/LDA instrument designed for
capable of measuring temperature and two velocity components simultaneous measurements of velocity and temperature
with a time coincidence of about 4 ps is evaluated in a turbulent in reacting flows is described herein. This instrument was
premixed propane-air Bunsen-burner flame. Measurements near
the base of the flame exhibit negative axial correlations, developed to minimize the time difference between
indicative of normal gradient transport. those near the flame tip velocity and temperature measurements. The advantages
show strong positive axial correlations, indicative of transport of combining the LDA and CARS instrument are: (1) the
counter to the temperature gradient. The radial correlations are demonstrated ability of CARS to obtain temperatures in
positive both in the reaction zone and in the plume. An analysis diverse flame environments. (2) the nonintrusive nature of
of temperature data from measurements made (I) independent of
and (2) coincidental with LDA measurements indicqtes that the the measurements, and (3) the ability to examine the
CARS/LDA instrument provides a density-weighted velocity, effects of seed biasing. The last advantage is quite
temperature, and velocity temperature correlation due to the significant in demonstrating the density-weighted bias
density variations in the flame. error which occurs with the LDA measurement. The density

bias affects not only the average temperature and velocity
measurements obtained simultaneously but also the correla-
tions between the velocity and temperature. as will be

I Introduction discussed in detail in this paper.

Experimental studies of turbulent transport processes are 2 CARS instrument
very difficult because simultaneous measurements of
velocity and a scalar variable are required. The develop- The design and the data-reduction routines of the CARS
ment of laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) has provided instrument (Fig. I) have been discussed in detail by Goss
the means for measuring velocities in combusting flows, et al. (1983b). and only the salient features will be
however, reliable scalar measurements have proven to be mentioned here. The frequency-doubled output from a
much more difficult. Shepherd and Moss (1983), Shepherd Quanta-Ray DCR-2 Nd:YAG laser was used to pump a
et al. (1982), Tanaka and Yanagi (1983), Yanagi and broadband dye laser (oscillator-amplifier combination). It
Mimura (1981), and Heitor et al. (1984) combined LDA was also used as the pump beam in the CARS process. A
with a thermocouple to make simultaneous temperature folded BOXCARS configuration was used to achieve a
and velocity measurements in premixed flames. Brum et spatial resolution of 2 mm along the major beam axis.
al. (1983) used LDA and a thermocouple to study a This system was designed to acquire CARS data at a
complex diffusion flame. Pulsed Raman and LDA were 10-Hz rate which required interfacing to a minicomputer
combined in studies conducted by Warshaw et al. (1981), for control of the data acquisition. Data reduction consist-
Lederman and Posillico (1981), and Dibble et al. (1984). ed of fitting the observed N2 CARS spectral band-shape
Simultaneous density and velocity measurements were by means of a nonlinear least-squares iterative routine.
made by Dibble et al. (1981) using Rayleigh scattering The primary differences between the CARS system
and LDA. Mie scattering and LDA were used by Starner described by Goss et al. (1983a) and the system used in
and Bilger (1980) to obtain mixture fraction and velocity this study are associated with a change in the photodiode-
correlations. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy array detector. The previously used TN 1223 detector was
(CARS) and LDA have been used by Fujii et al. (1983), replaced with a TN6132 1024-element detector. The latter
Fujii et al. (1984), and Goss et al. (1984a, b) to obtain detector, when directly compared with the former, dis-
velocity-temperature correlations, played less cross-talk, a larger dynamic range, and little, if
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Fig. I. Optical layout of the combined CARS/LDA instrument

any. memory retention As a result, the splitter arrange- the density weighting of the LDA measurement (high
ment as well as the data-acquisition software of the temperatures, low seed density). Howexer, the LDA data
previous system could be simplified. Calibration of the rate for TiO 2 w.s two to three times lo,%er than could be
new detector has been described by Goss etal. (1983b). explained by a density-weighting mechanism Several
This CARS system displayed 80-K precision for repeated suggestions have been made by Moss , 9 (. Ebrahimi
single-shot temperature measurements and 10-K accuracy and Kleine (1977), and Kennedy H9 '' tu explain this
in time-averaged measurements, as compared to a phenomenon. For example, it was suggested that TiO,
chromel-alumel thermocouple. may undergo a phase transition at high temperatures

which results in a .maller scatte'ing cross section and
reduced signal Ntrengths. It has also been suggested that

3 LDA instrument the TiO 2 particle may break up to form smaller particles
at hi h temperatures, thus reducing the ,cattering cross

The LDA system shown in Fig. I was built by Lightman section. Alumina particles, Ahen tested under flame con-
et al. (1983) and is a two-velocity-component, real-fringe ditions similar to those used with the TiO2 . displayed
system based on polarization separation of the velocity close agreement with the expected density-weighted LDA
components. The spatial resolution was 3 mm. The pro- data rates. Thus, alumina seed particles were used for the
cessor electronics consisted of two 1990 TSI burst-counter experiments reported in this paper. unless otherwise
processors which were modified to permit coincident stated The densitv-weighted biasing will be discussed in
velocities as well as CARS data to be obtained. A com- more detail in a later ,ection.
puter interface allows data rates in excess of 30,000
velocities/s to be transferred and stored on a mini-
computer. A 40-MHz Bragg shifter was used to remove 4 Combined CARS/LDA system
direction ambiguities in the experiments reported by Goss
et al. (1984b). This, however, resulted in a relatively The Nd:YAG laser used in the CARS experiment
coarse velocity resolution (0.5 m/s) due to the bit resolu- operates most efficiently at a 10-Hz rate. whereas the
tion of the 1990 processors. To circumvent this problem. LDA instrument processes velocities at a rate which is
the 40-MHz signal was mixed with a 35-MHz signal, related to the passage of the seed particles through the
resulting in a 5-MHz Doppler signal with a velocity fringe pattern. Since partic!e arrival is random in nature.
resolution of 0.06 m/s which is better suited for the iow- the coupling of the tso instruments requires that random
velocity flames under study. events be coupled to a 1(-Hz repetitive exent.

In the earlier studies conducted by Goss et al. (1984a) The approach followsed in combining these two instru-
with the combined CARS/LDA instrument, rio, particles ments involved creating a 100-ps window during every
were used exclusively as the seed. 11 was observed in the 100-ms firing intersal of the Nd: YAG laser. If an LDA
present work that TiO2 displays a higher-than-expected realization should occur during this window, the CARS
dropout rate at high tempcra:ures. rhe velocity realization lasci would be allowed to Q-switch. The firing sequence
rate is expected to uecreae at higher temperatures due to off the Nd: YA(i laser ,.onsists of first discharging the
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flashlamps to obtain a population inversion and then LDA

pulsing t..e Q-switch to depopulate the upper laser levels GATE

and, thereby, obtain a giant laser pulse. The time separa-

tion between the flashlamp discharge and the Q-switch LDA DATA

pulsing is 250 ps. The 100-1ps LDA window is centered ROY (ONLY ONE) LIGHT

about the optimum 250-ps delay after the flashlamp FLASHLAMPS PULSE TRIGGERED

firing. The width of the 100-ps window was determined CARS A'By LA

experimentally by varying the time delay between the LSER

lamp firing and the Q-switching. When the window is

centered on the optimum delay, firing the Nd:YAG laser Fig. 2. Timing sequence for data-acquisition for the combined

50 ps on either side of center corresponds to a 2 5 % drop in CARS/LDA instrument

laser power. The net result of such an approach is that the

coincidence time is determined by (a) the time required

by the burst-counter procFssor to determine the velocity command signal to the Nd:YAG laser. The TN6132

from Doppler burst (4 ps) and (b) the time required for multichannel detector transfers the CARS data to the

the laser to fire after the Q-switch pulse has occurred spectral-data memory (SMD) of the TN 1710 from which

(50 ns). With this method a 50-m/s fluid element would the data are transferred under DMA control to the 7840

move only 2001pm in the 4-ps interval between velocity computer. Before the data are transferred to the 7840

and temperature measurements. computer, the least ten channels of the 1024-channel

The drawback of such an approach is that a sub- CARS data are overwritten with the shot count for that

stantially reduced data-acquisition rate is obtained due to particular laser firing. The shot count is used for book-

the narrow window over which the LDA event is accepted. keeping by analysis programs.

With the LDA in the free-run mode, 500 velocity realiza- For low-velocity flows the seed particle does not have

tions per second are observed in the flame. With a 100-ps sufficient time to clear the sample volume before the

window opening every 100 ms, the total sampling time per CARS laser fires: thus, potential problems related to the

second is I ms. This allows, on the average, only one presence of the seed during the CARS measurement must

simultaneous velocity-temperature measurement every two be addressed. Possible problems include: (1) optical

seconds. breakdown, which has been discussed, (2) a contribution

The experimental arrangement of the combined to the overall non-resonant susceptibility produced by the

CARS/LDA instrument is displayed in Fig. I. To mini- particles, which would effectively increase the measurd

mize the changes in optical configuration of the separate CARS temperature, and (3) a reduction in the tempera-

systems, a counter-propagating arrangement was used in ture of the flame due to heat loss in the fo-m of blackbody

which the instruments were on separate optical tables. The emission by the seed. To determine whether the presence

collimating lens and turning mirrors of the CARS system of the seed particle affects the CARS measurement, an

were rearranged on the LDA optics table, while the experiment was conducted in which the plume region of

parabolic forward-scattering collection mirror of the LDA the premixed flame was measured with and without seed

system was placed on the CARS table. This caused no particles. The result was that the two measured mean

major problem for either system and also minimized the temperatures always agreed to within 10 K. The 10-K

number of optical changes necessary. To ensure overlap- difference is well within the reproducibility of the burner

ping of the measurement volumes for the two systems, a experiments: thus, no major effects were observed due to

100-pm circular aperture was used to locate and align the the presence of the seed particle in the measurement

foci at a common point. An 80-cm-focal-length lens was volume.

used with the CARS beams to minimize the optical
break-down caused by the presence of a seed particle in
the measurement volume at room temperature. The 5 Results and discussion
CARS/LDA combined measurement volume was 3 mm
along the major beam axis. 5. I Flame characteristics

The timing sequence for data acquisition is shown in A turbulent Bunsen-burner flame was chosen for this

Fig. 2. The CARS shot gate is initiated by a machine-code study because experiments have demonstrated that large
software program from the TN 1710 controller (LSI 11/02 velocity-temperature correlations exist in and around the

microprocessor). If a velocity realization occurs during the reaction zone. The detection of similar correlations with
gate, data are transferred under direcct-memory-access the combined CARS/LDA system would indicate that the

(DMA) control to the 7E 10 Modcomp computer for system was functioning properly. Yanagi and Mimura
storage on a 20-Mbyte disc system. The data-ready signal (1981) and Tanaka and Yanagi (1983) observed both

from the TSI 1990 burst-counter processor is sent to the positive and negative correlations in different regions of a

TN1710 unit which, in turn, sends the fire Q-switch premixed propane-air flame. Extensive mapping of the
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\elocity-temperature correlations was carried out in the 20Iw
Tanaka and Yanagi (1983) study using a two-component 900 900
LDA system and a fine-wire thermocouple. Although ,8 ' 8W0

significant differences exist between that experiment and 170 xmI,

the present one, in general. the qualitative trends of the 1700 250

time-a6eraged flame characteristics and the velocty- 6OC

temperature correlations are very similar. These similar- -2 v, '

ities and differences will be discussed in this section. ,021 ,\

The Bunsen burner employed by Tanaka and Yanagi 1o 300

(1983) made use of screens to generate turbulence, and the ,200 200
flame was stabilized by a pilot flame surrounding the -100 ,7 )0
burner port. The present investigation revealed that the 0
.. cd particles clogged the screen when such a birner was-
operated for long periods of time. With the low data rates"BURNT
being employed, it was essential that the burner operate
stably for long time periods: therefore. the screen approach VISIBLE

was abandoned. ' REACION

The burner employed in the present study was a standard -
Bunsen burner, except that the air-inlet holes were covered -0/

and the needle valve replaced to permit use of a con- 1, -300

trolled, premixed propane-air mixture. Turbulence and Y ' i

flame stabilization were achieved in the burner by use of, \
three intrusions separated by 1200 and located on the I ' .- -1 3 0 7 ,

inside surface of the burner about I cm from the exit. The _-JET O
intrusions extended about 2 mm into the mixture flow. Fig. 3. The time-averaged (T) and rms (0) temperature profiles at
Tanaka and Yanagi (1983) used a natural gas-air mixture axial locations of 1.5 and 15mm: CARS temperature measure-
with an equivalence ratio of 0.6: in the present study, it ments were made independently of the LDA measurements at a
was found that a propane-air mixture with an equivalence rate of tO Hz
ratio of 1.3 provided a highly turbulent, but stable, flame.

The tip of the visible flame here was 23 mm (2.1 D);
whereas, the flame used by Tanaka and Yanagi (1983)
had a visible length of 6.2 D. In a comparison of the X ,"M)
results of these two studies, it is assumed that the T
processes occurring in the respective reaction zones should
be similar if scaled by the respective lengths of the visible 42 0o

reaction zone. 4 M -- 4

The average and rms temperature, axial velocity, and ' 3 t

radial velocity at two axial positions are plotted in 0
Figs. 3-5. These data were collected with the CARS and 3 25 "0
LDA systems operating independently. Superimposed on \ .
these plots is a time-averaged display of the premixed
flame obtained from a long-exposure flame photograph. 3 B

At an axial position of 15 mm. just inside the visible flame
region. the temperature profile in Fig. 3 shows a large dip VISIBLE

in th central region of the reaction zone and a peak in the ZONE

surrounding plume: whereas, the rms fluctuations peak at ' /
the center and decrease sharply in the plume region. As 1 /
noted in Fig. 4. at this axial loration, the axial velocity 20 ------UNBN

and corresponding fluctuation are nearly constant through , .02

much of the flame. The radial velocity profile at 15 mm 0 0 /
shown in Fig. 5 is similar to the temperature profile. with . 1.

r1 - 3 9a peak value occurring just outside the flame zone very Eo D --
near the edge of the burner and the fluctuations beingnearly lathe e e of the burn a d t fctais beg Fig. 4. Time-averaged (t) and rms (u') axial velocity profiles at
nearly flat. One of the intrusions used to stabilize the axial locations of 1.5 and 15 mm. LDA measurements were made
lame was inadvertently located in the measurement plane independently of CARS measurements at an average rate of
to the right of the cent-rline. no intrusion occurred to the 5i4) realizations/s
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X(MM). assess because an accurate unbiased measurement is also
.. 25 required. CARS measurements made at constant rate,

independent of LDA measurements, do not have a seed-
related bias error and, thus, are considered to be un-

.conditionally sampled measurements. These "uncondi-
tioned" measurements provide a truly random sample and

1 01are thus free from a bias error, provided that the measure-
ment frequency is not locked to an instability frequency in

0the flame. These unconditioned measurements are referred
to as unbiased. By comparing the mean and probability

BuRNr distribution functions (pdf's) for conditional and uncondi-
tional temperature measurements, bias errors can be

VISIBLE examined for different test conditions.9 -7 -REACTION

ZONE Three different seed bias errors are known to occur in
LDA measurements in cold flows. First, velocity measure-
ments will be biased toward the low velocities if the seed

7 !UNBURNT particles are too large to follow the flow field. It is
generally accepted that such errors do not exist in

0 - 0 .1 turbulent flows when the particles are - I lAm or less in
-. . - & 04 1 1 1 1 1 ,diameter. The second type of error is due to a variation of

1---jEro-----seed density which results from nonuniform seeding
Fig. 5. Time-averaged (P) and rms (C) radial velocity profiles at (Durst 1974; Yule et al. 1980). The third type of error was
axial locations of 1.5 and 15 mm, LDA measurements were made first considered by McLaughlin and Tiederman (1973)
independently of the CARS measurements at an average rate of and more recently by Edwards and Baratuci (1984) and
500 realizations/s Chen and Lightman (1985); here a bias error in a

uniformly seeded flow may result because there is a
higher probability that a seed particle is present in the

left of the centerline. This is believed to be the cause of faster-moving fluid elements.

the asymmetry noted in Figs. 3-5. Disregarding the Additional errors can occur as a result of combustion.
asymmetry, the observed trends for the mean and fluc- High flame temperatures can cause a reduction in the
tuations at the 15-rm position are similar to those effective scattering cross sections of certain seed materials.
observed byTanaka and Yanagi (1983) near the bottom of This can result in a higher probability of sampling low-
the visible flame. temperature fluid elements. As mentioned earlier, Ebrahimi

Athe thsibe fl. aand Kleine (1977) observed such an effect for TiO2.A t the 1.5-m m axial po sition, the flam e is quite stable Fi u e 6 d m n t a s th t he C R / D sy e ,
and displays little temperature fluctuation, as noted in Figure 6 demonstrates that the CARS/LDA system.Fig,3. he eantemeraure(Fi. 3 an raialvelocity through the use of conditional sampling, can detect this
Fig. 3. The mean temperature (Fig. 3) and radial veoiy effet Eahpf contains about 1500 individual measure-(Fig. 5) have peaks near the plume-reaction zone interface mect. Each pditionainsabout 1500 iniviul are
and decrease on either side due to the narrow width of the ments. The conditionally sampled pwrf's in Column C are
flame in this area. This observation is different from that strongly weighted toward the lower temperatures, asof Tanaka an~d Yanagi (1983); the peak temperature ,inpared to the unconditionally sampled pdf's in
occurred at the edge of their pilot burner. Nevertheless, Column A. This is especially notable for the pdf's at r = 0.occuredat he dgeof hei pilt brne. Nverhelss, Another bias error which may occur in flames is due to
the time-averaged characteristics of their flame and ours an ias erich m in lae i s eta variation in gas density. Assuming that the ideal gas law
are quite similar if scaled by the visible flame length. applies, the seed density will be proportional to the gas

density. This will result in a higher probability of measure-
5.2 Bias errors ing low-temperature, high-density fluid elements if the

The individual CARS and LDA measurements can be samples are not collected at a constant rate. This bias error
used, with conditional sampling techniques, to determine might be somewhat offset by the McLaughlin-Tiederman
whether bias errors are present in the combined CARS/ high-velocity bias if the lower-density fluid elements are
LDA system. A CARS/LDA measurement is initiated by moving faster than the high-density elements. However,
the presence of a seed particle in the measurement volume the two bias errors need not cancel out. A gas-density bias
during the time interval (window) when the CARS laser is error was suggested by Magill et al. (1982) to explain a
ready to fire. Since the distribution of seed particles in the bias toward low-velocity, low-temperature fluid elements
flow determines the measurement sampling statistics, bias in an experiment where high-velocity, high-temperature
errors due to seeding may occur. The presence and fluid elements were known to be present more than 60% of
magnitude of seed biasing errors are very difficult to the time. Recently. Heitor et al. (1984) computed a
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Fig. 6. CARS temperature pdf's obtained at an axial location 21.5 mm and radial locations of 0, 4, and 6 mm; column A represents the
CARS temperatures measured independently of LDA velocities (unconditional), column B represents the calculated Favre average of the
temperature pdf's in column A. and column C represents the CARS temperatures measured simultaneously with LDA velocities using
TiO, seed particles (conditional)

density-weighted pdf from unconditional (constant- ed that the molecular weights of the mixture and products
sampling-rate) thermocouple measurements and compaied for our premixed flame are only about 1.5% more than
the results with a pdf obtained from conditionally sampled that of air. For our calculations, using Eq. (1), the molec-
simultaneous LDA and thermocouple measurements. ular weight is assumed to be constant, which causes no
Although their data samples were not sufficiently large to appreciable error in the pdf's. A comparison of the pdf's
rule out statistical sampling errors, the density-weighted in Columns C and B in Fig. 6 reveals that the low
and conditional pdf's had similar shapes. temperatures are more pronounced than would be expect-

The low-temperature bias error noted in Fig. 6 may be ed as a result of density weighting. Indeed, the data rate of
due, in part. to gas-density variations. To determine the LDA measurements taken with TiO2 was lower by
whether this is the case. the unconditional pdf's (B,) can about a factor of three than expected from assuming that
be density weighted using Eqs. (I) and (2) wherc the the number density of the seed particle varied as the gas
densitN was assumed to obey the ideal gas law at constant density. The data in Fig. 6 indicate that TiO 2 is not a good
pressure, seed particle for combusting flows. as noted by other

- f IB, - I investigators (Kennedy 1982).
,= (I), (2) Figure 7 illustrates the density bias error which may

result from the use of A1,0 3 seed particles. This figure
T, r contains pdf's obtained from unconditionally and condi-

tionally sampled temperature measurements made at
B, is the density-weighted probability of measuring a tern- three radial locations and an axial location of 15 mm. The
perature T,. T the Favre-averaged or density-weighted average temperatures of the conditionally sampled data
temperature, T the unconditioned temperature, M, the are more than 270 K lower than those collected un-
molecular weight of gas for the i-th measurement, and B, conditionally, and the pdf's are weighted toward the low-
the probability of measuring temperature T,. It is estimat- temperature, high-density values. A comparison of the
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Fig. 7. CARS temperature pdfs obtained at an axial location of 15 mm and radial locations of 0, 4. and 6 rm: column A represents the
CARS temperature measurements made independently of the LDA measurements (unconditional): Column B represents the calculated
Favre average of the temperature pdf's in column A, and column C represents the CARS temperature measurements made
simultaneously with LDA measurements using A120 3 seed particles (conditional)

shapes of the conditionally sampled pdf's in column C bias errors in 2 D LDA measurements in cold flows due to
with the density-weighted values in column B [calculated the window width when data were obtained at a uniform
using the unconditional data in column A and Eq. (1), rate. The possibility of a window bias for the CARS/LDA
assuming a constant molecular weight] gives strong measurement was examined in the present investigation
support to the proposition that the measurements con- by comparing axial velocity pdf's obtained simultaneously
ditioned by the presence of seed particles are density with and independently of the CARS measurements. The
weighted. This view is also supported by the good agree- results indicate that such a bias would be less than 1% of
ment between the Favre-averaged temperatures listed in the mean velocity value.
columns B and C of Table I. The large deviations of the
rms values in Table I suggest that the 1,500 samples per
radial location were insufficient to obtain a statistically 5.3 Temperature-velocit' correlations
valid sample. Typically about 17,000 samples would be As discussed in Sect. 5.2, the velocity measurements
required to reduce the deviation of the rms values to a appear to be density weighted when alumina seed particles
value which is comparable to the deviation of the mean in are used. Since the temperature is determined simul-
Table 1, assuming a sampling error which varies as I /n. taneously with the velocity, the Reynolds-averaged

The possibility exists that the combined CARS/LDA correlations can be determined by correcting the indi-
measurements may be biased to a greater extent than vidual measurement using
expected from density weighting alone. The simultaneous
measurements depend not only on the presence of seed .v
particles but also on the window (time interval) during u;'Oj,
which the CARS laser fires. It is conceivable that an uO - M (3)
additional bias error could result due to the window
width. For example, Nejad and Davis (1986) observed
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Tabelle I. Comparison of time-averaged and rms temperatures at an axial location of 15 mm and various radial locations: unconditioned
(A), calculated Favre average using data in column A (B), and seed conditioned (C)

r(mm) Average temperature (K) rms (K)

B-CB-
A B C A B C B-C

B C

0.0 883 678 582 0.140 531 393 289 0.265
1.0 1,002 742 722 0.027 547 439 378 0.138
2.0 1,040 782 774 0.010 541 449 391 0.129
3.0 1,342 1,029 994 0.034 568 566 472 0.166
4.0 1,655 1,426 1,368 0.041 464 572 525 0.082
5.0 1.885 1,816 1,744 0.040 285 356 384 0.079
6.0 1.878 1,656 1,607 0.030 263 255 278 0.083
7.0 1.806 1,783 1,741 0.024 190 199 263 0.322
8.0 1.759 1,733 1.611 0.070 203 211 273 0.294
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Fig. 8. Favre- (a) and Reynolds- (e) averaged axial velocity/tem- Fig. 9. Favre- (m) and Reynolds- (e) averaged radial velocity/tem-
perature correlations about the mean at axial locations of 1.5 and perature correlations about the mean at axial locations of 1.5 and
15 mm: AI0 3 particles were used to seed the flow 15 mm: the LDA measurements were made using A1203 particles

where i;' is the axial velocity fluctuation about the Favre axial velocity and temperature at the interface of the
average of the i-th measurement, f, the i-th temperature reaction zone and the burnt mixture and a positive corre-
measured by an instrument which gives a density- lation between radial velocity and temperature very near
weighted mean, (J, the i-th measured temperature fluc- the same radial location. The same trends can be observed
tuation about the Favre average, M, the molecular weight in the 1.5-mm profiles shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Figures 8
for the i-th density-weighted measurement, and N the and 9 also show velocity-temperature correlation profiles
total number of measurements. This allows a direct at the 15-mm position near the tip of the reaction zone.
comparison between the Reynolds- and Favre-averaged The axial velocity-temperature correlation has a mini-
correlations. mum at the centerline where the average temperature is

The axial and radial velocity correlations with tem- a minimum and has a peak of 81 near the reaction zone,
perature (near the base of the burner in Figs. 8 and 9) indicating strong positive correlation (high temperature,
show the same trends as those observed by Tanaka and high velocity) in this region. Since the mean temperature
Yanagi (1983). They found a negative correlation between gradient is also positive at this location (Fig. 3), transport
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is occurring in a direction counter to the temperature The low data-sampling rate of < 0.5/s was a drawback
gradient. with the CARS/LDA system which led to undersampling

The large fluctuations in the reaction-zone area are due of some of the data. Low sampling rates were caused by
to the penetration of the unburnt gases into this region, as the narrow 100-ps window used in obtaining the 4-his
demonstrated by the pdf's shown in Fig. 7. Disregarding coincidence between the velocity and temperature and the
the conditionally sampled pdf's in this figure, the un- low seeding rates which normally occur in flames.
conditionally sampled pdf (sampled without the LDA) In order for the CARS/LDA system to become a
displayed bimodal peaks in the central region of the flame practical tool for studying turbulent flames, increased
(r = 0). Notice the strong low-temperature peak indicative data-acquisition rates which approach the speed of the
of the penetration of unburnt gases. In the plume region CARS laser firing are essential. Increased rates can be
(r = 6), the pdf has a single mode, indicating primarily achieved by improving seeding techniques. The develop-
burnt gases. ment of a high-constant-output seeder is important for

The effect of density weighting upon the axial and future transport studies in turbulent flames. Another
radial correlations shown in Figs. 8 and 9 is very similar. improvement to the CARS/LDA system which should
Both an amplitude and a spatial difference are observed result in increasing data rates is to eliminate the 100-ps
between the density-weighted and density-corrected axial window and fire the CARS laser at a constant rate of
and radial correlations. The amplitude difference in the 10 Hz while free running the LDA. Coincidence would be
radial-correlation case is somewhat smaller, : 1.4, than in achieved by interpolation of the LDA data to obtain the
the axial, - 2; but the spatial shift of the maxima is two velocity components at the time of the CARS laser
approximately the same, I mm. Thus, while the general firing. This approach will be investigated in future studies.
features of the density-weighted correlations are the same
as those of the density rrec!ed correlations, tne am- Acknowledgements
plitudes as well as the spatial locations of the maxima are The authors would like to express their appreciation to Ms. M. M.different and must be taken into account if accurate Whitaker for editing and typing this paper and to T. H. Chen for
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INTRODUCTION

The development of computer models for predictin combusting-flowfield
behavior requires simultaneous measurement of velccity and temperature.
For velocity measurement, Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) has been the
technique of choice. For temperature measurement, the Coherent Anti-
Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) technique posseses the advantages of
demonstrated ability to perform in diverse flame environments, nonintru-
sive nature of the technique, and ability to examine seed biasing
effects. TXI. paper describes a second-generation combined CARS-LDV
instrument and demonstrates some of its capabilities. A more-detailed
description of this instrument is available elsewhere.1

CARS INSTRUMENT

Since the basic CARS instrument (shown in Fig. 1) has been discussed
previously, only the salient features will be mentioned here. The
frequency-doubled output of a Quanta-Ray Nd:YAG laser was used to pump a
broadband dye laser and was also utilized as the pump frequency in the
CARS process. A folded BOXCARS arrangement was used to obtain a spatial
resolution of , 1 mm along the major beam axis. The CARS signal was fed
through an intensity splitter, a Spex 3/4-m monochromator, and onto a
Tracor-Northern IDARSS detector system. The splitter arrangement was
used for extending the effective dynamic range of the detector to allow
study of the temperature range from 300 to 2300 K. The CARS system dis-
plays an 80-K precision for single-shot measurements and a 10-K accuracy
in time-averaged measurqments as compared to a chromel-alumel thermo-
couple in oven studies.4

LDV INSTRUMENT

The LDV system shown in Fig. I was built by Lightman, et al., 3 and is a
two-component real-fringe system based on polarization separation of the
velocity components. The 514.5-nm line from a Spectra-Physics argon-ion
laser was used as the light source, with nu 1-im-diam. alumina (A1203 )
particles serving as the scattering medium. The Doppler burst was col-
lected in the forward direction slightly off-axis (" 10 deg.). The two
velocity components were separated by a Glan-Thompson polarization beam
splitter and sent to two 1990 TSI burst-counter processors through fiber
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optics. Dual Bragg cells having a 5-MHz frequency difference were
employed to remove directional ambiguities and maintain the Doppler-
burst frequencies in an optimum range for the velocities under study.

COMBINED CARS-LDV INSTRUMENT

As with the first-generation combined instrument,2 this second-
generation instrument was arranged in such a way as to minimize changes
in the optical systems. The two instruments are aligned head-on, maxi-
mizing overlap of their measurement volumes. They share no common
optics which allows them to be operated separately or jointly without
interference. The major improvements with this second-generation
instrument involve the electronics and acquisition software. For pur-
poses of establishing time coincidence, a common clock tags each mea-
surement as it is made. Analysis software is later employed to sort the
data according to time, based on the tagword. To reduce the amount of
noncoincident data recorded, the LDV data acquisition is gated, limiting
acquisition to a 10-ms window centered on the CARS measurement time.

Within this framework three variations of the acquisition scheme are
possible (see Fig. 2). Method I involves only the constraints described
thus far--the two systems essentially are operating independently. CARS
data are taken at the nominal 10-Hz rate of the YAG laser, and any LDV
realizations within ± 5 ms of the CARS measurement time are recorded.
Time coincidence between the two measurements occurs purely by chance.
In contrast, Methods 2 and 3 trigger coincident measurements and record
only coincident data. Method 2 is similar to Method 1, except that the
occurrence of the LDV realization triggers the CARS-laser flashlamps,
with the Q-switch (light pulse and measurement time) following 250 Ps
later. The guaranteed coincidence of 250 4s between measurements pro-
vided by Method 2 is adequate for low-to-medium vplocity studies. For
studies involving higher velocities, Method 3 offers measurements with
coincidence as close as 4 Ps. To achieve this coincidence, Method 3
triggers the CARS measurement directly by pulsing the CARS laser Q-
switch in response to an LDV realization. The disadvantage of Method 3
is that the Q-switch time can be varied only - ± 50 Ps from optimum
before the loss of power in the CARS laser renders flame-temperature
measurement impractical. This 100-ps window during which the LDV data
can be recorded reduces coincident data rates by a factor of 100 as
compared to those of Method 2. Therefore, Method 3 is used only for
studies requiring such small coincidence times.

ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

The heart of the acquisition software is a machine-language program
which runs on the Tracor-Northern control unit; the function of this
program is to control (1) gating of the LDV data acquisition, (2) firing
of the CARS laser, and (3) transfer of CARS spectral data to a ModComp
mini-computer system. Each method of simultaneous acquisition has a
separate program. Each program is a loop of 100-ms duration, corre-
sponding to the 10-Hz nominal repetition rate of the CARS laser. The
loop is composed of the commands required to implement (1), (2), and (3)
above in the proper sequence, with waiting loops between each event,
ensuring that the events occur at the proper time, as shown in Fig. 2.
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The acquisition software on the ModComp computer for CARS and LDV is
similar and controls the positioning of the burner system, the number of
spatial locations at which data are to be taken, and the number of data
points to be acquired at each location. The interface control is mainly
carried out by the Tracor-Northern program, but analysis of the raw
spectral and period data is conducted exclusively on the ModComp com-
puter.

The first steps in processing the raw data consist of fitting the CARS
spectral data to obtain temperatures and converting the period data from
the TSI 1990 burst counters to velocities. The time tagword associated
with each data point is then extracted and the data sorted according to
time. Once this has been accomplished, the means, rms, and correlations
between temperature and velocity components can be determined. By
recording the time associated with each measurement, the correlations
can be examined as a function of the simultaneity of the CARS-LDV mea-
surements. This allows investigation of the autocorrelations between
the temperature and velocity components. The reduced data can then be
displayed as needed for study or presentation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 is an example of the measured joint velocity and temperature
correlation coefficients, these coefficients being the normalized tur-
bulent axial heat flux, u'T' and the radial heat flux, vT7-. In this
experiment, a vee-gutter stabilized turbulent premixed flame was
studied. The maximum values of the correlation coefficients for
velocity and temperature are - 0.35. This strong correlation is due to
the flame brushing, which is highly intermittent. From Fig. 3 the width
of the flame brushing can be estimated to be ,, 6 mm.

Bias sampling errors are not normally associated with CARS measurements;
however, when joint measurements are made using Method 2 or Method 3,
the sampling becomes dependent on the seed-particle arrival and biasing
effects can be observed. The largest bias effect which has been
observe, with the combined instrument is the density bias or Favre-
averaging4 which occurs because of density weighting of the LDV measure-
ment. The seed density, in general, follows the density of the gases in
which the seed has been introduced; thus, as the gas temperature
increases, the probability of catching a seed particle in the sample
volume decreases. This effect can be observed by comparing CARS tem-
perature PDFs obtained at the same point in a flame using independent
CARS measurements and joint CARS-LDV measurements. The temperatures
obtained in the joint measurements are lower than those measured by the
independent CARS instrument.

CONCLUSIONS

Successful integration of CARS and LDV systems into a second-generation
combined instrument capable of simultaneous temperature and velocity
measurement has been demonstrated. Improvements over previous versions
include reduced measurement volume -A mora-afflciant Ar",iiition and
analysis software and interface hardware which allows a higher volume of
data to be taken in a shorter period of time. The capability to detect
seed-bias effects has been demonstrated.
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This article describes the design and operation of a second-generation combined CARS-LDV
instrument capable of measuring temperature and two velocity components in a turbulent
combusting flowfield. Improvements to the instrument over the first-generation system include
multiple acquisition modes ranging from ir.lependent to 4-/is time coincidence, more extensive
automation of the data acquisition and burner controls, and improved procedures for analysis and
display of raw data. Measurements made on a propane-air diffusion flame are discussed.

INTRODUCTION simultaneous measurements in diverse combusting flow-

Computer models, which are being used to predict flowfield fields; it is an extension of an earlier combined instrument

behavior in practical combustor systems, require simulta- which was described in detail in Refs. 14-16. Improvements

neous measurement of temperature and velocity. Numerical to the acquisition software and electronics will be discussed

solution of the conservation equations of mass, momentum, along with measurements on a propane jet diffusion flame.

species, and energy requires a detailed knowledge of veloc-- - .[ CARS INSTRUMENT
ity-temperature correlation terms such as uT, vT, tuc.
Practices such as the use of gradient transport closure to Since the basic CARS instrument as shown in Figs. I
describe transport terms can promote gross inaccuracies in and 2 has been discussed previously, only the salient features
prediction of flows, especially those dominated by large- will be mentioned here. The frequency-doubled output from
scale turbulence and where counter-gradient diffusion is a Quanta-Ray DCR-2 Nd:YAG laser was used to pump a
known to occur. In such cases, the magnitude of these terms broadband dye laser and was also utilized as the pump fre-
must be measured experimentally. quency in the CARS process. Maximum spatial resolution

The simultaneous measurement of velocity and scalar with a 50-cm-focal-length lens was achieved through use of a
quantities is a difficult task, and only a limited number of folded BOXCARS arrangement. The spatial resolution was
these experiments have been reported in the literature. - In measured by traversing a small 200-pm CO2 jet across the
combusting-flowfield studies, the technique of choice for ye- sample volume and found to be -1 mm along the major
locity measurements has been laser Doppler velocimetry beam axis. The CARS signal from the sample volume was
(LDV). The choice of instrument for the associated scalar fed through a splitter arrangement which divided it in a 33 to
measurement, however, has not been so clear-cut. Tech- I ratio and sent it through a Spex J-m monochromator,
niques which have been employed include thermocouples,'- where it was detected by a Tracor-Northern IDARSS detec-
Mie scattering," Rayleigh scattering,' Raman scattering, 9-"1 tor system. The splitter arrangement is used to extend the

and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS).' 2-16 dynamic range of the detector, which allows the temperature
The advantages of using the CARS technique forjoint scalar range of 300-2300 K to be studied. The CARS system typi-
measurements are the demonstrated ability of the technique cally displays an 80-K precision for repeated single-shot
to obtain temperatures in diverse flame environments, the temperature measurements and a 10-K accuracy in time-
nonintrusive nature of the technique, and the ability to ex- averaged measurements as compared to chromel-alumel
amine the effects of seed biasing. The last advantage is quite thermocouples in oven studies."
significant in demonstrating the density-weighted bias error
which occurs with LDV measurements. The disadvantages II. LDV INSTRUMENT
associated with this technique involve its cost and complex-
ity and the expertise required to operate a CARS instrument. The LDV system shown in Figs. I and 2 was built by

The second-generation combined CARS-LDV instru- Lightman, eta!.,"' 8 and is a two-component real-fringe sys-
ment described in this article was built especially for making tem based on polarization separation of the velocity compo-
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difference were employed to remove directional ambiguities event to be considered as coincident data. To circumvent this
and maintain the Doppler burst frequencies in an optimum drawback, a 10-ms gate was incorporated to window the
range for the velocities under study. LDV data acquisition about the CARS laser firing. This gate

opens - 5 ms before the flashlamps are discharged and re-
III. COMBINED CARS-LDV INSTRUMENT mt is open - 5 ms after the laser fires. The Nd:YAG laser is

As with the first-generation combined instrument re- fired even if no LDV realization has occurred in the gate.

ported previously," " this second-generation combined in- The sole purpose of the gate is to limit the LDV acquisition

strument was arranged in such a way as to minimize changes to a certain time period about the CARS event.

to the optical systems. The two instruments are aligned The second approach (Method 2) involves adeeper lev-to te oticl sytem. Te tw intruentsarealined el of interaction between the two instruments and, thus, is

head-on and have no common optics, which allows them to

be operated separately or jointly without interference. The more complicated than Method 1. In Method 2 the LDV

major changes with this second-generation instrument have data acquisition is inhibited until the CARS flashlamp is
ready to fire, as in Method 1. A 10-ms gate is opened aboutinvolved the electronics and acquisition software. To under- the flashlamp firing, and LDV realizations can be trans-

stand these differences a discussion of the basic philosophy fre ly during ate fav realization c crs,

of the instruments is in order. ferred only during this gate. If a velocity realization occurs,

Basic operation of the CARS instrument involves repe- the flashlamps are discharged: 250 s later, the Q-switch

titive firing of the Nd:YAG laser at a 10-Hz rate; spectral- fires. This guarantees at least one simultaneous measure-

temperature information is obtained during each laser shot. ment with a time coincidence of 250 us. If no LDV realiza-
Te operat tion occurs, the flashlamps are discharged at the end of theThe basic operation of the LDV instrument involves measur- window but-unlike in Method l-the Q-switch is not fired.

ing the Doppler burst from a seed particle as it traverses the D in g the lMsho g the th ea

sample volume. The passage of the seed particle is a near- Discharging the flashlamps guarantees that the thermal
randm eentand epeds n te sedin aswellas he low loading of the laser cavity (and, thus, power level) will be

random event and depends on the seeding as well as the flow maintained. All LDV realizations are collected during this
conditions of the study. The CARS measurements take place 10-ms window to permit examination of all time coinci-

at 100-ms intervals. The problem lies in synchronizing a ran- dences. This method allows for a moderate time coincidence

dom and a repetitive event. To understand the magnitude of with the maximum data rates for both instruments and is

this problem, one must examine the firing sequence of the best suited for low- to moderate-velocity flow studies.

Nd:YAG laser, as shown in Fig. 3. The firing sequence con-

sists of discharging the flashlamps to obtain a population Method 3 is the most stringent method, both in terms of

inversion and then pulsing the Q-swiich to depopulate the time coincidence and simultaneous data rates. In this ap-

upper laser levels, which provides a giant laser pulse. The proach the LDV is gated as in Method 2, with the exception
that the gate is only 100 ,us wide and centered on the opti-

time separation between the flashlamp discharge and the Q- mhd b the g ssamp nd the -

switch firing is -250,us. The Q-switch firing can be varied mum 250-ps delay between the flashlamp and the Q-switch

by - ± 50,us about the 250-jus value, with a loss of - 25% firing. The flashlamps are discharged repeatedly and the
power. However, because of thermal loading, the Nd:YAG narrow 10 0 -tis gate opened after each discharge. Any LDVpowe. Hwevr, ecaue o thrma loaing th NdYAG realization occurring within this gate will fire the Q switch
laser must be fired at a repetition rate of 8-14 Hz to prevent aliation ohe CARS his gate mae the Q itch

power loss. The Nd:YAG laser is, thus, not a pulse-on-de- and allow the CARS measurement to be made. The coinci-

mand laser. Therefore, three different schemes were incor- dence time in this case is the time required by the TSI proces-
sors to process the Doppler burst and transmit a data-readyisrteinto theallo scon neaton coamn .Asignal to the Tracor interface electronics, which fires the Q

istrum et all o ch i Mtneo mea nsu ts of le switch. This entire process occurs in -4,us. Thus, Method 3
The simplest approach (Method 1 ) consists of letting

the two instruments free-run. In order to establish time coin- provides the best possible simultaneous measurement times
and is well suited for moderate- to high-velocity flow studies.

cidence, a common clock is used for the instruments; when a These dates ar noted thot fow e.
measurement is made, the data are tagged with the time. These advantages are not gained without sacrifice, however.
mealysssurem e is adethe dataoare taggedrth thee t The price paid for the improved time coincidence is a de-
Analysis software is then employed to sort the independent

data according to time based on the tagword. This approach crease in the repetition rate. The CARS laser fires with a 10-

allows the two instruments to acquire data independently, Hz rate; during each pulse a i0 0 -ps gate is opened for LDv
each at its maximum rate. The disadvantage of this method realizations. Thus, the LDV system is allowed to store datais that the LDV instrument acquires data at a much higher only over a I-ms period per second. Data-acquisition ratesrate than the 10-Hz CARS system and, therefore, much of are, thus, reduced by a factor of 100 as compared to those ofMethods I and 2. Method 3 is, therefore, recommended onlythe LDV data are not sufficiently close in time to a CARS for those studies where the flow rates preclude use of Meth-

ods I and 2.
In the previous CARS-LDV instrument, the electronicsLIGHT

FLASHLAMPS PULSE were constructed such that Method 3 was used primarily for
CARS ]____ I idata acquisition. This meant very long acquisition times,
LASER I especially in low-velocity flow experiments. The second-gen-

Sl ieration system allows the operator to choose any one of the
100 us three methods at the CARS control console by loading an

Fi(, 3 Firing sequence of Nd YAG laser used in CAkS system appropriate program from disk. In all three methods, the
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time tagword is stored along with the data during acquisi- point. All six beams were then crossed and aligned through
tion. After conversion of the raw LDV period data to veloc- the 100-o.m aperture. Once this alignment is complete, the
ities and the CARS spectral data to temperatures, the pro- system must not be adjusted because of the possibility of
cessed data are sorted according to the time tagword. The uncrossing the two sample volumes.
analysis software sorts the data about a time window that is One of the major disadvantages of combining the CARS
selected by the operator and allows correlation of velocity and LDV instruments lies in the use of seed particles for the
and temperature to be studied as a function of this coinci- velocity measurement. Seeds such as alumina can affect the

dence window. Correlations such as u T, v T, and uv can CARS data in many ways, including attenuation of the laser
then be determined for the flowfield under study. beams (and, thus, lowering of the CARS signal), production

Experimentally, the measurements must be not only of a nonresonant signal whose contribution would ircrease
temporally coincident but also spatially coincident. To align the fitted temperature, or-in the worst case-catastrophic
the six beams at a common focus, a 100-pm circular aperture breakdown at the surface of the particle. Catastrophic break-
was used. The focus of each set of beams was determined first down occurs when a particle of sufficient size passes through
by examining the extinction of the beam by the edge of the the sample volume during Nd:YAG laser firing. The surface
aperture, which acted as a knife edge. The power in the temperature of the particle is heated to an extreme tempera-
CARS laser was reduced over the normal operational power ture, and a plasma is formed. The plasma then acts to absorb
by detuning the Q-switch from the optimum delay, thus the pump laser light, thus robbing the CARS process of
maintaining the thermal loading and divergence of the needed power. The probability of breakdown occurring is
Nd:YAG beams while lowering the laser power. The main dependent upon the particle size and the power in the laser
focusing lens of both the CARS and the LDV system was beams. To minimize this effect, the smallest possible seed
adjusted to ensure that the focus occurred at a common particles and the lowest laser power should be used. The

DOPPLERBURST I I I I A I I II
(SEED PARTICLE PASSAGE) , I

MODE 1 - CARS GATES LDV

LDV GATE ra

LDV DATA READY ___J FiG. 4. Timing diagram for
II three acquisition modes of

CARS LASER combined CARS-LDV in-
strument, Mode I LDV-
data is windowed about
CARS event with large Io-
ms window. Both systems
are essentially indepen-
dent. Mode 2-LDV is

MODE 2 - LDV FIRES CARS FLASHLAMPS windowed with 10-ms win-
dow, and CARS flashlamp
flits if LDV realization oc-

LDV GATE curs within window. Maxi-
mum time coincidence is

LDV DATA READY 250 ps. Mode 3--CARS
, flashlamp is fired indepen-
1025ms e O25msec dent of LDV. 100-ps win.
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effect is most notable inside a cold fuel jet where the seed and mode to be employed. The acquisition sof.ware is similar for
gas densities are relatively large. When breakdown occurs, the three modes. The program begins by opening a 10-ms
the CARS data are rejected and excluded from the analysis. gate to allow LDV data acquisition, waiting 5 ms to dis-
This is accomplished by monitoring the amount of scattered charge the flashlamps, waiting another 250 /us to fire the Q-
laser light around the sample volume. If the scattered-light switch, and then interrogating the ModComp interface to
level reaches a preset threshold, then a breakdown is known determine whether a data-transfer request has been issued.
to have occurred and the data are rejected. Fhe gate to the LDV is open for !Oims. If the data-transfer

request from the ModComp has been issued, the CARS
IV. ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE spectral data are transferred in -45 ms. The program must

then wait another 55 ms before repeating the sequence. If no

The past and present approaches to mating the CARS data-transfer request has been sent, the Tracor waits the full
and LDV instruments involved combining the instruments 100 ms by counting to itself. The last word in the CARS data
both optically and electronically, such that a minimum num- is overwritten with the contents of the common clock (time
ber of changes would be required. The optical arrangement tagword) before transfer. This basically describes the inde-
of the second-generation CARS-LDV system shown in Fig. pendent operation of the system.
I confirms this. However, extensive changes were required In Method 2 the machine-language program opens the
in the interface electronics and acquisition software in order 10-ms window and waits for a velocity data-ready signal
to incorporate the various acquisition methods outlined from the LDV burst-counter processors. If the signal is de-
above (see Fig. 2). The heart of the acquisition software is a tected, the flashlamps are discharged and 250 ys later the Q-
machine-language program which runs on the Tracor- switch fires. The CARS spectral information is then trans-
Northern control unit; the function of this program is to ferred to the ModComp computer. If a velocity data-ready
control the transfer of CARS spectral data to a ModComp signal has not been detected at the end of the 10-ms window,
Classic minicomputer system, the firing sequence for the the flashlamps are discharged but the Q-switch does not fire
Nd:YAG laser, and the necessary gating pulses to the LDV and CARS data are not transferred. In either case, the pro-
interfaces based upon the particular acquisition mode select- gram waits another 90 ms, and the cycle is repeated.
ed. In Method 3 the machine-language program discharges

The timing schemes for the three acquisition modes are the flashlamps, waits 200/ps, and then opens a 100-/ps gate. If
shown in Fig. 4. When the program is initiated, the system is a velocity data-ready signal is detected during this gate, the
in the independent acquisition mode, which allows the oper- Q-switch is fired and the data subsequently transferred to the
ator to observe the CARS signal strength and determine ModComp computer. If no data-ready signal is detected, the
whether optical adjustments must be made. By loading a program counts to itself for -99 ms and the process is re-
different program, the operator can select the acquisition peated.
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The acquisition software oin the ModComp COMPLutcr be acquired at each location. The interface control is mainly
for the CARS and LDV is similar and controls the positiotn- carried out by the Tracor-Northern program, but analysis of
ing of the burner system, the number of spatial location's at the raw spectral and period data is conducted exclusiv.ely on
which data are to be taken, and the numhcr of data point,, to the ModComp computer.
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The first steps in processing the raw data consist of fit- toroidal vortices which form outside the visible flame zone.'9

ting the CARS spectral data to obtain temperatures and con- These vortices interact with the flame and are responsible for
verting the period data from the TSI 1990 burst counters low-frequency oscillations or flame flicker. The vortices are
into velocities. The time tagword associated with each data believed to be the result of a Kelvin-Helmholtz-type insta-
point is then extracted and the data sorted according to time. bility which is formed by a buoyancy-driven shear layer. A
Once these tasks have been accomplished, the means, rms, sheet-lighting visualization photograph of the jet diffusion
and correlations between temperature and velocity compo- flame is shown in Fig. 6. Superimposed on this figure are the
nents can be determined. By recording the time associated results of independent CARS measurements. The interac-
with each measurement, the simultaneous data can be exam- tion between the outside vortices and the flame surface is
ined as a function of the coincidence time of the CARS-LDV evident. Figure 6 displays bimodal temperature probability
measurements. This allows investigation of the autocorrela- distribution function (pdf) in the areas associated with the
tions between the temperature and the velocity components. flame bulge. The temperature pdf's can be interpreted as that
The reduced data can then be displayed as needed for study fraction of time during which the flame zone is located in the
and presentation. sample volume. The bimodal behavior is typical of a flame

surface which is oscillating as a function of time. The oscilla-
V. BIAS ERRORS tions are evident in the temperature rms data as well.

Bias sampling errors are not normally associated with Simultaneous CARS and LDV measurements were tak-
en at the 200-mam axial location because of the presence of

the CARS technique because the measurements are made in e tte20m xa oainbcueo h rsneo
the ARStecniqu beaus themeaureentsaremad in the flame bulge in this area. The uT, vT, and uv correla-

a low-frequency repetitive manner, Such an ensemble mea-

surement should not be biased except in the case where the tions are depicted in Fig. 7. The uT data show a strong
frequency matches a natural frequency of the flame. When correlation between axial velocity and temperature in the
the CARS technique is combined with the LDV technique, flame-bulge area associated with the acceleration of the
however, the sampling becomes dependent upon the seed- flame front due to buoyancy. This large positive u T correla-
particle arrival, and biasing effects can be observed. The tion is expected in a flowfield dominated by buoyancy. The
largest bias effect which has been observed with the com- Reynolds shear stress uv displays similar behavior, indicat-
bined instrument is the density bias or Favre-averaging, ing the strong interaction between the outer vortices and the
which occurs because of density weighting of the LDV mea- flame. The vT correlation is lower in magnitude but peaks
surement. The seed density, in general, follows the density of in the bulge-vortices region. Thus, the dominance of the
the gases in which the seed has been introduced; thus, as the buoyancy effect in relatively low Reynolds-number jet diffu-
gas temperature increases, the probability of catching a seed sion flames can be clearly seen from the visualization, inde-
particle in the sample volume decreases. This result (shown pendent temperature pdf, and simultaneous data.
in Fig. 5) indicates that the simultaneous measurements are The combined CARS-LDV instrument has been uti-
Favre-averaged-a factor which must be taken into account lized in the study of not only the propane jet diffusion flame2'

when interpreting the data. Bias errors due to seed effects but also a rod-stabilized jet diffusion flame2' and a premixed
other than density biasing may also be present in the simulta- vee-gutter flame.22

neous data; therefore, care must be taken in the use and in-
terpretation of these data. One of the unique features of the
combined CARS-LDV instrument is its ability to determine
the extent of biasing; this is possible because the independent
CARS measurements are unbiased. This feature allows
Favre-weighted data to be converted to Reynolds-averaged ''" -

data. 16 0.o,~~
• 0.4, '

VI. BURNER DESCRIPTION A: ,

The burner setup used for these studies is discussed in 0.3 0

detail in Ref. 19. The system consisted of a contoured I-cm -
fuel jet surrounded by a 24-cm coannular air jet. The fuel 0

employed was propane at a flow rate of 8.5 standard liters 0.2-/ /
per minute. The velocity of the coannular air jet was 15 ,
cm/s, which was sufficient to reduce room-air disturbances o.1- :' - ,
but have little effect upon the visible flame structure.

VII. PROPANE-DIFFUSION-FLAME MEASUREMENTS 0.0

0.0 4.0 so 40 40 200

To demonstrate the capabilities of the combined instru-
ment and to complement earlier CARS studies, a propane jet RADIA, POSON (mm)
diffusion flame was chosen for examination. Flow-visualiza- FIG. 7. Correlation coefficients obtained at 200-mm axial location in pro-
tion studies on this flame have indicated the presence of large pane jet diffusion flame. 0: u-T, 0: t. and x: ut'.
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2.3 THIN-FILAMENT PYROMETRY

A complete study of turbulent flames requires the use of diagnostic techniques which
are capable of measurement rates in excess of the change in the scalar properties
being measured. Nonintrusive techniques, in general, are not capable of such high
measurement rates (in excess of 5 kHz). However, one method which has been
developed and applied successfully for this purpose is thin-filament pyrometry (TFP).
This technique relies upon the blackbody emission of a thin ceramic filament for mea-
surement of the temperature distribution in a flame. High-repetition thermometry is
possible because of the small size, low thermal conductivity, and high emissivity of the
filaments.

The groundwork for the TFP technique evolved from studies with a blackbody fiber-
optic probe which was developed and evaluated by SRL's Optical Diagnostics Group.
U. S. Patent No. 4,679,934 was awarded for the design of this probe, and a copy of the
patent is included in this section (see p. 73). One of the major drawbacks of the fiber-
optic probe for high-speed thermometry is the large thermal mass of the probe. This
mass reduces the frequency response of the probe and requires that some form of
compensation be used to achieve moderate-speed thermometry. If the mass of the
probe could be reduced, an attendant reduction in the natural response time of the
probe would result. Finally, it was realized that if small ceramic filaments (~ 15 mm)
were utilized as the probe, natural response times in excess of 700 Hz would result.

The development and evaluation of the TFP technique as a thermometric probe for
combustion studies was discussed in several articles. The first entitled, "Evaluation of
Optical Diagnostic Techniques for High-Frequency Temperature Measurements," was
presented at the 1987 Spring Technical Meeting of the Central States Section of the
Combustion Institute (see p. 84). A second article entitled, "Spatial Temperature-
Profile Measurements by the Thin-Filament-Pyrometry Technique," appeared in Optics
Letters (see p. 89). A third which discussed a steady-state thermal model of the fila-
ment entitled, "SiC-Based Thin-Filament Pyrometry: Theory and Thermal Properties,"
was presented at the 22nd Symposium (International) on Combustion (see p. 92). A
fourth paper entitled, "Thin-Filament Pyrometry: A Novel Thermometric Technique for
Combusting Flows," appeared in the Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and
Power (see p. 100). A fifth entitled, "Turbulent Flame Visualization Using Thin-
Filament Pyrometry at High Sampling Rates," was presented at the 1989 Winter
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Annual Meeting of the ASME (see p. 109). Finally, a time-dependent thermal model of
the filament was developed and discussed in the paper, "Optical Diagnostics for
Reacting and Non-Reacting Flows: Recent Developments and Results," which was
presented at the 28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting (see p. 37).
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Measuring High Frequency Temperature Fluctuations
FIBER OPTIC PYROMETRY WITH LARGE in Combustion Gases", Sandia Report 83-8871 pub-

DYNAMIC RANGE lished during the ftrst half of 1984 by R. I. Dils and D.
A. Tichenor. Both of these Dils publications are hereby

RIGHTS OF THE GOVERNMENT 5 incorporated herein by reference.
The invention described herein may be manufactured The patent art includes several examples of high tern-

and used by or for the Government of the United States perature measuring systems which precede the present
for all governmental purposes without the payment of invention. Included in this patent art is the patent of D.
any royalty. A. Kahn, U.S. Pat. No 4,326,798, which concerns an

10 optical pyrometer system employing spectral segrega-
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION tion of signal components received from a workpiece

This invention relates to the field of multi-channeled being measured, i.e., from a temperature elevated en-
fiber optic temperature measuring instruments and to gine turbine blade. The Kahn patent is especially con-
the use of fiber optic coupled black body transducers in cerned with the avoidance of measurement errors re-
the wide range, rapidly changing measurement of tem- 15 suiting from transient spurious sources of heat in the
peraturea. measurement field, sources such as might be provided

High temperature fiber optic thermometry offers a by heated particles of carbon in the workpiece atmo-
plausible solution for several complex problems in the sphere. Although the Kahn patent teaches the use of
temperature measurement art. Among these problems is such herein employed elements as a beamsplitter, dual
the measurement of rapidly fluctuating temperatures, as 20 optical.to-electrical transducers, dual amplifier chan-
found in a flame; temperature measurement in the pres- nels and the use of a workpiece-inherent black body
ence of strong electromagnetic fields, as in electric fur- member, the thrust of the Kahn patent is in the direction
naces or induction !turnaces; temperature measurement of performing accurate measurements in the presence of
in a nuclear radiation environment, and temperature transient spurious sources of heat and in the elimination
measurement with greater accuracy than afforded by 25 of effects from these trsiuent spurious heat sources.
the present-day thermocouple measurement. Fiber The patent of Folke Lofgren et zl, U.S. ?at. No.
optic thermometry also provides new answers for the 4,409,476, concerns a fiber optic temperature measure-
problems of temperature probe or thermocouple lead ment arrangement which also includes zn opucal beam-
heat conduction, temperature probe gas flow disrup- splitter and a pair of optical-to-electrical transducer
tion, and new approaches to laboratory stau.iard tern- 30 elements and additionally includes a photoluminescent
perature measurements. Fiber optic thermometry is black body solid material subjected to the temperature
perhaps most importantly, however, one of the most being measured. The photoluminescent materal used in
promosing approaches for measuring the temperature the Lofgren patent is in the nature of a semiconductor
transients encountered in a turbulent combustion or
sooty combustion atmosphere. 35 compound and exhibits the characteristic of responding

The recent advent of improved solid state photo- to excitation by a light source, such as a light emitting
transducer devices having useful properties in the infra- diode, by emitting light of a different wavelength-the
red spectral range and intended principally for use in emitted light wavelength being dependent on the tem-
the fiber optic communications field has added new perature of the semiconductor material. The Lofgren
dimensions to the capability of fiber optic temperature 40 patent contemplates use of optical signals of different
measurement systems. An example of such phototrans- spectral content at two photodetector devices. An opti-
ducer devices is found in the indium gallium arsenide cal filter is inserted in the path of one or both photode-
photodiode device currently manufactured by RCA tector devices. The Lofgren patent also contemplates
Corporatio, and known as the C30980E Photodiode. the use of time multiplexing in exciting the light emit-
The C30980E photodiode, which is preferred in the 45 ting diodes-in order to segregate signals resulting from
described embodiment of the present invention, is de- the different photoluminescent detector devices. The
scribed technicaly in a data sheet tided "C30979E, Lofgren patent therefore involves a time multiplexed
C30979EQC, C30980E, C30980EL InaA, Photodi- sensing of photoluminescent materials excited by pulses
odes" which was pnnted in September 1982 and July of light emitting diode light using a beamrsplitting ar-
1984 by RCA Corporation and in RCA advertisements 50 rangement for achieving different spectral responses in
such as appear at page 178 of the journal Laer Focus the detector unit.
and Fibeptic Technology. April 1982. Such photodi- The patent of Kenya Goto, U.S. Pat. No. 4,367,040,
odes are sold by RCA Corporation from a New Prod- concerns a multichannel nultiplexed optical tempera-
ucts Division Office on New Holland Avenue in Lar.- ture measuring system wherein light supplied from an
caster, PA 17604-3140 and from a Photodetector Mar. 55 external source such as a laser diode, is transmitted
keting Ofrce located at Ste. Anne de Beilevue, Quebec, bi-directionally along optical fiber transmission paths to
Canada H9X 3L3. The RCA and similar solid state and from a reflection or transmission type of optical
photoelectric transducer devices which may be or be- sensor. The optical sensors of the Goto apparatus mod-
come available from other commercial supplhers have ulate the intensity of the supplied light beam in response
favorable response characteristics in a portion of the 60 to temperature or other physical quantities being mea-
infrared spectrum that is desirable for performing tem- sured.
perature measurements. The patent of C. E. Everest, U.S. Pat. No 4,420,265,

Improvements in optical temperature measurement concerns an infrared responsive temperature measuring
have also been recently achieved at the National Bureau system intended primarily for agricultural applications
of Standards, by R. R. Dils and others, as is exemplified 65 and having the ability to compensate for sky radiation
by the Dils articles "High-temperature Optical Ther- variations included in the measured signal. Ihe patent
mometer" published in the Journal of Applied Physics, of G J. Carlson, U S, Pat. No. 3,486,378, also concerns
Vol. 54, 1983, p. 1198 and "A Fiberoptic Probe for a temperature measurng apparatus wherein two detec-
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tor cells are multiplexed-with the multiplexing of in- into an electrical signal, a plurality of electrical signals
frared energy in this case being achieved with a rotating each corresponding to a component optical signal re-
disk modulator and with one of the detectors being suiting, and means for generating a temperature indica-
excited by an incandescent lamp or other reference light tion signal from selected of the plural electrical signals.
source.

While each of these patents help identify the state of BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

the fiber optic, multiplexed signal, temperature meau- FIG. 1 is a diagram of a fiber optic temperature mea-
surement art preceding the present invention, none of suring apparatus made in accordance with the inven-
the measurement devices taught by these patents tion.
achieve the advantages of dynamic range multiplexing 10 FIG. 2 is a graphic representation of a wavelength
and the other techniques of the present invention, versus signal strength tradeoff field controlling opera-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION tion of the FIG. 1 apparatus.
FIG. 3 shows the spectral response of a phototrans-

An object of the present invention is to provide a ducer device preferred in the FIG. I apparatus.
fiber optic temperature measuring apparatus of unusual 15 FIG. 4 shows the optical signal attenuation versus
temperature range capability, optical wavelength characteristics for signal transmit-

Another object of the invention is to provide a fiber ting media usable in the FIG. I apparatus.
optic temperature measuring arrangemert wherein plu- FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an electronic system
ral phototransducers are employed in order to cover a usable for converting signals from the FIG. I apparatus
large dynamic range. 20 into temperature indications.

Another object of the invention is to provide a fiber DETAILED DESCRIPTION
optic temperature measurement arrangement wherein
the solid state phototransducer devices re reasonably FIG. 1 of the drawings shows a fiber optic tempera-
protected from excess optical signal physical damage. ture measuring apparatus capable of temperature mea-

Another object of the invention is to provide a fiber 25 surements over an unusually large dynamic range of
optic temperature measurement arrangement which IE7 or greater. The principals exhibited in FIG. 1 can
combines the advantages of a black body thermal trans- be extended to achieve dynamic ranges of even larger
ducer with operation in a desirable portion of the infra- value. The notation form IE7 used herein will be under-
red spectrum. stood to mean I times 10 raised to the seventh power, or

Another object of the invention is to provide a fiber 30 1 x 107. The notation IE7 is the:efore an abbreviation
optic temperature measurement arrangement which for one times ten raised to the eyoonent (E) seven and is
employs the characteristics of newly available photodi- a notation frequently used in computer programming
ode transducer devices to achieve a desirable spectral and similar arts.
operating region, a wide dynamic operating range and The term "dynamic range" in instruments of the FIG.
other advantages. 35 1 type is understood to mean the ratio of maximum

Another object of the invenion is to provide a fiber usable signal power to power of the minimum signal
optic temperature measuring system which minimizes discernible in the inherent noise of the instrument; in
the disadvantages of materials such as sapphire, which other words, the ratio of maximum usable signal power
have high cost and relatively poor temperature signal to inherent noise signal power. Limited dynamic range
conductivity, but are nevertheless needed for desirable 40 has been a characteristic of instruments preceding the
high-temperature therml properties. FIG. 1 system.

Another object of the invention is to provide a fiber The FIG. I apparatus includes thref. major compo-
optic temperk "ure measuring system using the inherent nents, a work environ black body signal source 100, a
filtering properties of optical coupling members in com- signal transmitting optical fiber array 102, and a detec-
binatiot, with optical bandpass filtering elements to 45 tor assembly 104. Preferred arrangement details of the
achieve operation in an unusual and desirable portion of black body signal source 100 are shown in the expanded
the infrared spectrum. view 106 and include black body cavity-shaped radiat-

Another object of the invention is to provide a tem- ing member 110 which is surrounded by a protective
perature measuring apparatus of unusual frequency film layer 112 and received on the end of a high temper-
domain response capability. 50 ature optical fiber member 108.

Another object of the invention is to provide a fiber As indicated in the view 106 in FIG. I, the black
optic temperature measuring arrangement suitable for body radiating member 110 is preferably fabricated as
use in combustion analysis of turbulent combustion and an irridium metal film, while the protective film layer
sooty combustion work environs-environs affording 112 is preferably fabricated as an aluminum oxide film,
less than ideal temperature measuring conditions. 55 and the optical fiber member 108 is preferably made

Additional objects and features of the invention will from a bundle of sapphire (aluminum oxide) fiber ele-
be understood from the following description and the ments. Alternates for these preferred materials are of
accompanying drawings. course, possible, and include the use of a platinum metal

These and other objects of tl.: invention are achieved film for the black body radiating member 110, other
by an apparatus providing means for transducing a 60 oxide materials for the protective film layer 112, and
work environ atmospheric temperature into an intensity quartz fibers in limited temperature range applications
iodulated black body radiant optical signal, means for for the sapphire fiber bundle 114. TI. black body cavity

selecting a predetermined spectral band of the black radiating member 110 is preferably form.d over the end
body radiant signal as an intensity analog signal repre- of the optical fiber bundle 108 by sputtering metal depo-
sentation of the work environ temperature band, means 65 sition techniques. Other fabrication arrangements in-
for splitting the intensity analog signal into a plurality of cluding an irridium or tungsten wire disposed in front ol
intensity range segregated optical components. means the fiber bundle tc,;nal or a mccham afl, Jcformed
for converting each of the component optical signals metallic sheet stock member; or alternately. a direct
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image of flame radiation emision can be used in some attenuation of IE4, or 104.) As a result of the reflected
applicaon of the FIG. I apparatus. component 134 being only ten percent of the beamaplit-

Optical signals from the black body radiating member ting member received optical energy and the attenua-
110 are conducted along the sapphire fiber bundle 114 tion of the density attenuator 133 falling between 1,000
to a low temperature fiber bundle 118. The low temper. 5 and 10,000, the photodiode tran't,'.- A-i- t T?, I!2
ature fiber bundle 118 is used to conduct signal over the is effectively energized only upon receipt of high inten-
majority of the distance between the black body signal sity optical signals.
source 100 and the detector assembly 104. Optical signal The photodiode transducer element TI, 140 by way
coupling between the sapphire fiber bundle 114 and the of receiving the bea.!itter ninety percent component
low temperature fiber bundle 11 is accomplished by an 10 and having relatively inail optical attenuation in the
optical coupler 116 of a type known in the fiber optic optical density attenuator ODI, 136 is responsive to
art. The sapphire fiber bundle 114 is of course, em. low-level optical signals. During receipt of optical sig-
ployed at the work environ end of the path between the nals of sufficient intensity to activate the transducer
black body sigral source 100 and the detector assembly element T2, 142, the low level photodiode transducer
104 in order to withstand the elevated temperatures 15 element T, 140 is however, protected from physical
existing in the work environ, i.e., the temperatures damage by the presence of the attenuator 136 and its
being measured by the FIG. 1 apparatus. The sapphire characteristic of attenuating the trcusnitted optical
fibers in the bundle 114 are capable of withstanding signal component 132 by a factor of iE4 to 1E6.
such work environ temperatures, but are undesirably Transducer elements of the preferred solid state type
inefficient as conductors of the optical signal generated 20 are found generally to ha.e a,'ysit.. damage thresh-
by the black body source 100; in view of this conduction old in the range of 500 milliwatts of incident optical
limitation and the cost of sapphire conductors, the bun- energy; the optical density filter ODI, 136 is therefore
dle 114 is preferably arranged to be as short as possible. provided with the capability of attecuating the largest

The optical signal transmitted along the fiber array expected transmitted signal component 132 to this or a
102 in FIG. 1 emerges from the end terminus 120 lo- 25 lower level and is prircipally in.corpo-ated in the FIG.
cated within the detector assembly 104 as the divergent I apparatus to achieve such p.otectic C ttcal-to-elec-
optical signal indicated at 122. This divergent signal is trical transducers of the solid nte pl.o 1 odize type are
capturel and collimated by the lens L1, 124, which may preferred for use in the rIG. 1 appar.:us for inter alia
have a focal lergzh in the range of 2.5 cm. Th, colli- reasons relating to transducer physical Iamsge since the
mated signal 125 emerging from the lens LI, 124, is 30 most plausible alternative transducer device, the photo-
captured by a second lens L2, 128, which is preferably multiplier vacuum tube is found to re steily incur photo-
of a focal length in the range of 25 cm. The len. .2, 123 cathode physical damage from incident optical energy
serves to focus the collimated light signal 25 on the in a FIG. I type apparatus.
active surfac. of a pair of photodiode transducer ele- Each of the transducers Tl, 140 and T2, 142 in the
meits TI, 140, and T2, 142. A bandpass filter BF, 126 is 35 FIG. I apparatus is preferably a type C30980E photodi-
located in the path of the collimated light signal 125 in ode supplied by RCA Corporation, or alternately, is a
order to select a specific spectral band of optical signal device of similar characteristics from another source.
frequencies for use in the transducer elements TI, 140 Devices of this type are sold by RCA Corporation in a
and T2, 142. As indicated subsequently herein, the filter variety of sizes and configurations, including some ar-
126 together with optical wavelength selective signal 40 rangements which incorporate light pipes, optical fi-
attenuation chara,;teristics inheient in the optical fibers bers, or preamplifiers. Such devices inherently have
102, can be used to elect a desirable range of the optical good speed of response and quantum efficiencies, how-
spectrum for operating the FIG. 1 apparatus. ever tradeoff among these and other characteristics are

In the FIG. I apparatus, optical signal from the lena indicated in the RCA published device characteristics.
L2, 128 is received on the surface of a pellicle or optical 45 Such devices are capable of providing the spectral re-
beamsplitting member BS, 130 which preferably has the sponse indicated in FIG. 3 of the drawings. Transducers
capability of dividing the optical signal into ten percent or detectors of this type are preferably fabricated from
and ninety percent intensity ratio components. These alloys of indium, gallium, and arsenic or indium gallium
components are subsequently convened into electrical arsenic/indium phosphide and are described in the
signals having different intensity weighting factors. The S0 above-referenced RCA Corporation data sheet. A series
beam splitter reflected optical signal component 134 of published articles also describes transducers of this
preferably represents ten percent of the optical energy type. Several articles of this nature are to be found in
incident on the beansplitting member 130, while the the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Enginee
transmitted component 132 represents ninety percent of (IEEE) Transactions on Electron Devices and notably
the beamsplitter received optical energy, 55 in special issues on optoelectronic devices and light

Each of the bea-nsplitter output components 132 and emitting diodes and long wavelength photodetectors
134 i* further attenuated by a pair of optical density found at Volume ED-29, Number 9. September 1982
attenuators ODI, 136, and OD2, 138, located intermedi- and Volume ED-30, N~irrW-_r 4, April 1983. The paper
ate the beamspl~tng member 130 and the photodiode "Long-Wavelength ' I to 1 6 i.m) Detectors for Fiber
transducer elements 140 and 142. The optical ;,ath of 60 Optical Comrruni-ations" by G F Stillman, L. W.
the reflected ten percent component signal 134 prefera- Cook, G E Buiman, N Tabatbaie, R. Chin, and P D.
bly includes an optical density attenuato, 138 of attenu- Dapkus in the September 1982 transactions publication
aaron factor beiween 3 and 3 5, while the optical path of and the papers "lnGaAWP Phottdiodes" by E E Still-
the transmit;ed component 132 icludes an op'icad den- mar, L. W Corok, N Ta!stabaie, G F Bulman. and V
sity filter of a lesser attenuation factor-between 0 4 65 M Robbins found at -,age 164. and "Large-Ares and
and 9 6. (An ,ptical attenuator )f attenuation facto)r or Visible Response VP1 lnGaAs rnotodidxei" by P P
neutral density 3 tr'vides attenuation of IF ,,r 10 .  Webb and G If Olen f,)utid v ,Qgt 5 of the April
.while ,n !,en.,itor of neutra! densiu-, 4 pr,. dc-s an I t1rasactui, p,-1,1 ain,- it ! .i.., att:t with
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respect to such dTvices. Ihe text of these IEEE special bandpass fiter 126 and the optical fiber array, the prin-
issues is hereby incorporated by reference herein. De- cipal other spectrally selective element in the FIG. 1
tectors of this type can be operated either as a photovol- apparatus, can be appreciated with the assistance of
taic device-an EMF generator, or as a photoconduc- FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 in the drawings. The curves in FIG. 2,
tive device-a variable impedance element. Since the 5 for example, show the relationship between spectral
noise related leakage current (and also the transducer radiance or optical signal intensity and optical spectrum
output signal response) is lower in the photoconductive wavelength for a black body signal source operated at a
mode of operation, this mode of transducer operation is series of different temperatures; the FIG. 2 tempera-
preferred in FIG. 1. tures 201, 203, etc. are measured in degrees Kelvin.

Transducers of this type have principally evolved in 10 FIG. 3 as indicated above shows the relationship be-
response to a need in the fiber optics communications tween electrical output signal and optical input signal
field where signals in the infrared spectral region are wavelength for the indium gallium arsenide transducer
coupled between a light emitting diode and a receptor element preferred for use in the transducer element P1,
by way of long lengths of fiber optic media. Photodiode 140 and P2, 142 in FIG. 1. The curves in FIG. 4 of the
transducer elements of this type are capable of operat- 15 drawings show the relationship between optical signal
ing over a linear dynamic range in the order of IE4. By wavelength and optical signal attenuation for one type
way of the 10/90 beamsplitting member 130 and the of sapphire opticl fiber usable in the fiber bundle 114 in
optical density attenuators 136 and 138 in FIG. 1, two FIG. 1. The spectral scales 200, 300 and 400 in each of
individual linear ranges of 1E4 are stacked or added to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4 include a desirable portion of the
provide an overall detector assembly dynamic range in 20 optical spectrum for use in the FIG. 1 apparatus.
the order of 1E8 in the FIG. 1 apparatus. The beam- The spectral radiance or signal output scale 202 in
splitting member, neutral density attenuator, and multi- FIG 2 extends logarithmically over a dynamic range of
pie transducer element arrangement of the detector 104 12. Actually, however, some signal falling outside
in FIG. 1 can be extended to include additional trans- the range of FIG. 2 are of interest in the present inven-
ducer elements and additional operating dynamic range 25
with the inclusion of adequate protection for the most Tboe represent of suc sigalis ile in
sensitive of the transducer elements. TI, 140 in FIG. 1, Tal wateendth i FIc. h e otical
for example requires protection from physical damage signal wavelength scale 200 in FIG. 2 shows portions of
during receipt of optical signals of the highest contem- the near and far infrared spectrum also on a logarithmic
plated intensity. Generally, however, some difficulty is 30 scale. The black body temperatures in FIG. 2 extend
to be expected in extending the dynamic range of a between the 200" K. indicated at 201 and the 6000 K.
FIG. 1 type apparatus significantly beyond the IE8 indicated at 203. An operating band of choice for the

region in view of the physical damage potential for the FIG. I instrument is shown by the dotted lines 204, 208,

low-level or most sensitive of the transducer elements. and 212 in FIG. 2.

The neutral density values of 0.4-0.6 and 3.0-3.5 in 35 One aspect of the FIG. 2 curves concerns the change

FIG. 1 together with the 10% and 90% attenuations of in optical signal dynamic range which results from op-

the beamsplitting member 130 effectively divide the erating a black body temperature transducer at different

optical signal 122 into two components of dynamic wavelengths along the scale 200--i.e., from limiting the

range I E4 each. The optical density attenuators 136 and spectral band of interest within the scale 200. At a
138 can be adjusted or selected in order to provide 40 wavelength of 50 micrometers, for example, the temper-
location adjustment of these ranges and to provide the atures between 200" K. ajnd 6000" K. inv(.'ve a sigra
slight degree of range overlap desired between the dynamic range of IE2, while at a wavelength of 10
transducer elements 140 and 142 during receipt of opti- micrometers a signal dynamic range slightly under I E4
cal signals in the mid-intensity range. is generated. At a wavelength of 3 micrometers more-

The use of a black body transducer for generating 45 over, a dynamic range in the neighborhood of 1E9 is
optical signals of large intensity variation, that is, signals required to cover the temperatures between 200' and
affording good temperature resolution characteristics is 6000" K.
described in the above-identified 1983 article published In the past, wavelengths in the range of 0.6 to 0.8
by Ray R. Dils. The 1983 Dils article is hereby incorpo- micrometers have been employed for fiber optic probe
rated by reference into the present specification. The 50 temperature measuring instruments. At these wave-
Dils article also indicates that temperature measurement lengths, as can be observed in FIG. 2, an optical signal
has been based on use of an optical fiber as a signal dynamic range capability in the order of 1016 and 10 3 ,

generator in addition to the herein described use of respectively, is needed in order to measure tempera-
optical fiber as a signal transmission medium. The use of tures between 300" and 2300" K., the temperatures
an optical fiber signal generator in the FIG. 1 apparatus 55 found in a possible turbulent combustion flame. A prob-
is, of course, within the spirit of the present invention. lem has therefore existed previously in that no known

By way of explanation, it should be noted that the detector %as possessed of such large dynamic range
black body signal source 100 in FIG. 1 may be thought -apability. In the dynamic range sense, therefore, the
of in the nature of a transducer device, that is, a device large output signal of a black body probe is desiratle for
which is heated in the work environ and as a result of 6o achieving good temperature sensitivity and accuracy,
this heating emits an intensity varying signal usable for but is somewhat troublesome when the need to cover
measuring the work environ temperature. For the sake wide temperature ranges is present.
of terminology consistency however, the word -trans- Optical multiplexing as represented by the beamsplit-
ducer" is herein, preferred for use in connection with ting member 130 in FIG. I makes it feasible to over-
the photodiode elements 140 and 142 in FIG 1. 65 come the dynamic range problem of a wide temperature

The optical passband of the spectrally selective ele- range black body transducer signal through splitting the
ments in the FIG. I apparatus relates to a notable aspect signal into multiple component signals each covenng a
of the present invention The desired properties tor the I E3- I F4 dynamic range.
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It can be therefore observed from FIG. 2 that because 402 in FIG. 4 for a specified fiber length, near 1000

of dynic range considerations as well as because of meters, of a speciic sapphire fiber material. Fibropeil
spectral attenuation characteristics discernible in FIG. 4 QSF200, which is manufactured by the Saphikon Divi-
of the drawings a shift to somewhat longer wavelengths sion of Tyco Laboratories. The curve 406 portion of
than the previous 0.6 to 0.8 micrometer wavelengths is 5 FIG. 4 and especially the point 412 and the !Lm 4Q a=d
desirable for a wide range fiber optic optical pyrometer 410 are of interest with respect to the operating point
apparatus. for the FIG. I apparatus-these lines and points relate

From the combination of optical fiber attenuation to the 1.6 micrometer prefer-red wavelength. As indi-
characteristics shown in FIG. 4, photodiode transducer cated by the attenuation values along the scale 402 in
characteristics shown in FIG. 3, and blackbody charac- t0 FIG. 4, the sapphire 6-h-r bundle portion 114 of the
tenstics shown in FIG. 2, an instrument operating in the signal transmitting optwal fibers 102 in FIG. 1 contrib-
spectral wavelength region iof 1.6 micrometers can be utes significantly to attenuation of the optical signal
observed to Le desirable. At a 1.6 micrometer spectral indeed only the irdicated desirable characteristics of the
wavelength, a dynamic range of I ES will cnver a tern- sapphire fibers make use of such fibers attractive in the
perature range on the order of 400"-2300" K. with some 15 FIG. 1 apparatus.
accuracy falloff below 500" K. and will provide mea- The curves in FIG. 4 also indicate that the sapphire
surement feasibility for the variations observed in a fibers in the bundle 114 contribute desirably to the upti-
turbulent flame combustion atmosphere. The dotted cal wavelength selection achieved it, the FIG. I appara-
line 206 in FIG. 2 and the arrow 204, indicate the pre- tus. The curve portion 406 in F!G. 4, for example, indi-
ferred 1.6 micrometer spectral operating wavelength in 20 cates sharply increasing optical attenuation in the fiber
FIG. 2. The dotted lines 214 and 210, the arrows 212 bundle 114 at wavelengths of I 5 micrometers and be-
and 206 show the extent of the signal dynamic range for low; this curve actually therefore indicates the sapphire
a 1.6 micrometer spectral wavelength operating point in bundle to be a wavelength ftlter which together with
FIG. 2. the bandpass filter 126 in FIG. 1 defines the operating

Actual photon flux values in watts for a black body 25 spectral region for the FIG. I apparatus. The bandpass
device operated at temperatures between 30' K. and filter 126 can be of such chs&,cterntics as to attenuate
2300" K. are shown in Table I at the end of this specifi- optical wavelengths lying outside the! -irp attenuations
cation. As indicated by these photon flux values, a FIG. shown in FIG. 4, wavelengths below 1.5 micrometers
I instrument operated with a center optical spectrum and above 1.8 micrometers, thereby ass.rivig that only a
wavelength of 1.6 micrometers involves a signal dy- 30 small spectral band round the 1.6 micrc meters is active
namic range of IEI I to cover the temperature band of in the FIG. I apparatus. The bandpasa filter 126 can also
300" K. to 2300" K. A large part of this dynamic range be used to accommodate the presence of undesirably
is, however, devoted to the low, or room temperature, short lengths in the fiber bundle 114-lngths which are
end of this temperature band so that an instrument coy- too short to achieve the desired optical signal attenua-
ering the temperature band of 500 K. to 2300" K. in- 35 tion.
volves a signal dynamic range of IE6. The herein pro- FIG. 5 in the drawings shows a block diagram repre-
vided dynamic range of lE8 therefore allows a lower sentation of an electronic system usable for processing
temperature intermediate these 300" K. and 500 K. the electrical signals generated by the photodiode trans-
values. An instrument operating in the 0.7 micrometer ducer elements TI, 140 and T2, 142 in FIG. 1. These
wavelength region in the visible area of the spectrum 4o photo transducer elements are represented in electrical
would require a dynamic range of IE13 to cover the form at 504 and 506 in FIG. 5, and are shown symboli-
300"-2300" K. temperature band; clearly the selea.d cally to receive photons of optical energy 500 and 502.
1.6 micrometer operating frequency and IE8 dynamic The FIG. 5 electronic system includes a pair of elec-
range are preferable for an instrument of moderate sen- tronic signal preamplifiers 506 and 510 which feed the
sitivity that is to be capable of measuring over a large 45 amplifier, sample and hold, and analog-to-digital con-
range of temperatures. verter modules 509, 511. The preamplifiers S4 and 510

The scales 300 and 302 in FIG. 3 indicate value of are preferably of the junction field effect transistor
spectral wavelength and relative signal amplitude, re- (JFET) type having an input WET device operated in
spective ly. for a preferred indium gallium arsenide pho- t t..-.-impedance circuit configuration with high
todiode transducer device. The line 306 indicates the S0 input impedance and low output impedance. The mod-
location of the preferred 1.6 micrometer spectral oper- ules S9 and 511 which include the amplifiers 512 and
sting wavelength and the point 308 in FIG. 3 indicate. 512, the sample and hold circuits 516 and 518, and the
location of this desired 1.6 micrometer wavelength on analog-to-digital converters 520 and 522 are available
the response curve 304 of the preferred indium gallium commercially as integrated circuit devices from suppli-
arsenide photodiode transducer device. Other trans- 55 ers such as Analog Devices, Inc. The modules 50 and
ducer devices having usable output signal magnitudes in 511 can, for example, be data acquisition modules identi-
the 1.6 micrometer wavelength region could, of course, fled as Analog Devices Incorporated part numbers
be used in the FIG I apparatus as an alternate to the DAS 1156. The sample ane hold and analog-to-digital
preferred indium gallium arsenide photodiode trans- converter combination , -rferably provides 15 bit reso-
ducer. 60 lution with throu -hput -air-, in the range of 20 kilohertz

The attenuation response of sapphire fiber elements for the FIG I apparatus.
usable in the high temperature opticl fiber bundle 114 in Digital signals provided by the analog-to-digital con-
FIG. 1 is shown in FIG 4 of the drawings In FIG 4, verters 520 and 522 are time sampled by the multiplexer
spectral wavelengths are indicated along the scale 400 524 in FIG. 5, and transmitted to a digital computer 523
and attenuation values along the scale 402. In FIG. 4, 65 by way of a data bus 526 The output of the digital
the attenuation is shown to include two curves 404 and computer 523 is transmitted by a second data bus 530 to
406 lying on either side of .n attenuation peak 405. The a display 532 which may include a cathode ray tube 5,34,
attenuation %,alue in decibels is indicated along the scale or other display arrangements T'he ,lisplay 532 may
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also include a keyboard for entering operator instruc- for studying events in a turbulent flame has been found
tions and display selection information. to lie in the region of 10 kilohertz, a 20 kilohertz re-

Since the two photodiode transducer elements TI, sponse is more than adequate for such studies. Notwith-
140 and T2, 142 or their electrical representations at 504 standing this range of overall system response, how-
and 506 in FIG. 5 are each responsive to only a prede- 5 ever, it should be realized that the naked frequency
tcrmined intensity range of signal from the black body domain response of the black body signal source 100
source 100, only one of the electrical signals received can have a 250 millisecond time constant; the extension
from these photodiode transducer elements is of interest of responses in this range of time constants to the 20
in making a given temperature measurement. A high kilohemtz region is achieved with the use of frequency
temperature work environ measurement producing to domain compensation in the computer 528.
large intensity signals, for example, will provide a us- Heretofore, the available photon transducers for the
able, linear operating range, signal from the high tem- preferred 1.5 to 1.8 micrometers spectral wavelength
perature photodiode transducer element T2. 142 and region have been comprised of germanium, doped ger-
also provide a larger but non-linear operating range manium, indium antimonide, and lead selinide. The
signal from the low temperature photodiode transducer 15 addition of the preferred indium gallium arsenide trans-
element TI, 140. ducer provides a noise equivalent power output fromSelection between the signal generated by the photo- the transducer which is superior to previous detector
diode element 506 and the signal generated by the pho-
todiode element 504 is accomplished in the computer types by more than an order of magnitude when mea-
528 in FIG. 5 using a signal amplitude discriminating 20 sured in the non-cooled or 300" K. temperature environ-
algorithm. The discriminating algorithm in the com- ment. The quantum efficiency of indium ga!lium arse-
puter 528 should provide the following capabilities: nide is Gr the order of 60% at the preferred 1.6 microm-

Selection of the signal representing transducer opera- eter operating wavelength. The indium gallium arsenide
tion within the transducer linear range photodiode transduce- provides junction capacitances

Exclusion of transducer signals falling above a prede- 25 comparable to that of silicon PIN detectors and is there-
termined linear range of transducer operation fore suitably low for high frequency domain tempera-

Selection of either one or an average of both trans- ture measurement operation.
ducer signals for intermediate intensity signals Calibration of the FIG. 1 and FIG. S apparatus to

Exclusion of a transducer signal residLhg within the provide absolute temperature measurement may bc
transducer noise background level. 30 achieved by calibrating the electro-optical response

A signal amplitude responsive algorithm is satisfactory function with the aid of a black body radiation source.
for performing these selections. Single point calibration can be used to allow computa-

Implementation of a computer algorithm performing tion of the absolute temperature using a transfer func-
these functions is of course, dependent upon the type of tion relationship since the emssivity of irridium or one
computer used at 528 and the operating system and 35 of the alternate black body materials is substantially
programming language employed with the computer, a temperature independent, as can be seen from the expla-
program of this type is, in any event within the capabil- nation for photon flux vs. temperature below. The FIG.
ity of persons skilled in the computer art. I and FIG. 5 apparatus is capable of temperature mea-

Dedicated hardware could, of course, be used to surements with resolution and accuracy exceeding 0.5
replace the computer 528 and the display 532, such 40 percent over the selected temperature range.
hardware would include amplitude discriminating cir- The use of a black body transducer in order to obtain
cuitry, data storage devices, and a display in the form of increased temperature measurement sensitivity is based
a light emitting diode alphanumeric character matrix or on a convolution of the optical fiber bandpass charac-
a liquid crystal matrix of the type commonly used in teristics with Planck's black body radiation equation,
electronic wristwatches. A cathode ray tube display 45 such a convolution enables the measurement of temper-
device could also be employed with such a dedicated ature from a measurement of photon flux arriving at a
hardware system. A significant portion of such hard- photodiode transducer element. The applicable Planck
ware could also be adapted from commercially avail- equation has the form of
able temperature indicating instruments which operate
with a thermocouple or other sensing devices. 50 afcg

The frequency domain response of the temperature L(Xo) -[W/M

measuring apparatus in FIG. 1 and FIG. 5 can extend XS(exP,-2kofl - I
into the kilohertz region and thereby enable use of the
apparatus in the measurement of rapidly fluctuating or where
transient temperature conditions such as may exist in 55 a=area of the cavity exit (m2)
engine combustion, turbulent combustion, or sooty eo=apparent emittance of the cavity
combustion environs. Thermal inertia in the black body ci =first radiation constant (3.7418 x 10- 16 W M2)

signal source 100 and limited thermal conductivity in c2=second radiation constant (1.43879x 10- 2 i.K)
the optical fiber bundle 114 are the most limiting consid- Ao= wavelength in vacuum (m)
erations in determining the frequency domain response 60 T=temperature (K)
of the FIG. I and FIG. 5 apparatus. Through the use of X0 is herein selected to provide maximum temperature
a frequency rolloff compensation algorithm in the com- change sensitivity and low optical &;s;al absorption in
puter 528, these limitations can be accommodated to a sapphire at elevated temperatures.
useful degree and enable higher frequency temperature While the apparatus and method herein described
measurement capability than his heretofore been avail- 65 constitute a preferred embodiment of the invention, it is
able. Sampling frequency rates up to 20 kilohertz are, to be understood that the invention is not limited to this
for example, achievable with the FIG. I and FIG. 5 precise form of apparatus or method, and that changes
apparatus. Since the maximum frequency requirement may be made therein without departing from the scope
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of the invention, which is defined in the appended band and said optical filter m-ans further includes an
claims, optical filter element of limited spectral response lying

TABLE I on the opposite spectral wavelength side of said prede-

Black eody Probe Inteimsy Variation a a Functiona o Temper- termined spectral baud.
uure wtih a Central Wavclen of 1600 nm ad HaIrwidth of 5 S. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein said spectral

100 nmi W - WtL, band includes the spectral wavelength of 1.6 microme-
T (K.) Intensty (W) T CK) Intiaity (W) ters.

300.0 0.3267E- 10 350.0 0.19043E-08 6. The apparatus of clatm I further including a black
40o 0.41009E-0C7 450.0 0.45345E-06 body transducer elemetr rocated within said work envi-
500.0 0 31322E-0 550.0 0 15331F-04 10 ron intermediate sa'd e-viron and a work environ termi-
600.0 0.57866E - 04 6500 0.1786E-03

700.0 0.47087E-03 7500 0 10926E -02 nus of said optic meana,
800. 0 22a57E-02 8500 0.43890E-02 7. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein said black body
900.0 0 7S45E -02 9500 0.13204E-01 transducer element is comprised of a metal taken from

1.00.0 0.21107E-01 10500 0.32282E-01
100.0 0.47525E-01 1150.0 0.67673E-01 the group of platinum and irndium.
1200.0 0.93596E-01 1250.0 0.12617E+00 15 8. The appexatus of claim 7 wherein said black body
1300.0 0.16624E+00 1350.0 0.21466E+00 transducer element includes a protective film of oxide
1400.0 0,27221E+00 1450.0 0.3363E +00 material disposed over the metal sutfice adjacent said15M0.0 0.A|759E +00 1350.0 0.5067E +00

1600.0 0 60750E +00 1650.0 0 72045E +00 work environ.
1700.0 0 84593E+00 1750.0 0.994262+00 9. The. apparatus of claim I wherein said optic trans-
1800.0 011357Eo+01 1850.0 0.13004E+01 20 mission means includes a transmission element com-
1900.0 0.1474E+01 1950.0 0.16699E+01
2000.0 0 18748E +01 2050.0 0.20931E+01 prised of sapphire
2100.0 0 23247E+01 2150.0 0 25694E+01 10. The apparatus of claim 9 wherein said optic trans-
2200.0 0.26270E+01 220.0 0.30973E +01 mission means includes a high temperature sapphire
2300.0 0.33802E+01 transmission element adjacent said work environ and

25 low temperature fiber optic means intermediate said

We claim: sapphire transmission element and spid beamsplitting
1. Large temperature range optical pyrometer appa- means.

ratus comprising: 11. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said first and
optical beamsplitting means for segregating photon second optical-to-electrical transducer means each in-

flux optical signals into first and second component 30 clude a transducer element comprised of indium gallium
optical signals of predetermined segregated inten- arsenide.
sity range ratio; 12. The apparatus of claim 1 where~a said means for

optic means for transmitting photon flux optic-sl trans- generating a pyrometer output temperature indication
mission signals from adjacent an elevated tempera- signal includes selection means responsive to the ampli-
ture work environ to said beamsplitting means; 35 tude of said first and second ele'-trical signals for select.

first optical attenuation means for generating from ing between said electrical signals in generating said
said first component optical signal a first attenuated pyrometer output indication signal.
optical signal of first intensity ratio rlal; 13. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said beamsplit-
with said first component optical signal; 40 ting means includes a beamsplitting pellicle member,

second optical attenuation means for generating from said first component signal is transmitted through said
said second component optical signal a second p~l ebr adscn opnn piaattenuated opt..:2 signal of second intensity ratio pellicle member, said second component opticalreiaiorhip ithsai secnd ompnentoptcal signs] is reflected from said pellicle member and
relationship with said second component optical said second component reflected optical signal is of
signal;

first optical-to-electrica transducer means, of smaller 45 lesser intensity than said first component transmit-
dynamic range capability than said photon flux ted optical signal;
energy optical signal, for generating first electrical whereby said transmitted first component signal cot-
signals amplitude responsive to said first attenuated relates with a low intensity, low temperature pot-
optical signal intensity; tion of the dynamic range of said pyrometer and

second optical-to-electrical transducer means of 50 said reflected second component signal, correlates
smaller dynamic range capability than said photon with a high intensity high temperature portion of
flux energy optical signal, for generating second said dynamic range of said pyrometer.
electrical signals amplitude responsive to said sec- 14. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said first opti-
ond attenuated optical signal intensity; and cal attenuation means is of smaller attenuation capabil-

means respomve to the amplitude of a selected one 55 ity than said second optical attenuation means;
of said first and second electrical signals for gener- whereby said second lower intensity component opti-
aing a pyrometer output temperature indication cal signal is attenuated by a greater degree than
signal. said first component optical signal and the portions

2. The apparatus of claim I further including optical of said pyrometer ziynamic range correlating with
filter means for limiting the spectrum of said first and 60 said ccmrirent signals are further segregated.
second attenuated optical signals to a predetermined 15. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said spectral
spectral band. band iL located at a spectral wavelength of limited opti-

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said optical filter cal signal irtensity dynamic ringe
means includes a limiting spectral response in said optic 16 The apparatus of claim 15 wherein said optical-to-
transmission means. 65 electrical transducer means tcludes a transducer ele-

4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said optic trans- mc;i-, , nprtsed of indium, galihum, and arsenic. said
mission means limiting spectral response lies on one selected spectral band includes the wavelength of 1 6
spectral wavelength side of said predetermined spectral micrometers. one of said atten-ion means is capable of
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attenuation greater than one thousand times and the trical signals each corresponding to a component
other of said attenuation means is capable of attenuation optical signal resulting; and
less than one hundred times. means for generating a temperature indication signal

17. The method for optically measuring a wide band from selected of said plural electrical signals.
of work environ temperatures comprising the steps of: s 22. Apparatus for optically measuring fluctuating

transducing a work environ temperature into an in- work environ temperatures in the range of 500 to 2300
tensity modulated black body radiance optical sig- degrees Kelvin comprising:
nal; an irridium black body transducer member capable of

selecting a predetermined spectral band of said black ~ being immersed in said work environ and of gener-
body radncetersignl Asptran it n signail epresen-0 ating a black body radiance signal when heated bybody radiane signal s an intensity signal represen- said environ;
tation of said work environ temperature band; an optical beamsplitter member capable of dividing a

splitting said intensity signal into a plurality of inten- radiance signal sample into ten and ninety percent
sity range segregated optical signal components; intensity components;

converting each of said component optical signals 15 an optical transmission member including optically
into an electrical signal, a plurality of said electrical coupled sapphire fiber and glass fiber portions lo-
signals each corresponding to a component optical cated intermediate said work environ and said
signal and representing a range of work environ beamsplitting members respectively, and capable
temperatures thereby resulting; and of transmitting optical radiance signal samples

generating a temperature indication signal from a 20 therebetween;
selected sequence of said plural electrical signals. optical filter means located in the path of said optical

IS. The method of claim 17 further including attenu- radiance signal sample for rejecting radiance signal
ating each of said component optical signals by a differ- spectral components external of a band between 1.5
ing predetermined amount in inverse correspondence and 1.8 micrometers of spectral wavelength;
with said segregated intensity ranges; 25 a first neutral density attenuation member of density

whereby the dynamic range of each said component factor between four-tenths and six-tenths located inwhereb corthed nac rangeleofreach sigai com t the ninety percent intensity component path of said
signal converted into an electrical signal is similar beamsplitter;
and within the linear dynamic range means per- a second neutral density attenuation member of den-
forming said convening. 30 sity between three and three and one-half located

19. The method of claim 17 wherein said step of se- in the ten percent intensity component path of said
lecting a predetermined spectral band includes rejecting beamsplitter;
the black body spectral band of maximum signal dy- a first optical signal to electrical signal detector mem-
namic range: ber comprised of a room temperature maintained

whereby optical signals of large dynamic range and 35 gallium indium and arsenic compound photodiode
transducer physical damage capability are ex- capable of converting said four-tenths to six-tenths
cluded from said converting step and limited dy- density attenuated beamsplitter ninety percent
namic range converting is enabled. component into a first electrical signa; said detec-

20. The method of claim 19 wherein said step of split- tor member diode having a linear dynamic trans-
ting said intensity signal into a plurality of signal com- 40 ducer range between IE3 and 1E6;
ponents comprises splitting said intensity signal into two a second optical signal to electrical signal detector
signal components of dissimilar intensity range. member comprised of a room temperature main.

21. Apparatus for optically measuring a wide band of tained gallium indium and arsenic compound pho-work environ temperatures comprising: todiode and capable of converting said three tomeans for transducing a work environ temperature 45 three and one-half density attenuated beamsplitter
into an intensity modulated black body radiance ten percent compon.,, iato a second electrical
optical signal; signal, said detector member diode having a linear

means for selecting a predetermined spectral band of dynamic transducer range between IE and 1E6;
said black body radiance signal as an intensity ana- o means responsive to a selected one of said first and
log signal representation of said work environ tem- second electrical signals for generating a measured
perature band; temperature indication.

means for splitting said intensity analog signal into a 23. The apparatus of claim 22 wherein said optical
plurality of intensity range segregated optical sig- filter means is comprised of a first limited spectral pass-
nal components; 55 band residing in said optical transmission member and a

means for converting each of said component optical filter member of second limited spectral passband.
signals into an electrical signal, a plurality of elec- 0 S 0
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EVALUATION OF OPTICAL DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES FOR
HIGH-FREQUENCY TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

V. Vilimpoc, L. P. Goss, and B. Sarka
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, OH 45440-2696

A complete study of turbulent flames requires the use of diagnostic
techniques capable of measurement rates in excess of the change in the
scalar properties being measured. Nonintrusive techniques, in general,
are not capable of such high measurement rates (in excess of 5 kHz).
However, one such method which has been applied successfully for this
purpose is thin-filament pyrometry.1 This technique relies upon the
olackbody emission of a thin ceramic filament for measurement of the
temperature distribution.

The major advantages of this technique are high-frequency response, good
spatial resolution, and high-sampling-rate capability. The method can
be used to measure a temperature profile along a line or at a point. It
has been applied successfully to the study of diffusion and prerrixed
flames to obtain temperature profiles in both modes of operation.

The filament is made of ultrafine 8-SiC with excess carbon.2 The fiber
diameter (10 - 20 um) and thermal conductivity (10 kcal/m • hr • oc
along the fiber axis at room temperature) allow the fiber to respond
rapidly Lu temperature changes. The fiber has been verified experimen-
tally to be graybody in radiometric terms, i.e., its emissivity (0.88)
is not temperature dependent.

The optical arrangement for obtaining a temperature profile along a line
is shown in Fig. 1. The rotating mirror and lenses image a different
portion of the radiating fiber onto a single-element InGaAs detector. A
LeCroy high-speed digitizer then digitizes the analog voltage output
from the detector and sends the data to the computer for storage and
further analysis. The HeNe and the PIN photodiode provide the necessary
synchronization signal for proper digitization of the image. The effec-
tive rotation speed of the mirror used in this experiment is 1000 Hz,
corresponding to a scan period of 1 ms, and the fiber image is recorded
in a 200-ps interval. Estimates of fiber response are between I and
2 ms; therefore, the time required to record the image is considered to
be adequate. The intensity data are converted to temperature by cali-
bration of the detector response against a known temperature. In the
case of the hydrogen diffusion flame, the calibration intensity was
obtained from a stoichiometric hydrogen flame. The detector response as
a function of wavelength was obtained experimentally and convolved with
an integrated blackbody-radiation curve to obtain a calibration curve
for conversion of intensity to temperature for the particular detector
(see Fig. 2).
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In the case of a dynamic event where temperature fluctuates slowly rela-
tive to the rotation speed of the scanning mirror, a complete temporal
history of the event can be obtained by this method. Several profiles
at different elevations above an H2-N 2 diffusion flame are shown in Fig.
3. The flame is axisymmetric, and the 'iber is located along the cen-
tral plane of the flame. The evolution of the flame structure and phy-
sical processes governing it can be interpreted from this figure. Near
the nozzle exit the core of unburnt fuel is surrounded by hot reacting
gas which results from the combustion of the fuel with the co-annular
flowing air. This reaction zone is well defined and steady near the
nozzle due to the molecular-transport nature of the mixing process in
this region. Because of the difference in velocities between the inner
core of fuel and the co-annular flowing air, a shear layer is formed
which has a velocity gradient which tends to transport the air into the
fuel core and, thus, promote mixing. The combusting zone enlarges as
more and more fuel undergoes combustion, resulting in a rise in tempera-
ture with increasing elevation. The increase in temperature, in turn,
promotes the formation of a buoyancy-driven vortex whose velocity can be
deduced from the spacings between the troughs and crests in the figure
along the time axis. These buoyancy-driven vortices grow as a function
of height and, at ". 100 mm axial location, show signs of wrapping the
flame surface back upon itself. These vortices are radially synmetric
but axially nonsymmetric due to this expansion.

When temperature data at a point is desired, the rotating mirror in Fig.
1 can be replaced by a stationary mirror. The rate of data acquisition
can be increased significantly for studying highly dynamic events. To
assess the feasibility of this technique for studying turbulent flames,
a premixed propane-air flame from a Bunsen burner was studied. The
burner has a turbulence generator in the form of four protrusions into
the jet stream about one diameter from the nozzle exit. In this case
the inner cone exhibits highly turbulent fluctuation. The outline of
the inner cone at different heights is imaged onto the detector. The
intensity as a function of time at different elevations is shown in Fig.
4. The digitization rate in this case is 5000 Hz., and the period of
observation is 200 ms. The turbulence fluctuation is near maximum close
to the tip of the inner cone of the flame and decreases with further
increase in elevation due to viscous damping. It can be seen from this
figure that the fiber response was more than adequate for tracking the
temperature fluctuations.
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Spatial temperature-profile measurements by
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A novel technique for making temperature measurements in combusting flows is described This technique, thin-
filament pyrometry, is based on the graybody emission of a small ceramic filament (15 pm). which is introduced into
the flow field under study. The technique is applicable over the temperature range 1000-2600 K. The temporal
response of the filament is a function of the velocity, constituents, and temperature of the flow field but under
ambient conditions is -750 Hz (I/e). The emission from the filament can be recorded over the entire length of the
filament, allowing the complete spatial temperature distribution to be recorded.

A complete study of turbulent flames requires the use file along the filament, resulting in high spatial resolu-
of diagnostic techniques capable of measurement tion. Because the emissivity of the filament is large
rates in excess of the change in the scalar properties (0.88) (Ref. 8) and is a weak function of temperature
under study. Nonintrusive techniques, with a few and wavelength, the emittance can be directly related
exceptions,1- 3 are incapable of such high measurement to the flame temperature.
rates (in excess of 1 kHz). Probe techniques (i.e., Quantitative measurements with the filament re-
small thermocouples and optical-fiber thermometers) quire that its temperature response be calibrated or
can operate at high frequency rates but yield tempera- adequately predicted in order to establish a distinct
ture data only at one spatial location, suffer from per- relationship between filament-emission intensity and
turbations to the flow field, and/or require complicat- temperature. The equation describing the graybody
ed compensation schemes. 4,5 In this Letter we de- emission from such a filament is well established.
scribe a novel technique capable of moderate- The Planck equation that describes the radiance for a
frequency temperature measurements along a line. graybody is
The technique, thin-filament pyrometry (TFP), relies (Xo, T)CI
on the graybody emission of a thin ceramic filament L( 0 ) = (W/m sr), (1)
(SiC) in the wavelength range 0.8-1.8 jum for measure- X5[exp(C 2/s 0 T) - 11
ment of the temperature distribution in a combusting
flow field. The technique is limited to nonsooting where e(X0, T) is the emissivity of the filament, C is
flames since the emission from soot can interfere with the first radiation constant, C2 is the second radiation
the filament emission. The TFP technique is similar constant, X0 is the wavelength in vacuum, and is T the
to a technique reported by Ferguson et al.,6 in which filament temperature. If Eq. (1) is to be used for
the emission from a silica-coated platinum-plati- quantitative measurement of the temperature of the
num-13% rhodium thermocouple was monitored to de- filament, the emissivity of the filament must be known
termine flame temperatures. The major differences as a function of temperature, angle, and wavelength.
between the earlier study and the present one are the The emissivity of SiC is reported in Ref. 8 to be a weak
use of a O-SiC filament for emission and the fact that function of temperature, wavelength, and angle. To
line rather than point measurements are being report- verify that this is indeed the case for the SiC filaments,
ed. the relative emissivity as a function of temperature

The filament is made of ultrafine O-SiC with excess was measured by a reflectance technique. The reflec-
carbon and is available commercially. The filament tance of the filament can be related to its emissivity by
diameter is nominally 15 um, and the thermal conduc- Kirchhoff's relationship
tivity is 10 kcal/m h- 1 *C-1 along the filament -ixis at (0, 0) = I - ph(0, 0), (2)
room temperature. Because of its small size the fila-
ment can respond almost instantaneously to tempera- where ph(O, 0) is the hemispherical reflectance, which
ture changes in its surroundings. The response under is the sum over all angles of the bidirectional reflec-
ambient conditions was measured to be -750 Hz (le). tance-distribution function (BRDF). In order for Eq.
This was determined by heating the filament with a (2) to hold, the reflectance from the surface at all
chopped CO 2 laser beam and monitoring the heat-up angles must be measured or the surface must be uni-
and cool-down cycles of the filament. The thermal formly illuminated with light from all directions and
conductivity of the filament is -40 times lower than the reflectance measured af a fixed angle.
that of a platinum-platinum-rhodium wire, which Of actual importance in the implementation of the
drastically reduces the spread in the temperature pro- TFP technique is the relative change in the emissivity

0146-9592/88/020093-03$2.00/0 @ 1988, Optical Society of America
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23e* JThe temperature of the filament may be different
from that of the surrounding gas because of radiation
losses. Thus a detailed heat-balance analysis must be

1975 conducted for accurate prediction of the gas tempera-
ture. In general, the relationship between the gas
temperature and the filament temperature is given by

16_ TgfiT- (4)

12 where Tg is the gas tempcrature, Tf is the filament
temperature, a is the Stefan-BOtzmann constant, and
hc is the heat-transfer coefficient. A similar equation
was derived in Ref. 6. The results of such an analysis

•.. 0.20 0... O., .. 0 1.0 for the flame conditions reported herein indicate that

the radiation correction varies from 30 K at 1200 K to
Fig. 1. Calculated emission curve of SiC filaments as f& :c- 200 K at 2300 K.
tion of temperature when InGaAs is used as the detector. The optical arrangement employed for obtaining

filament emission along a line is shown in Fig. 2. The
light from the filament is collimated by a lens (f/5) and

with T rather than the absolute value of the emissivity, directed onto a rotating mirror, which sweeps the im-
since the filament can always be introduced into a age of the filament through a focusing lens (f/2.5) and
flame of a known temperature for calibration. The across a single InGaAs diode detector. A LeCroy
relative change in the emissivity can be measured by TR8818 transient recorder is used to digitize the ana-
munitoring a single near-normal angle, assuming that log signal from the detector and store it in an MM8103
the BRDF is not a function of temperature. In this ECL memory unit for subsequent transmission to a
case, the emissivity was determined to be a constant Modcomp Classic minicomputer for storage and anal-
and did not vary within the precision of the reflectance ysis. By sweeping the image across a single detector,
experiment, which was of the order of 1.0%. In order one can record the emission along the length of the
to monitor whether the BRDF was, in fact, a function wire as a function of time. The He-Ne laser and the
of temperature, measurements at normal and at ±45 P-I-N photodiode provide the necessary synchroniza-
deg were made. No change in the reflectance with tion signals for proper digitization of the image. The
temperature was observed. Because the emissivity image was swept by the detector at an effective rate of
does not vary with temperature, the graybody equa- 1000 Hz. The image of a 6-cm length along the wire is
tions adequately describe the filament-emission in- recorded in 512 discrete samp'es during a 2 00-,usec
tensity. In practice, however, a detector of limited window at the rate of 2.56 MHz. This translates into
spectral bandwidth (0.8-1.8 um) is used to detect the an effective spatial resolution of 120 pm per sar-ple
emission; thus the graybody emission must be multi- point. The spatial resolution obtained is a function of
plied by the detector response to predict the filament the magnification factor used in the imaging process
response. The detected emission is described by and, hence, can be varied subject to the limitation

DT =imposed by the decreasing signal-to-noise ratio at
D,(73 ff e L( , 7)R(X)T(X)dX, (3) higher magnification. Because of the limited spectral

response of the InGaAs detector employed in these
where L(,\, 7) is the graybody function, R(O) is the studies, only temperatures in excess of 1000 K could be
response function of the InGaAs photodiode, T,(\) is
the transmission characteristics of the optics em- TO jCR O

ployed in 'he experiment, and ke is an experimental TO LO ........

constant that takes into account the collection effi- (N
ciency of the optical system. As we stated above, the a,,,oo ,w,, .....

system is calibrated by placing the filament within a
flame of known temperature (either a hydrogen-air
diffusion flamp or a propane-air premixed flame,.
The signal from this flame is then used to normalize 1 "Q1.

the results from an unknowa flow field. The resulting .1 O-

calibration curve is sho'm in Fig. 1. As can be seen
from the figure, the detected emission varies greatly
with temperature. Because of this variance along
with the limited dynamic range of the digitization
system (255 to 1), the temperature uncertainty can be
large (especially at low temperatures). Assuming a
1% uncertainty in the intensity measurement, the
temperature uncertainty at 1100 K is -80 K and at
2300 K is -8 K. Fig. 2. Thin-filament-pyrometry optical layout.
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this figure. Near the nozzle exit, the core of unburned
fuel is surrounded by a hot reacting cone, which results

' YJ) I from the combustion of the fuel and the coflowing air.
I The rea'tion zone is well defined and steady near the

nozzle exit owing to the molecular-transport nature of
c' |s the mixing processes in this region. Because of the

difference in the velocities of the fuel and air jets, a
- shear layer is formed, which tends to transport the air

into the fuel jet and thus to promote mixing. The
, 1 ~reaction zone enlarges as more and more air is mixed
. . . .. . . with the fuel and undergoes combustion, resulting in a

rise in the temperature with increasing elevation from
the nozzle exit. The adiabatic temperature of 2320 K
is in good agreement with the observed peak tempera-
ture of 2315 K. The increase in temperature, in turn,

Si promotes a density gradient, which results in the for-
mation of a buoyancy-driven vortex whose frequency

(can be deduced from the temporal scans in Fig. 3.
These buoyancy-driven vortices grow as they travel
downstream and eventually wrap the flame surface
back upon itself. The periodicity of the vortices is

J Vreproducible and was determined to be -15.5 Hz.
These large-scale vortices are responsible for the

S- "growth of the reaction zone and the eventual collapse
of the potential core at downstream axial locations.

In summary, thin-filament pyrometry offers the
unique capability to record the temperature distribu-
tion of a flow field as a function of time along a line.
The combination of small size, high emissivity, and

5,- R'° low thermal conductivity of the ceramic filaments re-
, (1 U sults in fast temporal response as well as good tem-

, I Iperature sensitivity and spatial resolution.

This research was supported under U.S. Air Force
-contract F33615-85-C-2562.
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SiC-BASED THIN-FILAMENT PYROMETRY: THEORY AND THERMAL
PROPERTIES

V. VILIMPOC AND L. P. GOSS

Systems Research Laboratories
A Division of Arvin/Calspan

2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton. OH 45440-3696

Blackbody, radiation from a thin filament of P-SiC can be used to measure the snatial tem-
perature distribution in a combusting flowfield. The technique, Thin-Filament Pyrometry,
exhibits rapid temporal respon.c a;;-. cxccell,.t smv,'id reso u",. .e .au,r ot the smai di-
ameter and low thermal conductivity of the filament. Factors which affect the accuracy, tem-
poral response, and spatial resolution of the probe in a H-N 2 jet diffusion flame are pre-
sented.

Introduction UNT) C e ()

Xs[eXP(C 2/XT) - 1] (1
Semiconductor materials are ideal candidates for

spatial blackbody temperature probes. This class of where f is the apparent emissivity of the filament,
materials has lower thermal conductivity than bi- C, and C2 the first and second radiation constants,
nary or tertiary metal alloys used in conventional respectively, X the wavelength in vacuum, and T
thermocouples, is generally inert to oxidizing at- the absolute filament temperature. Because it is a
mospheres, and exhibits relatively high emissivity. function of temperature and waveiength, the em-
One such material, P-SiC, can be obtained issivity of the filament must be known or deter-
commercially' in the form of a 15-l.m-diameter fil- mined experimentoly over the entire wavelength
ament whose thermal conductivity (10 kcal/m hr range of interest. The emissivity of SiC as a func-
*C) is 40 times lower than that of Pt-PtRh wire. tion of temperature and wavelength has been mea-
Because of the small size of the filament, the ratio sured experimentally by a number of workers" -

of the circumferential to cross-sectional surface area and determined to be a very weak function of tem-
is large; hence, the rate of heat transfer by con- perature and relatively constant for the wavelengths
vection and radiation is much higher than the rate used in the present study. Because the filament is
of energy storage and axial-conduction heat trans- a graybody, Eq. (1) can be used to describe its
fer. As a result, the filament exhibits excellent spa- emission as a function of temperature. Experimen-
tial resolution and temporal response to transient tally, the detector used to observe the emission will
heat input. have a limited response over a range of wave-

The technique, Thin-Filament Pyrometry (TFP), lengths (900-1600 nm), and this factor must be taken
is similar to one reported by Ferguson, et al. 2 in into account. Equation (1) must then be multiplied
which the emission from a silica-coated platinum: by the detector response function and the trans-
platinum-13% rhodium thermocouple was moni- mission characteristics of the optics and integrated
tored to determine flame temperature. The present over the detector-response-wavelength bandwidth.
study differs from the earlier work in that P-SiC The detected power is given by
was used as the emitter and that line rather than
point temperature measurements were made. DT = kesfL2(XT)RWT,(X)dx (2)

where L(k,T) is tie graybody response given by Eq.
Theory (1), t(,\) the detector-response function, T(k) the

transmission characteristics of the optics, X, and \ 2
The Planck equation for graybodies which gov- the lower and upper limits of the detector re-

erns heat-transfer processes occurring via radiative sponse, respectively, and kp an experimental con-
exchange of energy is given by stant which takes into account the efficiency of the

1907
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collection optics and the gain of the detector elec- T6 ..... 0. .
tronics. Technically, the constant kexp, is a function WsT ,,, ,OR A_

of the experimental system and should be deter-
mined for all collection angles employed. In reality,
the emission is collected within ±5 degrees of nor-
mal incidence, and the variation in the efficiency is
quite small. Equation (2) relates the detected emit-
ted power to the filament emission, the detector-

response function, and the transmission character- NC F*1.

istics. Thus, the emission from the filament at aknown temperature can be used to L-alculate the
relative emitted power. Subsequently, other tern- , " /
peratures can be calculated from Eq. (2) by nor-
malization to the relative emitted power; therefore, Lf-,
the experimental constant need not be determined. .-y
Because of the nonlinear nature of the Planck equa-
tion, the observed filament emission is also nonlin-
ear. A curle gcr.ir,ed iroin- Eq. (2) is shown in Fic. 2. Schematic Diagram of Experimental Ar-
Fig. 1. At the low-temperature limit of the curve, rangement for TFP Technique.
the slope is very steep, indicating that a small change
in emittance corresponds to a very large change in cases it is difficult to interpret the single point mea-
temperature. The lowest detectable signal corre- surements due to the dynamic nature of these
sponds to 1000 K, and the maximum temperature flames. A wealth of information can be obtained by
emission is at 2370 K. Because of the steep slope the TFP technique due to its high-frequency re-
at low temperature, the measurement precision is sponse and good spatial resolution.
80 K. In contrast, at the high-temperature limit, A schematic diagram of the experimental ar-
the change in temperature with intensity is small rangement is shown in Fig. 2. The filament was
while the intensity itself is large; thus, the mea- stretched across the flame at the center of a 10-mm
surement precision is improved to 8 K. The noise nozzle by a holder which supplied sufficient tension
in the experimental system was determined to be to prevent movement of the filament. The holder
1% of full scale. is made of two thin strips of flexible steel to which

the filament is attached by means of tape. The
Experimental emission from the filament was collimated by an fl

5 lens. A rotating multi-faceted mirror swept the
To verify the feasibility of the technique, a H2- collimated light from the filament, and an f/2.5 lens

N2 jet diffusion flame was chosen for study. ° This formed an image of the fiiament at the GeteLtor
flame is ideally suited for study by the TFP tech- plane. The lnGaAs detector has an active element
nique due to the presence of large-scale buoyancy- 80 pAm in diameter whose spectral bandwidth coy-
driven structures (bulges) at relatively low Reynolds ers the region from 900 to 1600 nm. The mirror-
numbers." Temperature measurements in these detector combination converts a spatial scan into a
flames have been made traditionally by means of temporal one. To synchronize the scanning and
thermocouples and the CARS technique.' 2 In both digitization of the detector signal, the output of a

HeNe laser is reflected off the mirrors and col-
lected by a PIN photodiode to produce a pulse which
is used to activate the digitizer. The synchroniza-
tion pulse from the PIN photodiode is delayed as

,o needed and used to open a 200-As gate centered
on the sweep of the filament image. The gate is
used in conjunction with a pulse generator to send

,15.0 512 pulses to the LeCroy digitizer. The output from
the InGaAs detector is amplified and fed into a
LeCroy TR8818 Transient Recorder. The digitized

, data are stored in a bank of LeCroy MM8103 ECL
Memory Units. The digitization sequence continues
until the memory is filled. The data are then trans-

, ferred through a custom-built interface to a0 20 .0 0 .0 0ModComp 7870 Classic M ini-computer for analysis.

RILAM tMNwl Y The digitization rate and gate-pulse width (200 p.s)
Firs. 1. Plot of Filament Temperature as Func- are set for a 1000-Hz sweep rate of the filament

tion of Intensity. e A 6-' lo'ngth cf filamcnt is recorded in 512
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discrete samples which produces an equivalent spa- where Nu is the Nusselt number, Re the Reynolds
tial resolution of 120 l.m per sample point. The number, k the thermal conductivity of the fluid, U
spatial resolution is a function of the magnification the average velocity of the fluid. v the kinematic
factor used in the imaging process, the period and viscosity, and d the diameter of the cylinder. For
number of digitization pulses, and the rotational the range of experimental conditions in the present
speed of the scanning mirrors and, hence, can be study, the values of the parameters c and n are 0.800
varied subject to the constraint of decreasing signal- and 0.280, respectively. 3 The fluid properties must
to-noise ratio at higher magnification. Because of be determined at the film temperature (average of
the limited response of the InGaAs detector em- filament and gas temperatures). Since the gas tem-
ployed in the study, only temperatures in excess of perature is not known a priori, the temperature-
1000 K can be measured. However, with a suitable correction procedure must be iterative in nature.
choice of IR detector and optics, this lower tem- The algorithm used to correct for the radiative
perature limit can be extended. In the H2-N 2 flame heat loss is discussed below. The filament temper-
studied, the longevity of the filament varied from ature calculated via Eq. (2) is assumed to be the
15 to 30 min. which permits a complete traverse of gas temperature. The mole fractions of the fuel, ox-
the flame to be made with one filament. idant, and products are then calculated via an adi-

abatic-equilibrium program corresoonding to this

Thermal Behavior of the Filament temperature. The mole fraction-weighted average
transport properties are then calculated and used to

Convective and Radiative Energy Balance: obtain the Reynolds number and the Nusselt num-
ber according to the relationship in Eqs. (5) and

The ability of the filament to measure flame tern- (6), respectively. Since the quantity sought is the
perature depends upon the rate at which heat can average heat-transfer coefficient, the volume aver-
be transferred from the hot combustion gas to the age velocity (the ratio of the volume flow rate to
filament. For the case of a small filament in a cross- the cross-sectional area of the nozzle) was used to
flow, the rate of heat transfer by axial thermal con- calculate the Reynolds number. Provision could be
duction is negligible compared with that by con- made to use an actual velocity profile such as that
vection and radiation.' Assuming steady-state obtained by LDV for this purpose. Once the Rey-
conditions, the energy balance for the filament can nolds number is obtained, the heat-transfer coeffi-
be written as cient h can be calculated and used in Eq. (4) to

hP(l, - Tf) =rP 4f (3) obtain the corrected gas temperature Tg. This tem-
perature is then used in place of the assumed gas

Tg = Tf + ---- (4) temperature to obtain the true thermodynamic-
h equilibrium gas composition. The entire process is

then repeated to obtain a more accurate corrected
where h is the heat-transfer coefficient, P the cir- gas temperature. The correct gas temperature can
cumferentia surface arca, and r the Stefan-Boltz- usually be obtained within two iterations of this
mann constant. When Eq. (3) is rearranged into the process.
form of Eq. (4), it is obvious that the last term on The above temperature-correction procedure was
the right-hand side represents the difference be- applied to the H2-N2 jet-diffusion-flame data ob-
tween the gas and the filament temperature. This tained with the experimental arrangement dis-
is a systematic error resulting from the temperature cussed above. A plot of Tf as a function of AT is
difference required to transfer energy to the fila-
ment by convection.

In order to determine the correction to the fil-
ament temperature, the heat-transfer coefficient must .

/

be found This coefficient is a phenomenologically
determined parameter which relates the following M,

variables in a heat-transfer process: the fluid prop- ,. '

erties, ti.- damter of the cylinder, and the veloc- .- '

ity of the fluid. It can be obtaiied from the follow- -- 0

in g e q u a tio n s. .--a

Re = (5)

hd M0 , 1W IS Si
Nu = - - (6/,") T":

k

k Fic. 3. Plot of Temperature Difference Due to

h = c(Re)" (7) Radiation as Funciton of Filament Temperature. +
d - Fuel-Lean Case, 0 - Fuel-Rich Case.
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shown in Fig. 3. Note that two values are possible are those from the inside flame surface and rep-
for each Tf. At equilibrium the gas composition is resent the worst-case situation for the present study.
a function of both space and temperature. Inside The data used here were obtained from Ref. 14. As
the reaction zone, an abundance of fuel will he can be seen from the table, the relative importance
present but relatively little oxidant because most of of radiative heat transfer increases with the abso-
the oxidant will have been consumed during the lute temperature of the filament. Neglecting the
transportation across the reaction zone. Conversely, contribution from the radiative heat-transfer pro-
on the ann-!ar-air .iie of the reaction zone, rela- cess and taking into account the initial condition T(0)
tively little fuel will remain after combustion at the = To, the time constant of the filament due to con-
flame surface, Because the thermal properties of vection is as follows:
hydrogen differ greatly from those of air, the local
composition of the gases must be taken into ac- pCd
count when determining the heat-transfer proper- 4 (9)
ties of the filament.

Figure 4 shows the corrected temperature pro- or
files at a few axial locations above the nozzle which
were collected using the experimental arrangement 1.8 X 10-3 < r < 4.95 x 10-4 sec
described above. Note the spatial and temporal de-
velopment of low-frequency oscillations in the tem- for the lower and upper bounds of temperature as
perature field. shown in Table 1.

Transient Response: To confirm the calculation of the temporal re-
sponse of the filament, the response was measuredThe temporal response of the filament to a rapid experimentally using a CO 2 laser to heat the fila-

change in temperature is obtained by solving the ment for a short period of time. The emission of
energy equation as a function of time. This can be the filament was then monitored with an InGaAs
expressed as the rate of change in the internal en- detector as a function of time. One heat-up and cool-
ergy of the filament (which is initially at a temper- down cycle is shown in Fig. 5. The experiment was
ature Tf) as it cools down by convection, conduc- performed in ambient air and, therefore, represents
tion, and radiation to the surrounding gas temper- a lower limit to the filament response time. The 1/
ature, T.: e value taken from this curve corresponds to 1.5

2T i ms, in good agreement with the previous calcula-
CPV' = hPf-+ on. The tpical filament response is 700 Hz. Hei-

d T( ter, et al.,' also obtained results which indicate
similar dependence of the time constant upon the

where C , k, V, and p are the heat capacity, ther- velocity and the properties of the gas.
mal conductivity, volume, and density of the fila-
ment, respectively, A the cross-sectional surface area, Thermal Spatial Resolution:
and t time. It can be shown that the contribution
from conduction heat transfer is negligible as coin- One of the major advantages of tho TFP tech-
pared to that from the other mechanisms. Equation nique is the ability to measure temperature distri-
(8) should be integrated numerically since h is not
a constant but changes with temperature. The rel- al
ative imporance of each mechanism in the various
temperature regimes can be appreciated by inspec-
tion of Table I. The heat-transfer coefficients used

TABLE I
Relative Contribution from Heat-Transfer

Mechanisms

T N(T. - Tf) oel"' 21
(K) (cal/sec cm) (cal/sec cm) h(Tg - Tf)

1000 46.9 1.2 0.025 '10 go 1 0 3890 41100
1400 81.0 4.6 0.056 TlME (ius
1800 118.9 12.5 0.105
2000 142.6 19.1 0.134 Fic. 5. Experimental Heat-Up and Cool-Down

Cycle.
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bution along the length of the filament. For each sectional area, the hot zone is restricted to a small
differential element of the filament to respond to region adjacent to the hot surface. Therefore, very
the local gas temperature, the axial thermal diffu- little degradation of the temperature profiles occurs
sion must be small. To evaluate the magnitude of along the filament axis.
the thermal diffusion, an axial energy balance is
performed. The analysis is based on the assumption
that radiative heat transfer does not contribute sig-
nificantly to the overall process. This assumption is Conclusion
made to simplify the mathematics involved but will
not invalidate the result in view of the relative im- The TFP technique has been demonstrated to be
portance of each heat-transfer mechanism pre- capable of measuring temporal-spatial temperature
sented in Table I. The effect of not including the distribution in a nonsooting flame. It is character-
radiation term will be an overestimate to the dif- ized by its high spatial resolution, fast temporal re-
fusion length by an average of 5 to 15%. The an- sponse, and ability to measure the temperature dis-
alvtical solution obtained with the boundary con- tribution along a line rather than at a point. An
ditions T = To at x = 0 and dT/dx = 0 at x = f examination of the thermal properties of the SiC
is shown below: filament indicates that axial thermal diffusion is very

small but that a radiation correction must be made

d2T to arrive at the correct flame temperature. An a]-
d m2 (T - T) (10) gorithm presented for calculating the correction fac-
dX2 tor was shown to be dependent upon the gas ve-

locity and properties.
cosh m(f - x)AT = Ai (1

cosh mf Acknowledgment
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COMMENTS

H. G. Semerjian, N't,.,.nal Bureau of Standards, prised of compounds which would attack the sur-
USA. Is the dominant loss mechanism from the wire face of the filament would greatly reduce the Ion-
the radiation process? If so, how does this effect gevity of the filament and complicate the
your evaluation of the response time? Isn't that a interpretation of the surface emission since both the
temperature dependent quantity, and is it evalu- emissivity and the filament diameter could be af-
ated at temperatures representative of combustion fected.
conditions?

Author's Reply. The response of the filament is
dominated by the convective heat transfer between R. Matthews, Univ. of Texas, USA. What is the
the surrounding gases and the filament surface. Ra- maximum temperature that can be measured with
diation from the filament represents a loss term this technique?
which prevents the filament from achieving the gas
temperature. Because convective heat transfer is the Author's Reply. The maximum temperature mea-
dominant term, except under very low flow con- surable by the filament is ideally the melting tem-
ditions, the response time of the filament is pri- perature which is -2673 K. However, it is unlikely
marily determined by convection-not radiation, that the filament would survive such a high tem-
Only under extremely low flow conditions and at perature because of the decrease in tensile strength
high temperatures does radiation become the major with increasing temperature. In a static oven, the
heat-transfer term. However, because the convec- upper temperature limit might be achieved; but
tive heat-transfer coefficient is a function of the under all but the lowest flow conditions, the fila-
Reynolds number of the flow, the response must ment would likely break before reaching this tem-
be evaluated for each flow condition. perature.

P. E. Soka, Purdue Univ., USA. You state that M. Lapp. Sandia National Laboratories. USA. Are
the only disadvantage of your technique is that it there any significant catalytic effects at the surface
cannot be used in sooty flames. However, it does of your emitting probe that would cause it to in-
not seem to be applicable to systems including ha- dicate a temperature different from the surrounding
logenated compounds since they would form com- gas phase?
pounds which would attack the surface of the fila-
ment. Would you please comment. Author's Reply. To the authors' knowledge, no

significant catalytic effects have been reported in
Author's Reply. Any environment which is com- the literature,
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Thin-Filament Pyrometry: A Novel
L. P. Goss Thermometric Technique for

V. Vilimpoc Combusting Flows
B. Sarka A novel technique is described for making temperature measurements in a corn-

busting flow. The technique, Thin-Filament Pyrometry, is based on the blackbody

W. F. Lynn emission of a small ceramic filament (15 A.m), which is introduced into the flow
field under study. Because the emission along the entire length of the filament is

Systems Research Laboratories, recorded, the complete spatial temperature distribution is measured. The temporal
A Division of Arvin/Calspan. response of thefilament is - 700 Hz under ambient conditions. To demonstrate the

Dayton, OH 45440-3696 capabilities of the technique in a combusting flow, a H-N, jet diffusion flame was

studied. The evolution of the large-scale buoyancy-driven structures at low Reynolds
numbers was followed by this technique.

Introduction
Over the past decade, significant effort has been expended blackbody emission of a thin ceramic filament (SiC) in the

to develop nonintrusive laser-based diagnostic techniques ca- wavelength range 0.8 to 1.8 Am for measurement of the tem-
pable of measuring velocity, temperature, and species concen- perature distribution in a combusting flow field. The emission
tration in combusting environments. This effort has culminated is recorded spatially along the length of the filament, allowing
in the development of techniques such as Laser-Doppler Ve- the radial temperature distribution to be evaluated. The fila-
locimetry (LDV), Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF), Spon- ment is made of ultrafine O3-SiC with excess carbon and is
taneous Raman Scattering (SRS), and the nonlinear Raman available commercially [2). The filament diameter ranges from
scattering techniques, i.e., Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spec- 10 to 20 Am (nominally, 15Anm), and the thermal conductivity
troscopy (CARS) [1]. These methods have been most success- is relatively low: - 10 kcal/m hC along the filament axis at
fully applied to point measurements in flames. Recently, the room temperature. The thermal conductivity of the filament
LIF techniques have been extended to two-dimensional meas- is - 40 times lower than that of Pt-PtRh wire, which drastically
urements [l. All of these techniques suffer from the com- reduces the spread in the temperature profile along the fila-
plexity of the optical and laser systems and the sheer cost of ment. Because of its small size, the filament can respond quickly
building, operating, and n lintaining them. The simplicity and to temperature changes in its surroundings. The high emissivity
low cost of probe techniques such as thermocouples and gas- that is constant over the temperature range of interest allows
sampling probes have fostered their continued use. Probes, the quantitative conversion of filament intensity to gas tem-
however, are known to perturb the flow fields in which they perature.
are placed, often resulting in anomalous observations. This The TFP technique is similar to a method reported by Fer-
problem furnished the initial driving force for the development guson et al. [31, in which the emission from a silica-coated
of laser-based techniques. The ideal technique would actually platinum:platinum-13 percent rhodium thermocouple was
combine the advantages of both types of techniques and be monitored to determine flame temperature. The major dif-
relatively simple, easy to implement, inexpensive, and non- ferences between the earlier study and the present one are the
perturbing. This paper describes a technique that offers a ma- use of a a-SiC filament for emission and the fact that line
jority of these desirable qualities: Thin-Filament Pyrometry rather than point measurements were made.
(TFP). Confirmation of the above attributes along with a demon-

TFP combines the advantages of low cost, ease of imple- strationoftheapplicationofthetechniquetoaH 2-N 2diffusion
mentation, and nonperturbing qualities to the measurement flame will be discussed in this paper. Also included will be a
of temperature in a combusting environment. The technique detailed analysis of the thermal properties of the filament in
has the added advantage that the temperature is measured a flame environment. This probe should become an important
along a line rather than at a single point, as is the case with tool in the study of turbulent flame systems.
most probe techniques. The TFP technique relies upon the

Theory
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the In order to relate the emission of the SiC filament to the

33rd International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Am-
sterdam. The Netherlands. June 5-9, 1988. Manuscript received by the Inter- temperature of the gas, the response of the filament to a tem-
national Gas Turbine Institute January 7, 1988. Paper No. 88-GT-28. perature change must be calibrated or adequately predicted.
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propane torch to a temperature of - 2200 K. The reflectance
.Vas monitored during the heatup of the filament and after it
reached its maximum temperature. Several times the reflec-

CHOPPER tance was observed to remain constant throughout this processto within an experimental error of - I percent. Assuming that
B BU.the BRDF of the filament did not vary with temperature. this

UNRexperiment established an upper bound of -6.13 percent in
the variation of the emissivity of the SiC over the 300-2200 K
temperature .ange. The emissivity is, thus, assumed to be con-
stant for purposes of evaluating the filament temperature from

SIC FILAMENTS the observed emission.
It should be noted that equation (2) relates the emissi,ity to

the hemispherical reflectance-not the bidirectional reflec-
LOCK N tance. In the present experiments the bidirectional reflectance

AMP'..E ] rather than the full hemispherical reflectance is measured. It
.s assumed that the hemispherical is proportional to the di-

Fig. 1 Expertmental arrangement for measuring relative emissivity of rectional reflectance and, thus, that the reflectance distribution
SIC filaments by reflectance function does not vary with temperature. Measurements with

collection anles at normal and 1:45 deg were examined to
verify that this was the case.

The a-SiC is reported in the literatire to be a grayboly and Because the emissivity is constant with wavelengt'. and tem-
has a relatively high emissivity (0.88) [4]. The filament behavior perature, equation (I) can be evaluated for predicting the fil-
is, thus, adequately described by the Planck blackbody equa- ament emission characteristics. Experimentally the emission is
tion given by detected over a limited spectral region with a detector that has

E(X, T)C a varying response to the wavelength of the emission. Equation
L(\, 7) = ![exp(C2/XT)- I] [W/m] (1) (1) must then b,; multiplied by the detector response and in-

tegrated over this region. The detected signal is given by

where ( is the apparent emissivity of the filament, C, the first
radiation constant, C2 the second radiation constant. X the Dexp = k'x, L(X, T)R(X)T(X) (4)
wavelength in a vacuum, and T the filament temperature. If exJ

equation (I) is to be used for the quantitative measurement of where L(X\, T) is the blackbody response given by equation
the temperature of the filament, the emissivity of the filament (I), R(X) the detector response, X, and X2 the limits of the
must be evaluated over the entire wavelength and temperature detector response, T,4X) the transmission characteristics of the
range of interest. Because it is a graybody, the emissivity does optics employed in the experiment, and kep an experimental
not vary with wavelength. The temperature effect on the em- constant that takes into account the efficiency of the collection
issivity, however, must be evaluated experimentally. The con- optics and the gain of the detector electronics. The experi-
ventional approach to calibrating the emissivity of a material mental constant k,,,, is removed by normalizing the observed
is to heat the material to a known temperature, measure its signal to the signal at a known temperature. To evaluate equa-
emittance, and compare the emittance to that of a blackbody tion (4), one must know the detector-response function R(,).
at the same temperature. Due to the small size of the filament, The response function for the InGaAs detector employed in
this approach is quite difficult. Therefore, the reflectance of these studies is shown in Fig. 2(a). By integrating the response
the filament was measured instead. The relationship between function and the blackbody function over the limits of the
the reflectance and the emissivity of a material is given by detector bandwidth, the emission from the filament can be
Kirchoff as determined. Figure 2(b) displays the relative intensity as a

(0, €) = i - iip(O, €), 0', O')dO'd-O' function of temperature for the experimental setup. The cal-
P(G, €) (2) culated intensity has been normalized to the emission corre-

sponding to the maximum temperature of a H2 diffusion flame.
where O(, 0) is the directional emissivity, p(O, 0, 0', 0') the Notice that the data have been plotted in this figure with
.,idirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), and intensity as the independent variable and temperature as the
ph(G, 0) the directional hemispherical reflectance. In general, dependent variable. This facilitates the conversion of the meas-
the required reflectance accuracy for a desired emissivity ac- ured intensity to a temperature. The curve in Fig. 2(b) was
curacy is given by the following relation: fitted by a power-series expansion of I with temperature as the

Aph At dependent variable. The experimentally measured intensity
(3) from an unknown flow field is converted to a temperature by

ph I - E first normalizing the observed intensity to a flame of known
where the 0, 0 index has been dropped. For a highly emissive temperature such as a stoichiometric propane-air flat flame
sample such as the SiC filament, with emissivity of 0.88, the or pure-hydrogen diffusion flame and then empioying the co-
error in the emissivity measurement based on a I percent error efficients of the power series with the normalized intensity to
in the reflectance is 0.13 percent. Thus, reflectance measure- determine a temperature.
ments - if conducted properly - can be a very accurate indi- Because of the nonlinear nature of the Planck equation, the
catoroftheemissivity(especiallyforhighlyemissivematerials). observed filament emission is nonlinear. At the low temper-
The concern with the SiC filament was not in measuring the ature limit of the curve [Fig. 2(b)], the slope is very steep,
absolute emissivity at all temperatures but rather in establishing indicating that a small change in the emittance corresponds to
whether the emissivity remained constant, which reduced the a very large change in the temperature. The experimental de-
problem to measuring the relative change in the emissivity tection system, which will be discussed in more detail in a later
rather than the absolute value. This was accomplished with section, has a dynamic range of 256 to 1. The lowest detec'.able
the experimental arrangement shown in Fig. I. The chopped signal is - 1000 K with the maximum temperature set at 2370
output from a HeNe laser was directed onto a bundle of SiC K. Because of the steep slope at low temperature, the precision
filaments, the scatter from which was monitored by a PMT of the measurement is - 80 K. In contrast, at the high-tem-
and lock-in amplifier. The filaments were then heated by a perature limit, the change in temperature with intensity is small
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Fig. 2(a) Spectral response of InGeAs detector (from "RCA Technical itK)
Publication for C.30980E InG&As Photodlode") Fig. 3 Heat transfer coefficient for SIC filament In 2-m/s H2 flame

locity of the gases, v the kinematic viscosity of the gases, and
c and n fitted parameters based upon the Reynolds number

k
h = c(Re)n k (7)

Because of the small filament diameter (15 pm), the Reynolds
I number is small, varying from 0.03 to 1 for the experimental

conditions reported in this paper. The generally accepted c and
n quantities in this case are 0.80 and 0.280, respectively [51.
The heat transfer coefficient for a l-m/s hydrogen diffusion
flame is shown in Fig. 3, assuming HO and air to be the
predominant constituents. The thermal conductivity and kin-
ematic viscosity for the flame were taken from [6]. The heat-

____, ____, _ _ , transfer coefficients are quite large, ranging from a low of
.: . .;, .0 1.00 -1300 W M- 2 K-1to over4000W M- 2 K- 1. The large co-

RELAT!'VE :tSTS efficients are primarily due to the small diameter of the fila-Fig. 2(b) Relative filament emission as a function of temperature ment. Intuitively, because of the large h, the response of the

filament to a heat transient should be quite fast.

Transient Heat Response. The response of the filament to
and the intensity itself is large; thus, the measured precision a transient heat pulse is determ'aed in a manner similar to that
is improved to - 8 K. The high-temperature limit is determined in the case of a small thermocouple. The net change in the
by the survivabiFy of the filament (-2400 K). The noise in internal energy of the filament must be equal to the net heat
the experimental system was determined to be - 1 percent of flow from the filament (neglecting the radiation-loss term),
full scale. which is written as

Throughout the above discussion, it has been assumed that
the filament temperature is the same as that of the surrot:nding - CPIdT = hAs( T - T )dO (8)
gases. At high temperatures a correction to the filament tem- where C is the heat capacitance of the filament, p the density
perature must be made in determining the gas temperature. of the filament, V the volume of the filament, A, the surface
The source and magnitude of this correction are discussed in area of the filament, and dO the change in time. Subject to the
the next section. initial condition T(0) = To, equation (8) has the general so-

lution
Thermal Properties of SiC Filament T-T. _ A,

The discussion on the thermal properties of the SiC filament To - T= p - 0 (9)
divided into four par;s, which treat convective heat transfer

t',',er:ics, transient heat response, axial thermal conductivity, The time constant of the filament is given by
ad heat-balance and radiation corrections.

Convective Heat Transfer Properties. The convective heat hA= 1.59 x 10- 3 s (0)The onvetiveheathA,
transfer coefficients of the SiC filament are determined from

Ni, Nusselt number. For the case of a small filament in a for a gas temperature of 2370 K at a velocity of I mis.
.flow, the Nusselt number is given by To confirm the calculation of the filament temporal re-

hD sponse, the response was measured experimentally using a CO,
Nu -- = (Re)l (5) laser to heat the filament for a short period of time. The

k emission of the filament was monitored with an inGaAs de-
where tector and recorded. A heat-up and cool-down cycle is shown

vD in Fig. 4. This cycle was recorded under ambient conditions
Re = - (6) and, thus, represents a lower limit to the filament response

time. The lie value taken from this curve corresponded to
,h is the heat transfer coefficient, D the filament diameter, k - 1.5 ms, in good agreement with the previous calculation.
'-- heimal conductivity of the surrounding gases, t the ve- The filament response is -700 Hz. As the velocity and tem-
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Fig. 4 Response of SIC filament to CO, laser at pulse d2T=
d = m'(T - T-) (12)

, | , where

hC, (13)

RATE OF HEAT FLOW RATE OF HEAT FLOW RATE OF HEAT FLOW (
BY CONDUCTION INTO BY CONDUCTION OUT * BY CONVECTION AND
ELEMENT AT x OF ELEMENT (x . dxI RADIATION OUT OF

ELEMENT dx Equation (12), when subject to the boundary conditions T =

Fig. 5(a) Model for evaluation of axial thermal conductivity of SIC fIl- To at x = 0 and dT/dx = 0 at x = f, has the general solution
aflwATt cosh m(I - x)

AT - cohm T, (14)
cosh ml

2250 where I is the length of the filament, x the distance from the

hot surface, AT = T - T_, and AT, = To - T0.. Assuming
1800- that the initial temperature is 2370 K at the hot flame surface

while the filament temperature is 300 K at its end, Fig. 5(b)

1350 displays the temperature distribution adjacent to the hot flame

T(K surface. Because of the low thermal conductivity and the large
convective heat transfer at the filament surface, the temper-

90. ature distribution is restricted to a small region near the hot
surface. This thermal conduction along the filament axis is,

450 thus, expected to have only a small effect upon the observed
temperature distribution.

0 30 4 6 o lZO lHeat Balance and Radiation Corrections. As stated in the
0 0theoretical section, the temperature of the filament can bex tr S t different from that of the surrounding gas. This difference can

Fig. 5(K Axial temperature dlstdbution for SIC filament aganst 200 be obtained from the full heat balance of the filament. The
K euidase convective heat input from the surrounding gas must equal the

radiative heat output due to the filament emission and the

perature increase, the filament response should improve be- conductive heat output along the filament axis, which is written

cause of increased heat transfer to the surroundings. as

AxlaIThermal Conductivity. One of the major advantages hA(T - ") = aT+ kA d(
of the TFP technique is the ability to measure the temperature Because the ratio of the circumferential to cross-sectional sur-
distribution along the length of the filament. For the measured
temperature distribution to correspond to the real temperature face area is large, the axial heat transfer can be ignored, re-

distribution of the gas, the spatial flow of heat along the suiting in
filament axis must be small. The axial heat flow is evaluated hA,( T - Tf) = oeAT/ (16)
as shown in Fig. 5(a). Assuming that the filament is in contact Rearranging and solving for the gas temperature yields
with a flame surface at a temperature T,, the rate of heat flow R
by conduction into the element x must be equal to the rate of T +

heat flow out of the element x + dx by conduction, convection, T, + h

and radiation. Neglecting the radiation term, the heat-balance The second term on the right-hand side of equation (17) is the
equation is given by correction factor, which relates the measured filament tem-

dT IA' dTdTd 1 perature to the surrounding gas temperature. For the experi-
-A, -= -kA "x + x -KA 1dx mental conditions reported in this paper, the correction term

+ hC, dx ( T - T.) 01) is plotted in Fig. 6. As the temperature increases the.blackbody
emission increases as T 4. The convective heat transfer increases

where C, is the circumference of the filament. Equation (i) only as T, thus, the correction term becomes large as the
reduces to temperature increases. At 1000 K, the correction is small, - 20
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To LECROY DIGITIZER flame were traversed across the optical axis. No variation in
TO ENCRTOR i"'" DECToR signal was observed in the field of view of interest. The output

from a HeNe laser is reflected off the rotating wheel onto a
IN pin diode to produce a pulse that can be used to synchronize
PHo the scanning and the digitizing electronics.

A timing diagram of the digitizing electronics is shown in
Fig. 7(b). The output signal from the InGaAs detector is am-
plified and fed into a LeCroy TR8818 Transient Recorder. The

F2 Isynchronization pulse from the pin diode is delayed as needed
P- MAGI NE Ns and used to open a 200-As gate centered on the sweep of the

filament image. The delay from the synchronizing pulse allows
..M.tA. ING MIAROR the image signal to be moved inside the gate for optimum

placement. This gate is used in conjunction with a pulse gen-
erator to send 512 pulses to the LeCroy digitizer. At the leading
edge of each of these pulses, the signal from the lnGaAs de-

BURNER tector is digitized and stored in the MM8103 ECL Memory
F , 1 Unit. The rate of digitization during the 200-jus gate is 2.56
/COLLIMATING MHz. The digitization sequence continues with subsequentscans until the memory is completely filled. The data are then

LAMER transferred through a custom-built interface to a ModComp
Fig. 7(a) Optical layout of filament-imaging system 7870 Classic Minicomputer for anTlysis. The digitization rate

and gate pulse width are set for a 1000-Hz sweep rate of the
filament image. A 6-cm length along the filament is recorded

PIN DIODE " - -in the 512 discrete samples, translating into an effective spatial
resolution of 120 t~m per sample point.

ADJUSTABLE jfl /d --i The advantages of using a rotating mirror in association
DELAY 7 : with a single detector rather than a scanning array of detectors:2O~s

200ps -- / include the increased flexibility and lower cost of the system.
GATE Since a single detector is employed, detectors that are not

2 56MHz . presently available in array form, i.e., the lnGaAs detector,
CLOCK can be used. This is also important for future work where the

temperature range will possibly be extended by use of IR de-
5 2 PULSE
TRAIN tetos

TO LECROY Analysis of the digitized data consists of unpacking the 8-
Fig. 7(b) Timing diagram of synchronizing and digitizing electronics bit data from the LeCroy into 16-bit data for Lhe ModComp;
for filament-imaging system ratioing the measured intensity to a calibrated intensity at a

known temperature; converting the ratioed intensity to tem-
perature employing the fitted, calculated curve shown in Fig.K; but at 2370 K it is - 276 K. The correction term (or radiation- 2(b); and correcting the filament temperature for radiation

loss term) is dependent upon the flow conditions and constit- losses. The reduced data can then be plotted either multidi-
uents as well as the temperature due to the heat transfer co- mensionally or as contours, as demonstrated in the Results
efficient in the denominator. Thus, the correction term must Section. The calibrated intensity usually is determined by meas-
be evaluated each time the flow conditions or fuel types are uring a H2 diffusion flame and noting the maximum intensity
changed. corresponding to a temperature of 2382 K.

The LeCroy TR8818 Transient Recorder is a high-speed 8-
bit system having a dynamic range of 256 of i. Experimentally,

Experimental the filament emission from the flame was surveyed to determine
The experimental arrangement for the TFP technique is dis- the area of maximum temperature. The signal from this region

played in Fig. 7. The system can be broken out into the optical was then adjusted to the maximum allowed by the digitizer in
and electronic subsystems, which will be discussed separately, order to take full advantage of the limited dynamic range. As
The optical arrangement is shown in Fig. 7(a). The filament a result of this limited range and the wavelength response of
is suspended across the flame by a holder, which supplies just the lnGaAs detector, temperatures below 1000 K are not de-
enough tension to keep the filament from sagging but not so tected. A wider temperature range is possible by employing
much as to cause it to break at higher temperatures, where its IR detectors, but care must be taken to minimize the inter-
tensile strength is reduced. The iilament emission is collimated ference from the hot flame gases in the IR region.
by lens fl (f/5, l0-cm-dia) and directed toward a spinning
mirror assembly, which consists of a ten-facet wheel rotating
at speeds up to 500 Hz. Because each of the ten facets of the Results and Discussion
wheel acts as an individual mirror (- 2 cm2 area), the effective Recent studies on the structure of jet diffusion flames have
scan speed of the wheel is ten times its rotating speed (up to demonstrated the presence of large-scale buoyancy-driven
5000 Hz). The reflected radiation from the wheel is swept structures (bulges) at relatively low Reynolds numbers [7, 81.
through a focusing lens f2 (f/2.5, 10-cm-dia) onto a single These structures can expand to several jet diameters in width
lnGaAs detector (80-iam-dia), which is sensitive to radiation and display an 8-20 Hz repetition. Laser-sheet-lighting visu-
in the spectral bandwidth shown in Fig. 2(a). As the wheel alization techniques, in conjunction with high-speed photog-
rotates, the image of the filament is swept past the detector. raphy, have added greatly to the understanding of the dynamics
The mirror-detector combination thus acts to convert a spatial of these flames [8]. Temperature measurements in these flames
scan into a temporal one. The combination of high-f-number have been made traditionally with thermocouples and, more
lenses and the small-area rotating mirror increased the depth recently, by means of the CARS technique (9]. In both cases
of field and field of view. To ensure that the response of the it is complicated to interpret point temperature measurements
optical system was not angularly dependent, the filament and due to the dynamic nature of these flames. A wealth of in-
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Fig. S Imaging scans of SIC filament In H,-N, jet diffusion llama at
axial location 0 mm above nozzle exit Fig. 11 Imaging scans of SIC filament In H,-N, jet diffusion flame at

axial location 60 mm above nozzle exit

\ I

Figl. 9 Imaging scans of SIC filament In H,-N2 jet diffusin flame at

axial location 20 min above nozzle exit Fig. 12 Imaging scans of SIC filament In H2-N2 jet diffusion flame at
axial location W0 mm above nozzle exit

Fig. 10 Imaging scans of SIC filament In H,-N, let diffusilon flame at ' "
axial location 40 mm above nozzle exit .Fig. 13 Imaging scans of SIC filament In H 2-N, Jet diffusion flame at

axial location 100 min above nozzle exit
formation concerning the temperature field dynamics, how-
ever, can be obtained using the TFP technique. Because the
temperature measurement is made along the width of the flame temperatures, as explained earlier. The temperature data atand because the filament response is much higher than the several axial locations of the jet diffusion flame are shown in
variation in the flame, the temporal and spatial temperature Figs. 8-13. The reader should keep in mind that the displayed
field dynamics can be studied. temperature fields represent the movement of the flame struc-
To demonstrate this point, a H2-N2 jet diffusion flame was ture past a single axial location as a function of time. The y

chosen for study. This flame is ideal for study by the TFP axis in the plots is time-not space (as in a photograph of the
technique due to the dynamics discussed above and the lack flame).of sooting, the emission from which could interfere with the The evolution of the large-scale buoyancy-driven structures

filament emission. The burner consists of a l-cm contoured can be traced from these plots. Near the nozzle exit (Fig. 8),
S jet surrounded by a coannular air jet. The contour of the fuel the fuel jet is surrounded by a hot reacting cone, which results

jet was constructed in such a way as to yield a flat-top velocity from the combustion of fuel and coflowing air. The flame
profile. The coannular jet is - 25 cm in diameter and is char- structure is well defined and displays little indication of low-
acterized by a low-turbulence flat velocity field - 5 cm/s. The frequency oscillations or flicker. The temperature is below the
H2 and N2 were mixed in the ratio of 8 to I by volume and adiabatic calculated temperature due to heat loss to the nozzle
had an exit velocity of - 3 m/s. The adiabatic nlame temper- and the small size of the reaction zone.
ature for such a mixture is calculated to be 2320 K. The filament At the 20-ram axial location (Fig. 9), the flame temperature
was suspended along the central axis of the axisymmetrical jet is very near the calculated adiabatic temperature. The flame
flame, and the flame was translated up or down to obtain has increased in size radially, and the hot temperature zones
radial profiles at several axial locations. The filament emis. ion have increased in size. The increase in hot-zone size is probably
was scanned at the rate of 1000 Hz with a spatial resoiution due to the high diffusivity of the H2 molecule and the extremely
of - 120 p~m. The emission was recorded and converted to broad flammability limits. This width has been confirmed by
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CARS measurements [101. Notice at this location that a low- spatial temperature distributions in nonsooting flames. The
frequency oscillation of the outer flame boundary is occurring, technique is characterized by its high spatial resolution of - 200
This is the initial development of the large-scale buoyancy- ium, its fast temporal response of - 1000 Hz, and its ability
driven structures. At the 40-mm axial location (Fig. 10), the to measure the radial temperature distribution along a line
jet has radially expanded further and the flame oscillation has rather than just at a point. An examination of the thermal
increased markedly in amplitude. Notice that while the outer properties of the SiC filament employed for the technique
boundary oscillations are distinct, the inner flame boundary indicates that it displays little axial heat conduction but requires
(between the hot temperature zone and the cold jet) exhibits that a radiation correction be made at high temperatures. Stud-
only a small hint of oscillation. The flame or hot zone is acting ies on a H2-N2 jet diffusion flame indicate that the evolution
to dampen the buoyancy-induced oscillations due to the high of the large-scale buoyancy-driven structures associated with
viscosity of this zone. this flame can be studied. Future efforts will be concentrated

At the 60-mm axial location (Fig. 11), the jet flame has more on combining this technique with dynamic visualization tech-
than doubled its width and the oscillations that were nearly niques to obtain a more detailed picture of the dynamics of
sinusoidal at the 40-mm location are now much more complex, jet diffusion flames.
having taken on a bell-like shape. The unburnt jet fuel is still
present at this height.

At 80 mm (Fig. 12), the expansion of the flame continues, Acknowledgments
with the bulges showing signs of possibly wrapping and en-
training the outside air. Sheet-light studies of this flame at this T-is wor aprormed ud tha n rc N. Chen1fo
location indicate that associated with this bulging is a vortex supp-ying the aut is to tan Dl . D. Ce fo
structure in the surrounding air. The vortex tends to grow with supplying the adiabatic flame calculations, Dr. W. M.the flame bulge and acts to entrain air into the flame. The Roquemore for encouragement and support, and Dr. R. S.the lam buge ad ats o etrai ai ino th flme.The Tankin for discussions on the thermal properties of the fila-
interplay between the bulge and the coexisting vortex structure Tanke
is responsible for the flame characteristics observed in these ment.
studies.

At the 100-mm axial location (Fig. 13), the temperature field
shows the continued evolution of the flame bulge, which References
strongly displays the massive air entrainment. The flame is I So, R. M. C., Whitelaw, J. H., and Lapp, M., eds., Measurements and
three times its original size at the 0-mm location. The cold Techniques in Turbulent Reactie and Non-Reactive Flows, ASME, New York,
central jet, which was visible through the 60-mm location, has 1984, and reference therein.

combustion with the entrained air, coin- 2 Dow Corning Corporation, Nippon Carbon Company, Ltd., Midland. MIundergone periodic c48686-0994.
cident with the periodic entrainment of air into the central jet 3 Ferguson, C. R.. and Keck, J. C., "Hot-Wire Pyrometry." J. Appl. Phys..
by the outside vortex, as can be seen from the oscillation of Vol. 49, No. 3031, 1978.
temperature in the central part of the jet. Above the 100-mm 4 "Properties of Silicon Carbide," in: Thermophysical Properties of High
location, the surrounding coflowing-air jet field has decayed Temperature Solid Materials. Vol. 5-Nonoxides and Their Solutions and

Mixtures Including Miscellaneous Ceramic Materials, Y. S. Touloukian, ed.,to the point where room disturbance is beginning to affect the MacMillan Co., New York, 1967, pp. 118-140.
flame structure. Thus, higher profiles were not attempted. The 5 Morgan, V. T.. "The Overall Convective Heat Transfer from Circular
start and continued evolution of low-frequency buoyancy- Cylinder," in: Advances in Heat Transfer, T. F. Irvine, Jr., and J. P. Harnett,
driven structures are clearly evident from the temperature fields eds., Academic Press, New York, 1975, Vol. II, p. 234.6 Kreith. F.. Principles of Heat Transfer, 3rd ed., Harper and Row, New
measured by the TFP technique. The temporal as well as spatial York, 1973.
dynamics of the changing structure are captured by the ro- 7 Chen, L. D., and Roquemore. W. M., "Visualization of Jet Flames,"
tating-mirror imaging system. This technique, in conjunction Comb. Flame. Vol. 66, No. 81, 1986.
with laser-sheet-lighting techniques, should greatly enhance the 8 Chen, L. D., and Roquemore, W. M., "Two Dimensional Visualization

andSingle Point Frequency of Low Reynolds Number Jet Flames." in: ICALEOunderstanding of the dynamics of jet diffusion flames. The '86, Arlington. VA, Vol. 85-Flow and Particle Diagnostics, Laser Institute of
advantages of the technique outweigh the disadvantages of America, Toledo, OH, 1986, pp. 16-23.
restricted temperature range, limitation to low-sooting flames, 9 Roquemore, W. M., Goss, L. P., Lynn, W. F.. and Chen, L. D., "Struc-

and limited upper response of - 1000 Hz. lure of Jet Diffusion Flames," presented at the 1987 Spring Technical Meeting
of the Central States Section of the Combustion Institute. May II. 1987, Ar-
gonne. IL.

Conclusions 10 Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., "Combustion Diagnostic Develop-
ment and Application," 1RL R&D Statu- Report 6890-5 under Contract No.

In conclusion, a novel thermometric technique (TFP) has F33615-85-C-2562 covering the period 17 Sept.-16 Dec. 1986, Dayion, OH,
been demonstrated to be capable of measuring the temporal- 1987.
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2.4 FLAME VISUALIZATION

In the early development of advanced laser-based nonintrusive diagnostics, the major

emphasis was placed on precise point-wise measurements in flames. Data from these
measurements typically included average, rms, and pdf distributions of the scalar and

vector quantities. Profiling of the flame was achieved one spatial point at a time; thus,

a time-averaged picture of the flame was obtained. For dynamic flame systems, this is
a severe drawback and has spurred the development of multi-point visualization
techniques. Several multi-dimensional measurement techniques have been devel-

oped and evaluated by SRL's Optical Diagnostics Group. One of the earliest and most
widely applied methods was the reactive Mie scattering (RMS) technique. This flame-
visualization technique employes the reaction of TiCI4 with water vapor to form TiO 2

seed particles. The seed particles formed in this manner are used to scatter light
within a laser sheet, allowing an instantaneous two-dimensional snapshot of the flame
flow structure to be captured. An image of the Mie scattering from the particles in the

laser light sheet can be recorded by still photography, cine photography, or CCD cam-

eras. If the technique is used in conjunction with a high-repetition-rate laser system
(i.e., a copper-vapor laser), then the evolution of the flame-flow structure can be stud-
ied as a function of time. The development of this technique was discussed in detail in

a review paper entitled, "Development of Laser Diagnostics for Combustion
Research," which was presented at the 1986 Spring Technical Meeting of the Central

States Section of the Combustion Institute (see p. 5). Several applications of the

technique to jet-diffusion-flame studies are discussed in Volume 2 of this report.

Another technique which has been employed for two-dimensional flame visualization

is the Rayleigh scattering technique. This method relies upon the Rayleigh scattering

of gases in a laser light sheet for visualization of density-temperature variations in a
flowfield. A paper which discusses the development and evaluation of the technique

is entitled," Multi-Dimensional Scalar Measurements in a H2-CH4 Diffusion Flame,"

and was presented at the 1988 Spring Technical Meeting of the Central States Sec-

tion of the Combustion Institute (see p. 116).

The incorporation of multiple filaments and a two-dimensional camera into the TFP

technique allowed two-dimensional temperature visualization to be achieved. This
extension of the TFP technique was discussed in a paper entitled, "Two-Dimensional

Temperature and Velocity Measurement Techniques in a Sooty Jet Diffusion Flame,"
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which was presented at the 1990 ASME Fluids Engineering Division Meeting (see p.
122).

Combinations of the visualization techniques are possible and allow additional infor-
mation to be obtained. An example of this approach is given in the paper entitled,

"Statistical OH-Zone Structure of Turbulent Hydrocarbon Jet Flames: Results of
RMS/OH-PLIF Techniques," which is now being reviewed for publication in Combus-

tion Science and Technology (see p. 125). In this paper the interaction of flame sur-
face and fuel-jet vortices is examined in detail by the RMS technique and planar laser-
induced fluorescence (PLIF) of the OH radical.
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Turbulent Flame Visualization Using Thin-Filament Pyrometry
at High Sampling Rates

T. H. Chen, L. P. Goss, D. D. Trump, B. Sarka, V. Vilimpoc, and M. E. Post
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

A Division of Arvin/Calspan
Dayton, OH 45440-3696

W. M. Roquemore
Wright Research and Development Center/Aero Propulsion and Power Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6563

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

The application of Thin-Filament Pyrometry (TFP) Turbulent flame propagation has been studied
to the characterization and visualization of turbulent dif- experimentally by various advanced optical techniques
fusion flames is described. The TFP technique has high including visualization (1.). While detailed information
spatial resolution, fast temporal response, and the ability on complicated flame structures has been obtained, the
to measure the temperature distribution along a line. The evolution of flame/flow interactions remains undeter-
major thrust of this paper is the demonstration of the mined because of the low sampling rates of the optical
impact of the high-speed temperature sampling of TFP techniques employed. Although, high-repetition-rate
upon the understanding of turbulent flame propagation. lasers and fast, intensified 2-D cameras are available for
Because of the rapid sampling, the dynamic, time-varying measuring and visualizing the turbulent reaction process
features of the flame can be characterized quantitatively. (5), the expense involved in acquiring and operating these
In addition, the simplicity of the technique allows combi- systems is rather high. Another disadvantage of the high-
nation with other methods to achieve simultaneous mea- speed optical techniques such as Rayleigh scattering is that
surements. the signal is weak. In the present paper, a low-cost

alternative--a physical probe with optical signal sam-
NOMENCLATURE pling--is introduced and illustrated.

The Thin-Filament-Pyrometry (TFP) technique
a1, a5: amplitude of peak relies upon the blackbody radiation from a thin filament
a2, a6: location of peak placed in the flame. The emission from the filament is a
a3, aT: (X 2.354 =) width of peak strong function of temperature; because of this stronga4, background emission, line scans can be made at a rate of more than
ad bdac rofu t3,000 scans/sec. Thus, time-varying properties (I)--
d :diameter of fuel tube essential elements for understanding flame/flow inter-
L length scale of radial flame-surface motion actions--can be measured. In addition, because of the
S strain rate (= v'/L) simplicity of the TFP technique, it can be combined with
t :time other methods and is free from particle noise. This
T : temperature advantage allows the filament to be applied to the mea-
Uj jet exit velocity surement of the flame temperature in a lightly particle-
v : radial velocity (= dy/dt) laden environment.
v root mean square (rms) value of radial In the present paper, the development of the TFP

velocity (velocity scale of radial flame-surface technique and its application to the visualization and char-
motion) acterization of turbulent diffusion flames are described.

y : radial ordinate For visualization, the technique is utilized at high sam-
z : axial ordinate pling rates to trace the development of the temperature
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field along a line. For quantitative characterization of the conditions, the pixel resolution was varied from 60 to 150
propagation of turbulent flames, an accurate, automated tm. Use of a single detector not only reduces the cost but
data-processing method has been developed. With this also allows one flexibility in choosing a detector--even if
scheme, the length and velocity scales can be measured not available in array form--to expand the coverage of the
Jirectly. The data treatment employed in this study is temperature range of interest (7.). Efforts involved in
directly applicable to other high-sampling-rate techniques maintaining the optical alignment are minimal.
such as Rayleigh scattering.

Data-Acquisition Hardware
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Because of the high-sampling-rate requirement, the
Filament and Optical Arrangement success of applying this pyrometer to the study of flames

relies heavily upon the design of the fast electronic inter-
The thin-filament pyrometer used in this experi- faces. The function of the first interface is to acquire the

ment was described in detail previously (.). Special fea- signal and that of the second is to transfer data into the
tures of the pyrometer include its high spatial resolution, host computer. Those two interfaces and the system
fast temporal response, and ability to measure the tem- hardware are shown schematically in Fig. 2.
perature distribution along a line rather than at a point.
The thermal properties of the filament and the calibration rriqer ___________ _ ero
procedure for obtaining the temperature from the mea- Diode Detector LeCroy

D_____ oTP-8818sured blackbody radiation are also described in Ref. 7. In Transient
the present study, the filament was utilized to trace the - i Recorder
motion of the flame. The signal strength was measured, Adlustable Burst Bursts ot 512 and
but the true temperature was not calculated, thus avoid- Deoay Generator cok pulses Memory
ing a complicated calibration procedure.

The filament has a diameter of - 10 .im and is Gcnrca t o r
held by a "'U"-shaped steel stripe under proper tension. 7 nterface
The span of the holder is - 12 cm, which covers the flame
diameter. When placed in the flame, the filament Graphic i
becomes visibly "hot red" from blackbody radiation. Terminal Host computer
This radiation was imaged onto a single InGaAs photodi-
ode detector through the use of a rotating mirror as
demonstrated in Fig. I. The line image of the filament
radiation was sequentially digitized into 512 time steps Fig. 2 Block diagram of system hardware
during each scan of the mirror. For a fixed optical lay-
out, the physical length observed can be adjusted by A minimum scan rate ranging from 1000 to 3000
changing the mirror scan rate and the digitization rate. Hz is required to cover the dominant jet-shear-layer fre-
This scanned length divided by 512 yields the pixel reso- quency which was measured by LDA to be in the range
lution. Since this study covered a range of flow 150 - 600 Hz. To achieve this high sampling rate, a

LeCroy TR8818 Transient Recorder was used. This
TO LECAO OI,,IZER high-speed 8-bit system has a dynamic range of 256 of 1.

Toc,,ov r .. The output signal from the lnGaAs detector is amplified
SUMT GENERTOR and fed into the MM8103 ECL Memory Unit of the tran-
P,, sient recorder. The rise-time of the overall detector cir-

cuitry in this setup was 1 lgsec. Therefore, during the
gated time period, 512 bytes of data were digitized at a
selected rate in the range 2.5 - 4 Mbyte/sec. To ensure

F2 MAGNG ENS the completion of the sampling of 512 bytes, a counter

W, ROTATING WR Because of the continuous acquisition of massive
amounts of data, another interface is needed for extract-
ing the data from the transient recorder and feeding the
information into the host computer. To satisfy this need,

,SR." an interface was custom built which is capable of trans-
,, ferring data from the transient recorder to the ModComp
LENS 7870 Classic Minicomputer (host computer) at a rate of

>1 MHz. The current hardware configuration has two
independent channels. This allows data acquisition of the
signal from two adjacent filaments. In addition, the sim-

Fig. 1 Optical layout of filament-imaging system plicity of the TFP method allows integration with other
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scalar measurement techniques, the signals from which indication that the flame is asymmetric. This is expected
can be acquired by the second channel. because the jet becomes asymmetrical starting at a loca-

tion two jet diameters downstream due to the develop-
Da t Anl sis ment of azimuthal instabilities (9).

The fitting process allows the motion of the flame
A natural limitation on the amount of data which surface to be captured, even if its movement is less than

can be acquired for a selected measurement location is the the size of a single pixel which is - 60 - 150 im. This
availability of the computer memory. For the current improvement in spatial resolution is important to the
study 750 line images were acquired at each axial loca- fractal evaluation of the flame surface. The fitted func-
tion to complete a data file. Multiple files could be taken tion is stored for each scan; these functions form a time
at the same location if needed. It was found that even series which provides a record of the instantaneous flame
under liftoff flame conditions, the flame could be position, radial flame velocity, and flame thickness. Fig-
described as flamelet-like in nature. Since the filament ure 4 is an example of the captured flame position as a
intercepts the flame surface on both sides of the fuel jet, function of time. The flame trace shows the small-scale
its emission appears as two near-Gaussian peaks separated wiggle of the flame motion and the richness of the fre-
by the width of the jet and superimposed on a small back- quency content. Although the precision of tracking the
ground. This type of peak and the background can be fit flame surface is in the 100-gm region, the statistical error
with the composite function (B) arises due to the limited number of samples. For exam-

ple. 750 samples will yield an uncertainty of - 4%. which
F(y) = al exp{- 0.5 [(y - a2) / a31 2} + is 1I/'T-5. This uncertainty is believed to be the major

source of experimental error in this study.
a4 +as exp{-O0.5 [(y -a 6)/aT]2} (1)

where the amplitude of the two peaks is given by a, and 160

a5 , their location by a2 and a6 , their width by a3 and a7 ,
and their background by a4 . This fitting process 150-

improves the accuracy with which the peak (presumably A.
the flame location) is located and avoids the difficulty L . '
associated with selecting a convention for determining the
width. In Eq. (1), y is of the same dimension as the pixel "

number which can then be converted to the physical 2
dimensiun through the known pixel resolution. It was ,

crucial to ensure that each flame surface was covered by 2 120

at least 20 to 40 pixels. An example of the measured sig- w
nal along the filament and the fitted function is plotted in
Fig. 3. The fact that the two peaks are not equal is an 110

150 IN. -L A- a- L L,

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

TIME (mbc)

120 -Fig. 4 Trace of flame surface as function of time

90 -o In addition to improving the accuracy of tracking
90 the flame movement, the fitting provides a direct method

for automating the data-processing tasks. The drawback
W of this fitting process is that it is time consuming; the fit-

ting of each profile containing 512 pixels requires, on the
average, 3 sec of CPU time of the host computer. For a

30 W-file having 750 scans, - 45 min. is needed, whereas the
entire file might be acquired in < 1 sec during data acqui-
sition. However, the automated data processing can be

3 ,0 , 0 accomplished without operator interaction.
103 205 308 410 512

PIXEL NUMBER EXPERIMENTAL

Fig. 3 Flame profile captured by TFP technique (dots) A short, tapered 5-mm-id nozzle wds used as the
and fitted curve (solid line) fuel jet in forming a jet diffusion flame. A 25-cm duct
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confined the annular air flow. Propane and methane were
used as fuels, these fuels were issued at jet velocities such
that the flame condition ranged from lifting to near ,so

loxvout. The corresponding jet velocities ranged from
C to 80 m/sec. Although the filament is durable and O 13

does not break even for a flame with higher jet speed, it
\ ,-riences severe vibration which affects signal collec- 400

,fli. Therefore, the filament was used only as a visuali- I
iaiion tool for flames having jet speeds of > 60 rn/sec. If ,
measurements are required at high jet speeds, then the Z 200
span f the filament holder can be shortened; however, ,0
iis may interfere with he flowfield.

The locations chosen for the temperature measure- '0 '06 202 20, 39

ment were in the near-field range from the flame base to
the end of the blue-flame zone. In this regime the shear (a)
layer and flame surface interact strongly. Deformation
of the flame surface under the influence of the vortical
shear la,er can be examined in this region.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
600 3

irsect Flame Vkqualization

)400 7

In the study of turbulent flame propagation, local 3 A- -

extinction is a fascinating phenomenon which intrigues Z I .No

many theoretical and experimental researchers. TFP 2 --

provides a movie-like picture of the temperature structure
along a line. Since this technique offers high speed sam- o z,
piing capability, the transition of unsteady flame propa- '0 106 202 296 394

cation can be observed. Figures 5 (a) and (b) are three
dimensional plots of the thin-filament temperature data (b)
tor prop4nc and methane flames under attached condi-

tons. Results for the attached propane flame are shown
in Figs. 5(a) and (b) for the positions z = 20 and 40 mm, 7 ,s1
respectively. Results for the methane flame are shown in
Fie. 5(c) for the position z = 40 mm. 6Wo

It is observed that the propane-flame surface is
500

continuous at both z = 20 and 40 mm. In the case of
methane, the flame surface is also continuous at z = 20 t,

mim: since the TFP results are similar to those shown in 1 3W

Fig. 5(a), they are not displayed. Beginning at the posi- Z -1
tmn z = 40 mm, z/d = 8, the methane-flame surface is no °

longer continuous; holes - 10 mm in diameter appear
which are similar to those found by other investigators o '06 202 298 394 , 0
(24). With a very small increase in jet velocity or small PIXEL NUMBER

disturbance, the methane flame splits at z - 40 mm. In
,vpe of direct display, the signal-analysis technique (c)
-kt, previously is not needed. Such direct tempera-

Sisaalization provides qualitative information on Fig. 5 Three-dimensional plot of TFP results for propane
flame-su.f4ice motion without the complication of detailed flame at (a) z = 20 mm and (b) z = 40 mm and
data analysis. In addition, since TFP is a line measure- methane flame at (c) z = 40 mm
ment technique, the occurrence of the instantaneous dis-
,-ontinuity of the flame surface can be observed. by means of different methods. For example, TFP and

the Reactive Mie Scattering (RMS) technique have been
-t Combined with Other Techniques successfully integrated by Goss, et i.1. (IQ), in their study

of propane diffusion flames. In the RMS technique as
In addition to direct flame visualization, TFP can used here, a cw argon-ion laser beam is directed through

-.mbined with other visualization techniques to pro- the flamelet about the same axial location as the filament
ie simultaneous comparison of the information obtained and parallel to it. The TiO 2 particles from the reaction of
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TiCI4 with H20 serve as the marker which reflects the does not necessarily characterize the flame motion. In the
laser light. The resulting Mie scattering along the laser TFP technique, these two scales result from direct
beam is scanned by the rotating mirror used in the TFP tracking of the motion of the flame surface. Application
system and then fed into a separate detector. The signal is of the turbulent Prandtl number required in other
amplified and fed into the second channel of the LeCroy techniques is not needed for data reduction with this
Transient Recorder used in the TFP system. technique.

Figure 6 presents the temperature contour obtained From the TFP results, a series of radial flame sur-
by TFP which is associated with the RMS results taken face positions y(ti) and root-mean-square (rms) values y'
simultaneously. The minimum value of the temperature can be determined; y' is defined as the integral length
contour is 1200 K. The results clearly show that inside scale, L. The time derivative of the flame position.
the reaction zone of the diffusion flame where the tem- dy(t)/dt, is the instantaneous radial velocity, v, of the
perature is > 1200 K, Mie scattering drops substantially. flame surface. The mean value of the radial velocity is
These results further demonstrate that caution should be zero; however, the rms value v' is not zero and repre-
exercised while applying the RMS technique to the visu- sents the turbulent velocity scale. These two important
alization of the flame (4. In addition, application of TiO2  scales associated with the propagation of the flame surface
particles for flame diagnostics such as LDV velocity mea- were measured directly and are shown in Figs. 7 and 8
surements may suffer from biasing due to the drop in the (11.12). In this experiment, both the methane and the
Mie scattering. Finally, TFP directly traces the high- propane flames were operated under critical liftoff
temperature region which is ideal for flame visualization, velocities. At these velocities, the flame could be attached

or lifted. Comparing the results for the attached and
lifted flames indicates that both the length and velocity

z91 -scales increase dramatically after the flame lifts. At the
191 (critical liftoff velocity, the methane flame displays larger

17 length and velocity scales than the propane flame. This
1 .?2"indicates that the flame/flow interaction for the methane

flame is stronger than that for the propane flame. This
153 -strong interaction causes the methane flame to display

134..holes, as observed by direct TFP visualization.
134 From the measured values of L and v', the strain

rate which is the ratio of v' to L can be derived. It is
115 .. important to measure this quantity because it allows the

flame-stretching concepts to be examined. The measured
96 . strain rate for the flame conditions shown in Figs. 7 and 8

.... is given in Fig. 9. Here, the measured strain rate displays' .... .... .i! -- ""a relatively constant value ranging from - 300 to 500

77-, /sec, which compares favorably with the results of other
researchers (13-15).

525
39 iCH.

ATTACHED2 20 - 'r C... LIFTED

, ' . " CH. .,
e-.,.---- AT"TACH4ED • '

1 - -- LIFTED - .

16 32 48 645

X (rr) E
,10

Fig. 6 Simultaneous TFP and RMS measurements of 10

1-cm propane flame with Uj = 3 m/sec

05
Direct Measurement of Flame Propagation

The dynamic features of turbulent flame propaga- 0 ,
tion can be quantitatively described by means of length XA 4o 6 so 00 (20

and velocity scales. In conventional experiments where AXIAL POSITION (mm)
direct flame-surface tracking is not possible, these scales
are derived from velocity measurements of the flow field. Fig. 7 Measured length scale of radial flame-surface
The velocity measured under that circumstance, however, motion
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I F. to study flame extinction. If the generalized flame
CAE behavior under certain conditions, e.g., near extinction, is

,0 a- ATTCHED of interest, then the measurement of the "output" of the
3 ....... LIFTED, _flame would seem to be a more direct approach.

08 ATTACHED Figures 7 and 8 show measured L and v' directly
0 ---- LIFTED .- associated with the flame-surface motion; these scales can

be utilized for derivation of the Karlovitz number. The
08 derived Karlovitz number for methane and propane

flames under critical flame conditions ranges from 0.75
04 to 1.2. These values agree well with the results of Lewis

and von Elbe (Jj). Considering that the results were
obtained from different combustion systems using various

02 experimental techniques, this fair agreement indicates that
under the local extinction condition, the flame may

0 20 40, , exhibit universal behavior, regardless of conditions such
S 20 40 6 so 100 120 as the type of the flame and geometry.

AXIAL POSITION (mm)

CONCLUSION
Fig. 8 Measured velocity scale of radial flame-surface

motion Through visualization and characterization of tur-
bulent jet flames, the length and velocity scales were

IO .found to increase dramatically after flame lifting. The
flame/flow interaction for the methane flame is stronger

500 than that for the propane flame presumably due to density
effects. As a result, the methane jet flame is more likely
to experience holes, which poses a modeling problem. In

400 addition, the Karlovitz number measured near the flame-
a 0 0 0 base zone under lifting conditions agrees with the results

I 300 for other types of flames. This indicates that under condi-
4tions of local extinction, the flame may exhibit univer

behavior. Therefore, a natural extension of this resear..
200 C

0.--- ,rrACD is examination of the turbulent combusting flowfield in a
fl0- LiTED simulated combustor. This effort, which is currently

00 e--- ATTACHED being undertaken, should at least provide the information
--- LIFTED on similarities and differences between a simple jet diffu-

00 L2 I sion flame and a realistic combustor flame.
0 20 40 60 so 100 120
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MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SCALAR MEASUREMENTS IN A H2-CH4 DIFFUSION FLAME

L. P. Goss, W. F. Lynn, B. Sarka, and D. D. Trump
Systems Research Laboratories
A Division of Arvin/Calspan

2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, OH 45440-3696

In the early 2lopment of advanced laser-based nonintrusive diagnos-
tics, the emphasis was on precise point-wise mesurements in flames.
Techniques such as Raman,l CARS,2 LIF,J and LDV allow point-wise mea-
surements of temperature, radial species concentration, and velocities
in flame environments. Data from these measurements typically include
average, rms, and pdf distributions of the scalar and vector quantities.
Profiling of the flame is achieved one point at a time; thus, an average
picture of the flame is obtained. For dynamic flame systems, this has
been a severe drawback and has spurred the development of multi-point
measurement techniques.

Multi-dimensional techniques which have been reported to date include
Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescepce (PLIF) for measuring radical species
concentration and temperature,D Rayleigh imaging for measuring density
and/or temperature,6 Lorentz-Mie imaging for studying the mixing proper-
ties of jets, 7 and Thin-Filament Pyrometry (TFP) for measuring tempera-
ture along the length of a SiC filament placed in a flame.8 In this
paper the use of Rayleigh imaging to capture the temperature field of a
low-Reynold -number jet diffusion flame is reported. Recent studies of
such flamesg',9 employing both the reactive-Mie-scattering visualization
technique and the TFP technique have showL the presence of large-scale
buoyancy-driven vortices which act to modulate the flame surface and are
believed to be primarily responsible for flame flicker. Rayleigh imag-
ing may prove to be a valuable tool in understanding these structures.

Because Rayleigh is an elastic scattering process, the intensity of the
scattered signal is typically much larger than that of other light-
scattering techniques such as Raman or CARS which have been employed for
flow diagnostics. The relatively large Rayleigh scattering cross sec-
tion allows the use of commercially available detectors -nd laser
sources for two-dimensional measurements. The effective Rayleigh cross
section ae of a gas mixture is given by the sum of the mole-fraction-
weighted cross section of the individual constituents'0

ae = xi i  (1)
i

where X( is the mole fraction of the gas i and ai is the Rayleigh cross
section of the gas observed at 90 deg. The Rayleigh image intensity
observed from a uniform laser sheet is given by

I R(xy) = kIoN(x,y)ae(x~y) (2)
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where IR is the observed signal from volume element x,y, N the number of
molecules in this volume element, ae the effective cross section for
this element, k a calibration constant for the collection optics, and Io
the intensity of the incident laser sheet.

The number density of the flame can be related to the flame temperature
through the Ideal Gas Law. Thus, if a flame is employed whose Rayleigh-
scattering cross section does not vary with temperature, then the
observed Rayleigh signal is inversely proportional to the temperature.
By comparing the observed Rayleigh signal at room temperature to that of
a combusting flowfield, the temperature nf the flowfield can be deter-
mined by

IR(flow) .T(room) (3)
IR(room) oTfo(w

Equation (3) is valid only for a flame in which the effective Rayleigh
cross section does not vary appreciably from product to reactant. A
wide variety of binary mixtures of hydrocarbons and hydrogens which
satisfy the cross-section constraint mentioned abovel has been
reported. The binary mixture employed for the present study contained
31% methane and 69% hydrogen, and its effective Rayleigh cross section
varies less than 2% when undergoing combustion.

The experimental apparatus employed for this study is shown in Fig. 1.
The doubled output from a Quanta-Ray DCR-I Nd:YAG laser is used to form
a 6-cm-high by 1-mm-thick light sheet. Approximately 200 mJ of doubled
output is used to form the sheet. The light sheet is placed through the
center of an axisymmetric jet diffusion flame. A Photometrics, Ltd.,
image-intensified camera system is employed to capture the Rayleigh
image of the flame at a 90-deg. angle to the light sheet. The camera
consists of a Varo image intensifier (utilizing an S20 photocathode)
which is coupled to a Thompson 384 x 576 CCD array by a tapered fiber-
optic bundle. The camera is controlled by a 68010-based Photometrics
DIPS 1000 Controller System. A Princeton Instruments Model PG1O Pulse
Generator is used to gate the camera intensifier about the firing of the
Nd:YAG laser. A 10-ps gate is employed to eliminate unwanted emission
from the flame. The synchronization between the laser firing and the
camera exposure is controlled by a custom-built interface. To maintain
maximum pulse power, the laser is allowed to free run at a 10-Hz rate.
Upon acknowledgement by the DIPS 1000 that an exposure is required, the
interface waits for the next laser-flashlamp discharge; 250 us after
this event, the Q-switch is fired and the exposure made. The interface
then acknowledges to the DIPS 1000 that an exposure has been made and
that digitization and transfer can take place.

The 376 x 584 camera frame is digitized by a low-noise ADC having 12-bit
resolution and stored in the video RAM of the DIPS 1000 for analysis or
archival. Analysis of the data consists of correcting each image for
non-zero background and scattered laser light and then ratioing the sig-
nal from the unknown flowfield to a room-temperature image.

The burner employed is the same as that reported in Ref. 9; therefore,
only a brief discussion of it will be given here. The burner system
consists of an inner fuel jet surrounded by an annular-air jet. The
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fuel nozzle employed in this study was a special tapered 1-cm nozzle
designed to produce a flat velocity field. A fuel mixture of 31% meth-
ane and 69% hydrogen was employed to minimize changes in the Rayleigh
cross section upon burning. The velocity of the fuel jet was ^ 3 m/s at
its exit, with the annular-air-flow velocity being nu 0.15 m/s. The
annular-air flow was employed primarily to minimize room-air distur-
bances on the flame.

Visualization studies of the H2-CH4 jet diffusion flame under the above
conditions indicate the presence of large toroidal vortices. In gen-
eral, these vortices which are associated with low-Reynolds-number jet
diffusion flames result from an instability in the outer shear layer
formed between the faster-moving fuel jet and the slower-moving annular
jet. The impact of these vortices upon Ah; flame structure at low and
moderate fuel velocities is significant. , The outer vortices are
believed to be responsible for the flame flicker as defined by the
oscillation of the luminous flame surface. The flame is pulled radially
outward as the toroidal vortices rotate. This results in the formation
of a bulge in the flame surface, as demonstrated in the two-dimensional
Rayleigh images shown in Figs. 2 - 4. To an observer in the laboratory,
the oscillating flame has a flickering appearance due to the upward con-
vective motion.

The appearance and evolution of the flame bulge is depicted in the
Rayleigh images of Fig. 2 - 4. Figure 2 displays the temperature-field
image recorded \ l m above the fuel-jet nozzle. The total area of the
image is n, 6 x 6 cm . The thick reaction zones of this flame are
believed to be due to the high molecular diffusivity of the hydrogen
molecule and its broad flammability range. The formation of the bulge
can be seen at the top of Fig. 2. The cold central core of fuel is
clearly visible in the figure.

Figure 3 displays the Rayleigh image of the flame at a location 7 cm
above the jet nozzle. The growth of the flame bulge with axial location
is clearly demonstrated. Large amounts of cold air are being entrained
into the flame surface by the bulges and associated air vortices (not
depicted). The cold central jet is still visible in this flame region.

Figure 4 displays the Rayleigh image of the flame at a location 12 cm
above the jet nozzle. The extent of wrapping of the flame bulge can be
observed from this image. The flame has increased to approximately
three times its size at the nozzle exit. The cold central jet which was
visible through the 13-cm region has now undergone extensive preheating
and some combustion, as evidenced by the appearance of the dark inner
core. The Rayleigh image at this location gives a more complete picture
of the temperature field than that from the TFP technique because of the
1000-K lower limit of the TFP.

In conclusion, a two-dimensional Rayleigh imaging technique has been
developed and employed to examine a 42 -CH4 jet diffusion flame. The
temperature images clearly demonstrate flame bulging (pinching and
stretching) due to the interaction of the flame surface and outer
toroidal vortices.
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Two-Dimensional Rayleigh Imaging System.

Figure 2. Rayleigh Image of H2-Methane

Diffusion Flame at Location
1 cm Above Nozzle Exit.
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Figure 3. Rayleigh Image of H2-Methane
Diffusion Flame at Location
7 cm Above Nozzle Exit.

Figure 4. Rayleigh Image of H2-Methane
Diffusion Flame at Location
12 cm Above Nozzle Exit.
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ABSTRAC17 internally by the control comipter, thus, a sequence of images was
obtained at difeent tiesn in the cycle. 7he period for a complete

In a jet difision flaoe, stoginteraction between velocity cycle of the farne-bulge formation is - 60 ma. A sequence of 14
and sempenanhe gradients gives rise to the formation of periodic images was takint for each of six phases in the cycle, with the ii-
Iarp-scale buoyancy-driven structures. To understand and model tillsqec having a 10-ma delay and the final sequence having a
such a dynamic p rces, the temperature and velocity history for 60-ma delay frt receipt of the photodlode triger pulse Each
the entdre cycle amust be available. Thin-filament pyroamy was image consisted of an -l10x 25 cut region in whic the lowest fila-
used in conjunction with a CCD camera to obtain instantaneous ment was suspended 50 mm above the aoml and each of the other
temperature profles, and two-colo particle-imaging velocimeg rnn filaments was located 20mot from as nearest neighbors, The
was employed to map the velocity field in a sooty propane etdi!- images in each sequence were then subjected to iededca image-

fuspiceson pflcdure toUM eCOMO xtrac the flaRmn intensity dats. These
data wase converted o temperature and then averaged to smtooth

ThIN-FIAMENT-PYROMETRY TECHNQUE out Small variations.

Thin-filament pyoe r TP is a radiomnetric technique D.U 1ab
which utilizes the babdyemission from a SiC fiber for the
measureamnt of temperatre. SiC has thermal conductivity (10 An intensity plot in a direction parallel to the filaments is
kcal/mnhr OC [11) which is -40 times lower than that of Pt-Pt-Rh shown in Fig. 1. Nowe the almost uniform sxx emission to either
win. It as po3sWSe a fast responseC time due t0 its small Size sieof the filamn The I-ppACh Used to compensate for Soot
(15-tin nominal diam.). Successful application of the 7PP tech- eMission Was to appromate as closely as, possible the soot inten-
nique in this laboratory to the study of non-sooting jet diffusion sity in a diretkon normal to the filament and subtract this
flames was reported previously [2-V1.

ZA~imcal,350

In an effort to extend this technique to the mapping of an 30
instantaneous two-dimensional temperature field in a sooty jet
difusion flanx, a CC) camera was used to capture images of 10 s"
filaments suspended vertically above a 111nennue Zlame
anchored on a contoured nozzle. The nozeused in te xperi- 0methas a diameter of 23 mm, with a 7-deg. tapered exit section. C
T he fail used was a mixture of propane and nitrogen in equal mass20
fractions, flowing at an exit velocity of 10 cmsec.

Co-flowing annular air at an exit velocity of 15 cm/sec from a
250-um-diam annulus stabilized and reduced the outsid distur- 150
bancoe to the flame sytem. The imaging system consists of a
Pimosmetrics Model 20 CM) camera system with a 384 x 576
pilimage fomat, eachpixlbeing25tanin diam., and acom a
powe controllable shuttr from Uniblitz. 144 164 164 204 224 244

It was determined through observation of the flame that the PxlNme
formation and mvement Of the large-scale structures arm reettive PxlNme
and cyclic insnture. Atsilicon photodiode detected peidcSig-
nals from the structures am prdue signals which could then be Fig. 1. Intesity (vertical axis) plot of filament and its two
employed to initiate the Image-acquisition seqduence. After receipt adjacent nig~hor mzionta1 scale represets dis-
of the photodioide trigger pulse, a time lywsgenerated tance along flmnlegth)
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intensity from the actual intensity at corresponding spatial loca-
tions. At locations where only soot is present, the interpolated
intensity and the actual intensity are identical; therefore, the result-
an subtracted intensity would be zero. Along the filanents, sums
of the soot and the filament intensities will be higher than the inter-
polated soot intensity; the subtracted intensity would then represent
only the filament intensity.

Because the filament may not necessarily lie along a given col-
umn of image data, an automated search to find the actual filament
locations was made by searching for maxima in the derivative
image. In practice, the filament intensity typically spread over
three to four columns in width due to the limited resolution of the
imaging system. Once the locations of the filaments were known,
the intensity values needed to construct the polynomials were
obtained from the pixels adjacent to the filament. To approximate
the soot emission, fourth-order least-squares polynomial coeffi-
cients were obtained by regression analysis of the actual data. The
data used to compute the fitting polynomial coefficients and the
resultant interpolation are shown in Fig. 2. The filament center is
located at Column 211. The data for the polynomial fit are
obtained from Colurins 200-206 and 215-221. A fourth-order
polynomial is used to construct the intensity profile of the soot
background, from Columns 200-221, which is then subtracted from
the actual intensity at the corresponding locations. The resultant
subtracted intensity values for the eight columns centered on the
filament are summed to account for the image-blooming effect of
the detector.

1200 Fig. 3. Center portion of jet diffusion flame with resultant tem-

1100 -perature profiles superimposed on filament locations
(note incipient formation of large-scale structures)

21000 methods are efficient, offering a wide velocity range and allowing
two-dimensional measurement of the velocity flowfield [5).

800 The experimental arrangement for two-color particle-imaging
---- data velocimetry (PIV) measurements is shown in Fig. 4. Two sepa-

erpol rate Nd:YAG lasers are used in forming the different-color light700 - interpolation sheets for exposing the position of the particles in the seeded flow-
600_ field. The green-laser light sheet is formed from the doubled out-

200 put of a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR IA) at 532 nm. The200 207 214 221 red-laser fight sheet at 607 nm is formed by using the frequency-
Column Number doubled output of a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR 3A) to pump

a dye laser. The combined laser sheets were - 10 cm in height and
2. Data used in regression analysis to form fourth-order 1 mm in thickness in the test area. The time separation betweenFig.p2.nD a l use n resin ntrolat o rder the green- and red-laser sheets was 500 pisec. The seed (alumina of

polynomial (a=) and resulting interpolation (t) 1-g nominal size) was injected into both the fuel and the annular

To convert the filament intensity obtained into temperature, A Nikon 35-mm format camera was used to record the Mie
pure hydrogen was substituted for the propane-nitrogen fuel mix- scattering from the seeded flowfield. A macro zoom lens operat-
ture. The acrage maximum-intensity value obtained from the igatan from te se led f or t ma ges ert
hyrogen jet diffusion flame was then assigned a temperature value ing at an (19.4 apenur was employed for the images reported in
corresponding to the adiabatic equilibrium flame temperature, and
the intensity data for the propane flame were scaled by the known 35-rmm Ca Nd:YAG Laser
hydrogen-flamne temperature and converted to temperature data
through the use of Planck's equation. The calculated temperature
profiles were then corrected, by the method outlined in Ref. 2, for
the minor heat loss due to convection. Temperature profiles Bkivtp of Sheet Optic
obained by means of this technique are superimposed on the aver- and Bmaer Configmaidon
age of 14 images, as shown in Fig. 3. Note the expansion and
contraction of high-temperature zones following the passage of the
large-scale structures. At most locations in the flame, excellent
data were obtained, revealing the essential features of the tempera-
ture fields under study. d :YAG-Pumped

TWO-COLOR PARTICLE-IMAGING VELOCIMETRY

In complex flowfields, i.e., recirculating flows, it is important
to obtain an instantaneous two-dimensional picture of the entire
flowfield rather than be restricted to a pointwise time-averaged Fig. 4. Experimental arrangement for two-color particle-imaging
mzp. l-or low to moderate velocity flowfields, particle-tracking velocimetry
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this study. This lens-aperture combination resulted in a magnifica-
tio factor of 0.39. To reduce the contribution of the soot emission
of the flame, a Uniblitz high-speed camera shutter operating at a
1/500-sec. expos= was employed. The 100 - 400 ASA color film
used to record the two-color PIV images was processed commer-
cially. The experimental arrangement for the jet diffusion flame
was described previously.

.ImagLeAnalsis

The analysis procedure consists of 1) digitizing the color nega-
tiye with a CCD array, 2) determining the spatial locations of the
digitized particle images, 3) constructing a correlation map froa,
which the most probable displacement vector can be determined,
and 4) using this inforrna6on in a trz''::. which identifies green/
red-parmcle vector pairs from the digitized image.

The color film was digitized by a 384 x 576 CCD camera
using a film projector to enlarge a section of the film onto the cam-
era. The digitized film sections typically covered a 1.5-sq.-cm area
of the recorded image. Each section of the enlarged image was I,
digitized twice--first with a green filter for identifying the rmen- I ..
particle image and the second time with a red filter for identifying " ',
the red-particle images. The unique color coding helps remove ,
directional ambiguities since the red image occurs after the green. I

A correlaion-histogram map is constructed ftom the green-
and red-particle images. As green/red-particle pairs having the ,' , ,)' I
same velocity--and thus displacement-are mapped onto correion
space, peaks are built up on this map. The maximum of this map
coresponds to the most probable displacement fros the center •.
coordinate. To tes a the individual velocity vectors, tracker
must be employed.

The tracker functions by first starting from each green-particle
image, adding the most probable vector displacement, and seah-
ing for the corresponding red-particle pair. If there is a red particle
at the projected coordinates, then a velocity match is made and a
vector drawn. If no red particle is found at these coordinates, a
small window is opened around the target coordinates. This win-
dow is expandol incrementally to a selected percentage of the vec-
tor length. /

The processed two-color PIV image for the 2.54-cm propane
jet is shown in Fig. 5. The initial velocity of the fuel jet was - 0.15 15
m/sec at the nozzle exit. As the fuel je progressed downstream,
the velocity of the jet decayed, approaching zero at - 1.5 diameters
downstrma. The development of the stagnation zone was due to Fig. 5. Outline of jet diffusion flame with superimposed
the high density of the propane fuel which overcame the initial velocity vectors
momentum of the fuel jet. Just above this stagnation zone the fuel
jet accelerated due to the proximity of the fast hot-burning gases. and Power Laboratory, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio,
Notice that these hot regions displayed a much higher velocity tan under Contract F33615-85-C-2562. The authors am grateful to
the cold central fuel jet. This high velocity was believed to be due Dr. W. M. Roquemore, Dr. C. D. MacAnhur, and Mr. S. W.
to the buoyancy effect which would accelerate the hot (low den- Kiziris for helpful discussions.
sity) combusung gases. The gases in the combusting zone reach a
velocity of - 3 w/sec. Notice, also, how the cooler outer air was REFERENCES
entrained into the flame at downstream locations. This process
acted to mix burning fuel with air and, thus, sustain combustion at 1. Nicalon, Silicon Carbide Fiber, Dow Coming Corporation,
downstream oations. Midland, M 48686-0995.

2. Goss, L. P., Vilimpoc, V., Sark&, B., and Lynn, W. F.,
CONCLUSIONS 'Thin-Filament Pyrometry: A Novel Thermometric Technique for

Combusting Flows," Transactions of the ASME, Journal of
Application of the TFP technique to the study of, sooty flame Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, Vol. 111, Jan. 1989, pp.

has been demonstrated. Furthermore, by spacing filaments over 46-52.
the height of the flame and using a CCD array detector, instanta- I Vilimp , V., Goes, L. P., and Sarka, B., "Spatial
neus two-dimensional temperature profiles were obtained Temperamwm-roftle Measurements by the Thin-Filament Pyrome-
1 irough application of the two-color PIV technique to the same try Technique," Optics Letters, Vol. 13, Feb. 1988, pp. 93-95.

flame, an 'nstantaneous two-dimensional velocity map was 4. Vilimpoc, V., Sarka, B., Kiziris, S., Fernandez, M., and
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Statistical OH-Zone Structures of Turbulent Hydrocarbon Jet Flames:
Results of RMS/OH.PLIF Tecbniques
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Abstract

Joint Reactive-Mie-Scattering (RMS) and Planar-Laser-Induced-Fluorescence (PLIF)

techniques have been employed to study the impact of jet-shear-layer development upon flame

behavior. Images of the complete penetration of the shear-layer vortex through the flame sur-

face have been successfully captured utilizing these planar imaging technique& Studies of

these images have indicated that the degree of flame/flow interaction varies with respect to a

wide range of flame conditions and results in the observation of several different types of flame

zones--flamelets, multiple flamelets, thick flame zones, and local extinction. The probability of

observing the different types of flame behavior was measured, and the results are presented.

Analysis of the probability data indicates that the root-mean-square (rms) flame-surface fluctu-

ation, L, provides a proper length scale for correlating the statistical behavior of the flame.

Significant changes in the flame behavior were observed to occur at two critical values of L--

the minimal thermal thickness (-4 mm) and the nozzle diameter (5 mm).

KEY WORDS: Flame, Stabilization, Measurement, OH, PLIF, Probability.

*A version of this paper was presented at the AIAA 28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting as

AIAA Paper No. 90-0159.
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INTRODUCTION

Information on the detailed flamelflow interaction is an important key to understanding

flame-stabilization mechanisms for jet flames under attached or lifted flow conditions. Three

different theories (Pitts, 1988) have been applied in attempts to explain flame lifting: 1) the

laminar flamelet mode (Peters and Williams, 1983), 2) the premixed combustion mode

(Vanquickenborne and van Tiggelen, 1966), and 3) the large-scale structural-mixing model

(Broadwell and Breidenthal, 1982; Dahm and Dibble, 1988; Miake-Lye and Hammer, 1988).

Although these models were established through sound experimental and theoretical efforts,

under many circumstances they are contradictory. Disagreement between the various theories

may be due, in part, to the vast differences in the turbulence states of mixing and combustion

processes in the jet flowfield which result from the development of large-scale vortices. As an

example, earlier work of Shekarchi et al. (1988) indicated that the flame lifting begins at the

nozzle mouth, regardless of the fuel, for a taper nozzle jet exhibiting a flat velocity profile.

However, it has been experimentally observed that this is not the case for a methane flame

(Chen and Goss, 1989); the observed difference in lifting characteristics between the methane

and propane flames in this study was attributed to the difference in the degree of interaction of

the flame surface and the vortices initiated from the fuel jet. Thus, a thorough statistical char-

acterization of this interaction can aid the understanding of flame-lifting mechanisms.

Two important aspects of large-scale vortices have opposite effects upon flame stabili-

zation: 1) promotion of fuel-air mixing which stabilizes the flame, and 2) stretching and pene-

tration of the flame zone which destabilizes the flame. The weight of these counter-effects may

be determined by means of associated scales such as the thickness of the combustible mixing

zone, the size of the large-scale structure, and the thickness of the OH zone which provides a

potential source of reignition. Studies of the stabilization effect have received more attention;

however, due to the availability of laser diagnostics, considerable interest has now been shown

in the destabilization effect. This study is concerned with the destabilization effects of large-

scale vortices as imaged by planar-laser-imaging techniques.
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Ti Planar-Laser-Induced-Fluorescence (PLIF) (Hanson, 1986) and Reactive-Nie-

Scattering (RMS) (Roquemore et at., 1989) techniques were employed in the present study to

characterize the flame/flow interactions of turbulent jet flames. For the PLIF technique, the

OH-radical fluorescence was utilized. The existence of the OH radical is an indicator of ongo-

ing combustion processes and can mark the area of the thermal zone. For the RMS technique,

TiO2 seed particles formed by the reaction of TiCI4 with water were used for Mie scattering.

When properly introduced into the fuel jet, TiC!4 forms TiO2 in the fuel-mixing layer. By

tracking the vortex motion with Mie scattering and marking the flame zone by OH fluores-

cence, the impact of large-scale structures upon flame behavior can be observed. By statisti-

cally analyzing the experimentally observed OH profiles, the thickness of the thermal zone, the

magnitude of the flame fluctuation, and the probability of observing flamelets, thick flame

zones, and holes can be determined. This analysis allows evaluation of the dependence of the

statistical flame properties upon the degree of flame/flow interaction. A proper representation

of the degree of flame/flow interaction will be described.

EXPERIMENTAL

Flow Conditions

The fuel jet employed in this study consisted of a short, tapered 5-mm-id nozzle sur-

rounded by a 25-cm annular air duct. The contraction ratio of the contoured nozzle, 20 to 1,

was designed to yield a flat exit-velocity profile. The exit velocity of the annular air flow was

fixed at 15 cm/sec. The fuels employed for this study included propane and methane, with jet

velocities ranging from flame liftoff to near blowout. The critical liftoff velocity for the pro-

pane flame was measured to be 19.5 m/s and that for the methane flame, to be 29.0 m/s. Under

the critical liftoff condition, the flame can be either attached or lifted. The measurement loca-

tions were chosen in the near-field region from the flame base up to 60 jet diameters down-

stream, x/d - 60. In this region the fuel-jet shear layer and flame surface interact strongly,

allowing the deformation of the flame surface to be studied.
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Diiagmsic Techniques

The optical setup utilized in this study for joint RMS/OH-PLIF measurements is shown

in Fig. 1. A Quanta-Ray DCR-3:PDL:WEX laser system was employed to produce the UV

radiation required to excite the (0,1) transition of the OH radical. The UV beam of 283-nm

wavelength was passed through sheet-forming optics and directed through the flame zone.

Laser-induced fluorescence from the OH radical was observed at right angles to the laser sheet

by an intensified two-dimensional CCD camera (Photometrics CC200). The 384 x 576 pixel

density of the CCD camera combined with the optical arrangement resulted in a 98-pm/pixel

spatial resolution which allowed observation of a 37.5 x 55 mm area of the flame.

Joint RMS/OH-PLF measurements were made by introducing a small amount of TiC14

into the gaseous fuel. TiCl4 reacts with water formed as a combustion byproduct to produce

small seed particles which can scatter laser light. Care was taken to ensure that the seed con-

centration would be maintained at a low level such that the OH-fluorescence signal would not

be overwhelmed by the Mie-scattering signal. In this arrangement the Mie-scattering and OH-

PLIF signals are observed simultaneously by a single camera system. For independent OH-

PLIF measurements, a spike filter with 30% efficiency centered at 314 am, half-width of 10

nm, was used to filter out the Mie scattering from the dust particles and soot. For most flame

conditions tested, the flame base was blue in color and soot emission was not observed to be a

problem.

Dissivation Calculation

One of the natural candidates for examining the degree of flame/flow interaction is

measurement of the scalar dissipation involved in the combustion process. The presence of the

OH radical marks the thermal zone which--for the case of a diffusion flame-includes the reac-

tion zone. The absence of the OH radical in a cross section of the flame surface thus represents

possible flame extinction. Calculation of the dissipation of the OH radical was carried out for

the experimental OH images as (Namazian et al., 1988; Long and Yip, 1988):
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X _ 2D [.&.x) 2 + (SS/y)2] ()

where D is the diffusion coefficient, S the measured OH signal, 8 the differential operator, and

x and y the ordinates of horizontal and vertical direction, respectively.

Probability Analysis and Signal Detectability

For constructing a statistical description of the flame properties, hundreds of scalar

measurements are required. In the case of two-dimensional imaging techniques, this can con-

stitute a problem due to the massive amount of data required (443 KBytes of information per

image). To solve this problem, a line image system was employed. In this case the laser-

excitation beam is mildly focused into a cylinder or line, the fluorescence from which is cap-

tured by a 1024-element intensified-diode-array system. For each flame condition, several

axial locations were chosen for measurement. At each location 750 line images were acquired

and stored for analysis.

Because the laser-excitation line intercepts the jet-flame axis perpendicularly, it crosses

the flame zone twice. Since the radial flame fluctuation is small compared to the jet-flame

diameter, disappearance of the OH fluorescence signal cannot be due to drifting of the flame.

Absence of the OH signal in an area where the flame surface should be located can be due to

either flame extinction or hole formation. Except for hole formation, the experimentally

observed thermal zones were of three types: thin flamelets (- 1 mm in thickness), thick flame

zones (> 3 mm), and multiple flame zones (combination of multiple thin or thick zones). For

data-presentation purposes, multiple flamelets were considered to be a thick flame.

By counting the number of times each of these zones was observed, one could deter-

mine the probability of their occurrence:

Probability - (event count) / Ni  (2)
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where Ni is the number of line images collected (750 in this study).

Although this type of analysis does not require quantitative temperature information,

the signal-detectability limit must be considered. To ensure that the OH signal would not dis-

appear due to insufficient laser power or inefficient detectability, several measures were taken.

First, the Nd:YAG laser was operated at full power. Measurements of the OH signal intensity

as a function of laser power indicated that the OH fluorescence was in the saturated regime for

the line-measurement conditions studied. For the optical setup utilized in this study, the linear

OH fluorescence exists only under very low power conditions--less than 50% of full power.

Second, results from the line-OH measurements, when compared with temperatures measured

by thin-filament pyrometry (TFP) (Chen and Goss, 1989; Chen et al., 1989), indicated that the

OH signal was detected only in a region where the temperatur was above - 1000 K. There-

fore, when the local flame temperature was higher than the ignition temperature and the fuel-air

mixture was combustible, the OH radical existed and could be detected by the optical setup em-

ployed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Local Extinction and Non-Flamelet Behavior

Evidence of disrontinuities (or holes) in the flame sheet of jet diffusion flames has been

reported by several groups (Roquemore et al., 1989; Eickhoff et al., 1985; Schefer et al., 1988;

Takahashi et al., 1982). The existence of holes in the flame surface is thought to result from

the penetration of the flame by vortices formed by the fuel jet. Since flame-stabilization behav-

ior is linked to the evolution of these vortices (Pitts, 1988; Miake-Lye and Hammer, 1988), an

experimental investigation was initiated to study these flame/vortex interactions.

Figure 2 is a joint RMS/OH-PLIF image taken in the near field of an attached CH4 dif-

fusion flame at the critical liftoff velocity. The vortex penetration through the f'ame surface

can be seen clearly in this figure. The flame surface, indicated by the outer OH fluorescence,

displays an area of local extinction corresponding to the size of the penetrating vortex which
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is marked by the Mie scattering associated with the fuel jet. In this particular case the

propagation of the flame surface is passive and dominated by the vortex motion which is driven

by the fuel jet. For most jet diffusion flames, the separation of the flame surface from the shear

layer (Roquemore et al., 1989; Masri et al., 1984) is well defined. However, this separation is

not so well defined in the methane as in the propane flame, resulting in a stronger flame/flow

interaction for the former. In addition, the density of the methane jet is lower than that of the

co-flowing air;, thus, the shear-layer vortex has a higher probability of spinning out and inter-

acting with the flame. As a result, the methane flame displays a higher probability of hole for-

mation than the propane flame at the critical liftoff jet velocity. The high probability of hole

formation at a location - 60 mm downstream causes the methane flame to split before complete

lifting occurs. This observation was confirmed by the probability data which will be presented

in the next section.

Seven large vortices can be identified in the RMS/OH-PLIF image displayed in Fig. 2.

The flame surface is distorted by only three of these. The other four have little effect due to

their greater separation from the surface which reduces the strength of the interaction. As a

result, the flame surface fluctuates at a frequency which is lower than that of vortex passage.

This result is consistent with those of previous studies which found that the flame surface fluc-

tuates in the frequency range - 50 to 125 Hz. Based upon the liftoff height, jet exit velocity,

and flame-crossing frequency, the values of the Strouhal number for this flame were deter-

mined to be - 0.10 - 0.15 (Chen et al., 1989).

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the OH-zone thickness remains fairly constant, - 1 mm, at

the flame base for both the propane and methane flames operating under the critical liftoff con-

dition. This slow growth of the thermal zone was also observed by Schefer et al. (1988). The

OH zone thickness for the laminar propane and methane flames was also experimentally mea-

sured, and the smallest value was found to be I mm. As the jet velocity increases beyond

flame liftoff, the interaction between the flame and the vortex layer becomes stronger, resulting

in an increase in the probability that local extinction (hole) will occur at the flame surface. In
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this case, the flame attempts to stabilize at a downstream location where the interaction is

weaker. Under the near-blowout condition, the flame base is stabilized far downstream where

fuel-air mixing is nearly complete. This results in a premixed combustion zone which is thick

in nature and tends to wrap around the vortices. In this region tribrachial flames (Buckmaster

and Matalon, 1988) may exist, which can also contribute to a thick thermal zone. The mea-

sured thickness of the OH zone near the flame base under this condition varies from - 10 to 30

mm which compares favorably with previous temperature results (Chen and Goss, 1989).

Figures 3-5 depict planar OH images and their associated dissipation at the base of a

lifted methane flame operated under near-blowout conditions. Under these conditions 1-mm-

thick flamelets can still be observed, but the probability of observing them is lower. The

observed flame-base structures fall into three categories. The first, shown in Fig. 3, is a simple

flame tip. The second is a thick vortical structure, as shown in Fig. 4. Inside the thick thermal

zone, two small non-burning zones can be observed, corresponding to pockets which are

extremely fuel-rich (Barlow, 1989). The third type of flame base, shown in Fig. 5, is character-

ized by two distinct islands of combustion located outside the main flame base. The associated

dissipation map, shown in Fig. 5(b), indicates that the dissipation rate is maximized at the inter-

face between these islands. The wedge shape of this maximum-dissipation area suggests that

the local extinction here may be due to excessive stretching.

Probability of Observing Flamelets. Holes. and Thick Zones

The flames shown in Figs. 4 and 5 would display multiple OH-signal peaks if observed

by a line CCD detector. The presence of such peaks was reported in an earlier study (Chen et

al., 1989). The multiple flame zones in this case were classified as thick flames, as was men-

tioned previously. In addition to the thick zone, flamelets and holes can also be observed at

different downstream locations. The probability of observing these events is shown in Figs. 6-

9 for methane and propane flames under the critical liftoff condition. Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 dis-

play data for the attached methane flame, the lifted methane flame, the attached propane flame,
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and the lifted propane flame, respectively. The probability of observing thin flamelets is

highest at the flame base. Further downstream, the probability of observing holes and thick

OH zones increases. The methane flame displays a higher probability of developing holes than

the p-opa"e f!ame, as explained previously. The coexistence cf t.d.- famelets, hole., and thick

flame zones is indeed challenging to the modeling community (Haworth et al., 1989; Chen and

Kollmann, 1989; Corea and Gulati, 1989).

Comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 leads to the conclusion that under the critical liftoff condi-

tion, flamelets, thick flame zones, and holes have the same probability of occurring in attached

and lifted flames. This is primarily due to the fact that the exit velocities are the same. This

conclusion can also be drawn from the propane-flame results displayed in Figs. 8-9. At the

300-mm downstream location, the probability of observing holes approaches that of observing

flamelets for the flow conditions presented in Figs. 6-9. Data for the methane flame, having an

exit velocity of 40 m/s, are plotted in Fig. 10. As the jet velocity is increased, the flame/flow

interaction is observed to become stronger. The probability of observing holes is higher than

that of observing flamelets at the 225-mm downstream location. For a methane flame having

an exit velocity of 60 m/s, the corresponding location is - 175 mm.

The effect of the changing scales upon flame stabilization can be appreciated by exam-

ining Fig. 6 which shows that at = 60 mm, there is a local high probability that holes will be

observed and, thus, a low probability that the flame will be observed. Eventually, with a small

increase in velocity from the critical liftoff value, flame necking will occur at this location.

The probability of holes being displayed at this location may be at the local maximum; how-

ever, the highest probability of holes being observed occurs farther downstream, as shown in

Figs. 6-10. The reason for local splitting of the methane flame at - 60 mm but not at other

locations having higher probabilities of displaying holes (local quenching) may be related to

the variety of scales, each of which is changing with respect to space and time. Near the nozzle

exit mixing is incomplete, and the mixing layer and the flammable zone are thin. As a result

the measured flame zone is thin, - 1 mm. The size of the vortex at this location can be as large
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as 5 mm, which is larger than the thickness of the flame and can completely penetrate the

flame, as shown in Fig. 2. Under these conditions the flame can be quenched and is not

reignited easily. Farther downstream, however, more efficient mixing is achieved which

results in a thick mixing layer and flammable zone. Thus, in this region the probability of

holes being displayed increases (which may be due to the increasing importance of large buoy-

ancy instability structures); however, since the probability of reignition is also greater, the

flame will not split at these locations.

Correlation of Statistical Properties and the DeCe of Flame/Fow Interactions

As the flow is perturbed by large structures in the jet shear layer, the flame surface fluc-

tuates about its stationary (reference) position. The rms value of the flame-surface fluctuation

can be measured from the line-OH profiles. This rns flam'e fluctuation is denoted by L which

is a length scale corresponding to the degree of the flame/flow interaction. A similar approach

was employed in earlier studies to determine the degree of flame/flow interaction (Chen and

Goss, 1989; Chen et al., 1989).

The probability data, as discussed in the previous section, indicated that at the critical

liftoff velocity, the methane flame has a higher probability of displaying holes than the propane

flame. This is due to the stronger flame/flow interaction in the methane-flame case. However,

the thermal time scale--the ratio of laminar flame thickness and laminar flame speed--for the

methane and propane flames is approximately the same (1/430 and 1/400 sec, respectively).

Therefore, if the degree of flame/flow interaction is the same, the probability of displaying

holes or local extinction should be the same. To pursue this hypothesis, the probability of

observing flamelets and holes was plotted as a function of the rms flame fluctuation, L; the

results ar displayed in Fig. 11.

Data for the propane and methane flames under critical liftoff conditions, both attached

and lfted, are summarized in Fig. 11. In addition, data for methane flames in operation beyond

the flame-lifting condition and having jet exit velocities of 40, 50, and 60 m/s are included. For
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the wide range of flame conditions studied, the maximum tms flame fluctuation was observed

to be < 7 mm for the flame in the 300-mm downstream range (x/d < 60). Under the som flame

condition, the flame/flow interaction becomes stronger (L becomes larger) as the downstream

location increases. At a given downstream location, the flame/flow interaction becomes ston-

ger with increasing jet exit velocity. Therefore, use of L as the independent variable inherently

includes the fuel-type, fuel-velocity, and downstream-distance dependence of the flame/flow

interaction. Figure 11 indicates that the probability of observing flamelets decreases with in-

creasing L, while the probability of observing holes increases with increasing L Indeei, the

probability data which represent a wide range of flame conditions fall within a relatively nar-

row band when plotted in this manner.

A detailed examination of Fig. I indicates that there are two important values of L

with which the statistical properties of the flame behavior change dramatically. The first is the

minimum thermal thickness, measured to be - 1 mm; while the second is the nozzle diameter

of the jet (5 mm). When L is smaller than 1 mm, the probability of observing flamelets and

holes is constant, I and 0, respectively. This implies that when interaction is small such that L

remains less than the minimal thermal thickness, the flame displays thin-flamelet behavior and

no local extinction occurs. When L is larger than 1 mm, the probability of observing flamelets

decreases linearly, while that of observing holes increases linearly. When the value of L

reaches - 5 mm, the probability of observing holes becomes greater than that of observing

flamelets.

CONCLUSIONS

Hydrocarbon jet diffusion flames under liftoff to near-blowout conditions have been

characterized using joint RMS/OH-PLJF techniques. The shear-layer zone observed by the

RMS technique and the flame zone revealed by line and planar OH imaging display many

degrees of interaction. As a result three types of OH zones-thin, multiple, and thick--are

observed. In addition, local flame extinction through the flame surface has been observed and
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may be governed by strong convection, dissipation, strain, and heat-loss mechanisms.

The statistical description of various types of OH zones under a wide range of flow con-

ditions has been given. From a statistical viewpoint, the following conclusions have been

drawn:

" For both the methane and propane flames, the thinnest flamelets observed are - 1.0 mm.

Near the flame blowout condition, the thermal thickness of the flame base may be as large

as 30 mm.

* Local extinction inside a thick thermal zone and small pockets of combustion located out-

side the main flame zone are observed near the flame base when the flame is operated

under near-blowout conditions.

* The flame/flow interaction is stronger for the methane than for the propane flame under the

critical liftoff condition. Consequently, the methane flame has a higher probability of dis-

playing holes.

• Good correlation was observed between the rms flame fluctuation, L, and the probability of

displaying holes and flamelets for the methane and propane flames. The statistical analy-

sis indicates that when the value of L approaches the nozzle diameter, the probability of ob-

serving holes in the flame surface is higher than that of observing flamelets. If the interac-

tion is small, such that L remains less than 1 mm (the minimal thermal thickness), the

flame displays thin-flamelet behavior and no local extinction occurs.
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FIGURE CAMONS

Fig. 1. Optical amngement of joint RMS/OH-PLIF systems.

Fig. 2. Image of penetration of vortex through surface of CH4 diffusion flame under critical

liftoff condition; flame surface is marked by OH fluorescence and jet, by Mie scat-

tering.

Fig. 3. (a) First type of flame base of CH4 diffusion flame under near-blowout condition.

(b) Dissipation map of OH image shown in (a).

Fig. 4. (a) Second type of flame base of CH4 diffusion flame under near-blowout condition;

local extinction found inside thick thermal zone.

(b) Dissipation map of OH image shown in (a).

Fig. 5. (a) Third type of flame base of CH4 diffusion flame under near-blowout condition;

island of combusting zone located away from main thermal zone.

(b) Dissipation map of OH image shown in (a).

Fig. 6. Plot of probability of observing flamelets, thick flame, and holes for attached CH4

flame under critical liftoff condition.

Fig. 7. Plot of probability of observing flamelets, thick flame, and holes for lifted CH4 flame

under critical liftoff condition.

Fig. 8. Plot of probability of observing flamelets, thick flame, and holes for attached C3H8

flame under critical liftoff condition.

Fig. 9. Plot of probability of observing flamelets, thick flame, and holes for lifted C3H8 flame

under critical liftoff condition.

Fig. 10. Plot of probability of observing flamelets, thick flame, and holes for lifted CH4 flame

with exit velocity of 40 m/s.

Fig. 11. Correlation between rms flame fluctuation, L, and probability of observing flamelets

and holes for wide range of flame conditions.
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2.5 TWO-COLOR PARTICLE-IMAGING VELOCIMETRY

A novel method for determining two-dimensional velocity flowfields has been devel-
oped. The technique, two-color particle-imaging velocimetry (PIV), is similar to exist-
ing PIV techniques except that two different-color laser sources are used to form the
light sheets required for exposing the position of the particles. A green-colored laser
sheet (formed by a doubled Nd:YAG laser) and a red-colored laser sheet (formed by a
Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser) are employed sequentially to expose the particle positions
which are then recorded on ordinary 35-mm color film. Analysis of the resulting
images consists of digitizing the exposed film with color filters to separate the green-
and red-particle image fields and processing the digitized images with velocity-
displacement software. The two-color PIV technique has the advantage that direction
as well as particle displacement is uniquely determined because the green-particle
image occurs before the red-particle image by a known time increment. Development
and evaluation of the two-color PIV technique is discussed in two papers entitled, "A
Novel Technique for Blade-to-Blade Velocity Measurements in a Turbine Cascade,"
which was presented at the AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE 25th Joint Propulsion Conference
(see p. 153) and "Two-Color Particle-Imaging Velocimetry," which was presented at
the 1989 International Conference on Applications of Lasers and Electro-Optics (see
p. 164).
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A NOVEL TECHNIQUE FOR BLADE-TO-BLADE VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
IN A TURBINE CASCADE

L. P. Goss,* M. E. Post,** D. D. Trump,t and B. Sarkatt
System Research Laboratories, Inc.

A Division of Arvin/Caispan
2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton. OH 45440-3696

C. D. MacArthurf and G. E. Dunning, Jr.J
Aero Propulsion and Power Laboratory

Wright Research and Development Center
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433-6563

Abstract laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). An LDV func-
tions by measuring the frequency of the Doppler

A novel method for determining two-dimensional burst created as a small particle traverses a laser
velocity flowfields has been developed. The tech- fringe pattern. The frequency of the burst is directly
nique, two-color particle-image velocimetry (PIV), related to the spacing of the fringes and the velocity
is similar to existing PIV techniques except that two of the particle. Because of the accuracy of this form
different-color laser sources are used to form the of velocity measurement and the nonperturbing
light sheets required for exposing the position of the nature of the technique, LDV methods have become
particles. A green-colored laser sheet (formed by a an important tool in the study of complex flowfields.
doubled Nd:YAG laser) and a red-colored laser sheet However, the restricted measurement area limits
(formed by a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser) are LDV techniques to point measurements. In complex
employed sequentially to expose the particle positions flows (i.e., recirculating), it is important to obtain a
which are then recorded by ordinary 35-mm color two-dimensional instantaneous picture of the entire
film. Analysis of the resulting images consists of flowfield rathe- than a time-averaged pointwise map.
digitizing the exposed film with color filters to sepa- Several techniques have been reported in the litera-
rate the green- and red-particle image fields and ture which have the capability to determine the two-
processing the digitized images with velocity dis- dimensional flowfield. These techniques can be
placement software. The two-color PIV technit-ue divided into three categories: particle-tracking
has the advantage that direction, as well as particle schemes,' -s time-of-flight techniques,9-1 and Laser
displacement, is uniquely determined because the Doppler methods. 12-15 For low-to-moderate velocity
green-particle image occurs before the red-particle flowfields, particle-tracking techniques are effective,
image by a known time increment. This technique is, offering a wide velocity range and allowing a two-
thus, applicable to complex flowfields (i.e., recircu- dimensional measurement of the velocity flowfield.
lating), where the normal 180-deg. directional ambi- Particle tracking or particle image velocimetry
guity of single-color techniques can be troublesome. (PIV) is basically an extension of speckle photogra-
Velocity measurements utilizing the two-color PIV phy which has been employed extensively in solid
technique on a turbine-cascade test section have been mechanics. The PIV technique involves 1) double
made and are discussed. pulsing a particle-laden flowfield, 2) recording the

scattered light either by conventional photography or
holography, and 3) processing the photographs to

Introduction obtain velocity information. While the first two
steps are relatively simple to implement, the data

The most common approach to making velocity analysis is typically complex and requires computer-
measurements in a flowfield involves the use of a ized image processing. The experimental technique

consists of seeding the air flow with particles 0.2 to 5
*Chief Scientist, Member AIAA igm in size and employing a high-peak-power short-

**Research Physicist pulse laser (ruby, Nd:YAG, or copper vapor) to

tProject Engineer form a laser light sheet. The Mie scattering from the
ttElectrical Engineer seed particle is imaged onto a conventional or elec-

tProject Engineer tronic camera for recording. For the range of
IftTurbine Design Engineer velocities encountered in the flowfield, the time delay

Thit us declared a work of the U S. Gor¢rnment and
is not subject to Copyright protection in the Lnited States,.
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is chosen such that a maximum displacement of - I digitizing the captured image, and processing the

mm is observed, green/red-particle-image pairs to determine velocity

Two different approaches have been taken in vectors present complex and challenging problems.

analyzing double-pulsed particle images. The first is The analysis procedure in simplest terms consists of

an optical-correlation method called the Young's identifying "displacement-vector" pairs of green and

fringe technique.' This method makes use of an red dots. This is accomplished by determining the
interrogation laser which traverses the positive film coordinates of the green- and red-particle images,
of the photograph. If the double exposures are suf- finding the most probable vector displacement
ficiently close, then a series of Young's fringes will between pairs, and identifying green/red particle
be formed. The magnitude of the velocity is pro- pairs which are separated by the most probable vec-
portional to the separation of the particle images tor displacement to within a specified percentage.
which, in turn, is inversely proportional to the Each of these tasks is described below.
fringe-pattern spacing; the direction of the vtlocity is
perpendicular to the fringe orientation. The draw-
backs of this analysis approach are the 180-deg. Theory of Particle-Tracking Velocimetry
directional ambiguity associated with the fringes and
the extended time required for analysis. Although As mentioned in the previous section, particle-
phase-shifting techniques have been proposed in the tracking methods involve 1) multiply exposing a par-
literature for removing the directional ambiguity, ticle-laden flowfield with a sheet of laser light, 2)
they are typically difficult to implement and control recording the Mie-scattered light either by conven-
accurately.5 -7 The second analysis approach involves tional photography or holography, and 3) processing
direct computation of the correlation of the particle the photographs to obtain velocity information. Each
field rather than optical determination. In this step in this process requires careful consideration if
approach the average particle displacement is deter- the technique is to predict two-dimensional flowfields
mined by constructing a correlation map or his- accurately.
togram of the particle field from which the most For particle imaging the exposure resulting from
probable displacement vector can be determined, a particle in a laser light sheet of energy W and area
Computationally, histogram correlation techniques AyAz is given by4

can be quite fast; however, with these techniques and
also with single-color PIV images, a 180-deg. direc- e ffi 4 W a2 dn I
tional ambiguity is observed. This ambiguity is itk 2d4 AyAzJ 0
removed with the addition of color.

This paper introduces a novel two-color PIV where k = 27tC/, W is the collection angle of the lens
technique designed to remove directional ambiguities system, a the Mie-scattering cross section of the par-
and allow measurements to be made in complex flow ticle, I the wavelength of the laser light sheet, and de
systems (i.e., turbine cascades). The technique con- the nominal image diameter given by
sists of employing small particles to seed a gas
stream exiting a nozzle or passing through a test sec-
tion. A laser sheet (green) formed by passing the (in2 d2 + d ) (2)
output from a doubled Nd:YAG laser through a
cylindrical lens is used to illuminate the seed particles where
in the flowfield. After a short time delay (ranging
from a few microseconds for high-velocity flow d, 2.44 ( m + I ) f# (3)
systems to milliseconds for low-velocity flow sys-
tems), a second laser sheet (red) from a Nd:YAG-
pumped dye laser is pulsed to illuminate the flowfield with m being the magnification of the image, dp the
a second time. Any particles remaining in the plane particle diameter, f# the ratio of the focal length to
of the laser sheets produce a "displacement-vector" the lens diameter, and X the wavelength of the laser
pair which is made up of a green- and a red-particle source. The "diffraction-limited" blur image of the
image. The Mie scattering from the seeded particles lens is given by ds. For small seed particles the par-
is recorded on 100-400 ASA color film which is ticle image recorded on film is actually the blur
processed by direct digitization. The unique color image and, thus, represents a lower limit to the
coding helps to remove directional ambiguities asso- image size--which is important in determining the
ciated with single-color techniques because the red resolution of the velocity measurement.
image appears after the green image. Adrian,4 has calculated the Mie-scattering con-

Although this is a conceptually simple technique, tribution to Eq. (1) and generated the family of
the details of aligning the laser sheets, illuminating curves for normalized exposure, f#, and particle size
the area of interest, sequencing the firing of the shown in Fig. 1. Normalizing the exposure to the
lasers at a selected time interval, recording the light-sheet energy density allows comparison with
image of the light scattered by the seed particles, experimental conditions other than those reported in
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corresponds to a resolution of 300 line pairs/mm.
C-3. This color film is, thus, capable of resolving a 6-mm

particle separation. However, the particle-image size
given by Eq. (2) represents the ultimate limit to the
velocity resolution since no two particles can be
resolved cl--r than their diameter. The recorded

7 " particle diameter for an f/8.4 lens with a magnifica-0"" AA tion of 0.4 is - 30 gm.

FM .Assuming that the maximum velocity of the cas-
0-. cade test section is 340 m/sec and that a spatial reso-

lution of I mm is required, the time separation

10lt between sequential pulses would be - 3 gsec. The
o minimum velocity would correspond to the minimum

cp CUM) particle spacing, - 30 g±m, divided by the pulse sepa-ration, 3 gsec, which would correspond to - 10
m/sec or - 3% of the ful-scale velocity limit.

Fig. I. Nondimensional exposure (e) as Achievement of a lower minimum velocity with a
function of particle size (cp) for double-pulsed system would require a longer time
various f# collection optics. separation between pulses, which would result in a

lower spatial resolution. The requirement for a 3-
Ref. 4. The minimum exposure level of the film is gsec separation between pulses cannot be achieved
given by the inverse of the ASA speed rating in erg/ with a single double-pulsed Nd:YAG system. The
cm 2 . For 100-ASA film, the minimum exposure double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser used in the present
corresponds to I x 10-5 J/m 2  In order to compare study has a minimum separation between pulses of 26
this value with the family of curves in Fig. 1, the pgsec, with a maximum of - 250 gsec. Thus, two
exposure must be normalized to the energy density of separate Nd:YAG lasers were required for the cas-
the laser light sheet. Because of the high speeds in cade measurements.
the test chamber of these studies, a combination of a The two-color i"V technique utilizes color to
Nd:YAG laser (green sheet) and a Nd:YAG-pumped remove directional ambiguities and reduce tracking
dye laser (red sheet) was employed. Assuming an errors. However, because the Young's-fringe analy-
energy level of 200 mJ/pulse from these lasers in a sis approach cannot distinguish between the different
10 cm x I mm sheet, the energy density available is - color particle fields, an alternative correlation-
2000 J/m2. With the minimum exposure or fog level tracker analysis approach was developed. The
for 100-ASA film, the normalized exposure, e, is - 5 analysis procedure consists of 1) digitizing the color
x 10-9. Since a density of one is considered to be an negative with a CCD array, 2) determining the spa-
adequate exposure level, the optimum exposure (E) tial locations of the digitized particle images, 3) con-
level with these laser systems is -5 x 10-8. Superim- structing a correlation map from which the most
posing this level on the family of curves generated by probable displacement vector can be determined, and
Adrian (see Fig. 1) indicates that submicron particles 4) using this information in a tracker which identifies
can be captured with a 5.6 f# lens. green/red particle-vector pairs from the digitized

The precision of particle-tracking or PIV meth- image.
ods requires determination of the smallest displace-
ment which can be accurately measured by the film
(resolving power of the film). In order to under- Determination of Particle Coordinates
stand the resolving capability of the film, one must
examine the modulated transfer function (MTF) In order to take full advantage of the resolution
which is a measure of the ability of the film to available with the color film on which images are
rtsove accurately line pairs separated by a given recorded, an enlarger was used to subdivide the

•:ance. The function is defined by image for analysis. The position of the enlarger was
controlled with an automated xy,z traversing

M _TF = [ma r__ (4) mechanism that could set the position of the enlarger
Im= + 'mm, to within 20 pm in any direction. Each section of the

enlarged image was digitized twice using a CCD
where Imax is the intensity maximum of adjacent line camera system. The first digitized image was taken
pairs (or particle images) and Imin the minimum with a green filter to identify the green-particle
• ntensity between the line pairs. As the line pairs per images, and the second digitized image was taken
millimeter of the input image increases, a point is with a red filter to identify the red-particle images.
reached where the lines are no longer distinct and These digitized images were processed in an identical
overlapping (cross-talk) occurs. For example, 100- manner to determine the coordinates of the green and
*ukA ASA film exhibits an MTF value which red particles.

3
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A typical digitized image displays peaks associ- is in the 3- to 16-pixel range, the candidate peak is

ated with the particles superimposed on a slowly selected as a particle peak.
varying background. In order to simplify proce- Figures 2 and 3 illustrate a digitized segment of a
dures for finding the coordinates of each particle, double-pulsed particle flowfield and the particle cen-
components of the background, which are constant or ters determined by the particle-location software,
slowly varying over the scale of the particle size, are respectively.
removed by application of a two-dimensional
Laplacian operator to the digitized image. This Determination of Most Probable Vector
operator basically acts as a spatial-frequency filter Dimlacmen
passing high-frequency (small-size) components of
the image but suppressing low-frequency (back- Methods for determining the most probable dis-
ground) components. The particle images can be placement (correlation) for vector pairs in a section
further enhanced above the background and film of the image (beginning with the simplest and mov-
noise if the step size of the Laplacian operator is ing to the most mathematically complex) include: 1)
approximately the particle size. Next, the processed vector comparison, 2) histograms, and 3) Fourier
image is scanned in two dimensions for local max- transforms. Generally speaking, as the number of
ima, and a series of tests is performed to identify particles in a digitized image increases, the simple
those local maxima which correspond to particles. In methods become very time consuming. Fo. less than
brief, particles are identified by finding local max- 50 green/red pairs, vector comparison is simple and
ima which 1) are above a threshold value, 2) do not relatively fast. For more than 50 green/red pairs,
constitute a peak shoulder, 3) have a local average histogram techniques require less computer time than
intensity above a threshold value, and 4) have an the vector-comparison methods. As the number of
estimated diameter within a specified range. green/red-particle pairs increases, the Fourier trans-

The four-step process is briefly described here. form approach becomes the technique of choice.
The first step involves scanning the digitized image
(enhanced by the Laplacian operator) with an 8 x 8 Vector Comparison. The simplest approach to
box. The maximum value of the pixel intensity in determining the most probable velocity vector in a
this box is determined; if the maximum is above a region of the digitized image is to calculate the
preset threshold value, it is selected as a candidate velocity vector between every possible combination
peak. In the second step, a test is performed to of green and red images. Each of the vector pairs is
determine whether the candidate peak is a shoulder put into a probability listribution function (pdf) and
or secondary peak in the near vicinity of a larger the peak value of the pdf determined. The peak of
peak (some particles are relatively flat topped, hay- the pdf represents the vector value repeated most
ing two or three local maxima of which only the often and is the most probable vector displacement.
largest is desired). If the peak is indeed a real peak In performing this comparison, it is advisable that
and not a shoulder of an adjacent peak, then the third the bin size of the velocity pdf be - 5% of the total
step is implemented. In this third step, the intensities width which allows for any velocity fluctuations
of all pixels in the box centered on the candidate peak which may have occurred in the digitized region.
are averaged and compared to a threshold value. This method is ideally suited for low particle density
The reason for calculating the average intensity value where it is computationally efficient. Since the time
is that peaks from particles are typically composed of for analysis scales as the square of the number of
a group of pixels of relatively high intensity, particle images, high-density particle images can be
Although background noise spikes of high intensity quiI. slow to process.
may satisfy conditions for the first and second steps,
they are not accompanied by a group of similarly Histograms. The histogram approach to particle
intense neighbors. In the final step, a weighted aver- correlation is the method adopted for this study and,
age is performed using the intensities and coordinates therefore, will be discussed in detail. The cross
of the box centered on the candidate peak to deter- correlation between the green- and red-particle
mine the "center of mass" of the particle. Starting images is given by
from the "center of mass" coordinates, the particle
diameter is then estimated by making a pixel count in c( ,av ) g( x, y) r( x-4. y-W) (5)
four outward directions (at 90-deg. intervals) to the X y
points where intensity is either one-half the peak
maximum or one-half the threshold value. If the "'here c(m) is the two-dimensional correlation map,
diameter is less than I or 2 pixels, the peak is proba- g(x,y) the digitized green image, r(x,y) the digitized
bly due to a scratch or pinhole flaw in the negative, red image, and the limits of summation are over the
If the diameter is greater than 16 pixels, the peak is pixel dimensions of the digitized image. The corre-
probably an object in the test section. If the diameter lation in this form is computationally intensive since

4
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it represents a ,ub l uInmation ol the entire digi-
tiz -'- image. In the histogram approach a correlation
histogram map is :onstructed from the green- and
red-particle images: the maximum cf these images
contains the most probable displacement vector. The
method is displayed achematically in Fig. 4. The

...... software foi- this analysis functions by first finding

an initial particle image in the green digitized image.

Green-Particle image Red-Particle image

r *

Correlatzca Map

Fig 2.Digtizd egmnt f :o-olo Pl imge Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of mappiaig from image
obLained with green filter.

to correlation space for two-w:lor PIV tech-
nique. For each green particle, a 120 x 12-0
area of red-particle Image centered on green-
particle coordinates is summed into correla-
tion map.

Thc exact location of the green particle is determined
and used for mapping. A 12( x 120 pixel area of the
red-particle image centered about the green-particle
coordinates is then copied into a histogram map
(correlation space). This procedure is then repeated
for all the green-particle images and their associated
surrounding fields in the red-particle images. This
process is represented mathematically by

where H( ,y) is the correlation histogram. g(xc,yc)
the center coordinates of the green-particle images.
r(xc.4,,yc-yi) the red particle images surrounding the
green particle being mapped, and the summation is
over all green-particle images. Because the double
summation of Eq. (5) over all x and y pixels has been
replaced with a single summation over the number of
green particles, Eq. (6) is computationally more
efficient and results in a cross-correlation map.

As green.'red-particle pairs having the same
Fig. 3. P'article coordinates determined by peak- velocity, and thus displacement, are mapped onto

locator software for d!igitized segment of correlation space, peaks are built up on this map.
two-color PIV image depicted in Figp 2. The maximum of this map corresponds to the most
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probable displacement from the center coordinate, shifting or by having an a priori knowledge of the
illustrated in Fig. 5(a). If only a single-co!or image flowfield. Because on!y the red-particle images were
had been used instead of a two-color image, the mapped into the histogram map with respect to the
resulting correlation map would have been symmet- green, neither the self-correlation peak nor the sym-
ric and centered about a large self-correlation peak at metry and associated 180-deg. directional ambiguity
the center of the map, illustrated in Fig. 5(b). This is observed. Thus, both displacement and directional
would have resulted in a 180-deg. directional ambi- information are determined from the histogram map.
guity which would have had to be resolved by phase The analysis software determines the direction and

displacement by searching for the maximum. The
displacement is then determined from the maximum
to the center. This corresponds to the most likely
velocity and direction averaged over the x,y array
which was examined. To determine the individual
velocity vectors, a tracker must be employed. The
task of the tracker now, however, is simplified
because the average velocity and direction have been
determined, thus reducing the angles and displace-
ments over which it must track.

The drawback of all correlation techniques is the
requirement for a statistically significant number of
particle pairs for determining the most probable
velocity vector. If the sampled area over which the
correlator is used for analysis contains too few parti-
cle pairs, then the resulting correlation can be erro-
neous. The time required to obtain a correlation
histogram on a 384 x 576 pixel array is - 30 sec.
Normally, the digitized 384 x 576 image is subdi-
vided into fourths or sixteenths, depending upon the
particle density and the variation of the velocity field

Fig. 5(a). Correlation map of two-color PIV double- over which correlation maps with subsequent track-
pulsed image. Notice absence of self- ing are constructed. The tracker which follows the
correlation center peak. correlation is extremely fast, - 10 sec. The correla-

tion-histogram technique functions best for images in
which a large number of velocity pairs is sampled.

Fourier Transforms. The Fourier transform is
the most mathematically rigorous method for esti-
mating the most probable vector displacement. The
computational burden of Eq. (5) can be reduced by
use of the convolution theorem of Fourier trans-
forms. The equivalent cross correlation using
Fourier transforms is given by

c(x,y)=IFT(FT g(xy)l FTIr(x,y)] (7)

where IFT denotes the inverse Fourier transform and
FT the Fourier transform. Thus, the cross correla-
tion of the green and red images can be formed by
taking the inverse Fourier transform of the product
of the Fourier transform of each image. Although
this process involves two two-dimensional Fourier
transforms and one two-dimensional inverse trans-
form, it requires less time than the full correlation
method because of the efficiency ot Fast-Fourier-
Transform algorithms. Since the cross correlation

Fig. 5(b). Correlation map of single-color PIV determined by Eq. (7) is independent of the number
double-pulsed image. Notice self- of particles prescnt in the image, the computation
correlation peak at center of map and time is the same for sparse and for densely seeded
symmetry of secondary peaks. flowfields. The histogram approach, however,

6
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is dependent upon particle density and, tor the densi- of increments should be kept relatively small (usually
ties recorded in the experimental test section, was three increments or less with a maximum size of
computationally more efficient. 50% of the vector length at the last increment). If

the number and size of increments becomes too
Tracker--Matching Green/Red Pairs large, the number of erroneous matches may become

large. Generally, good results are obtained with
Once the coordinates of the green- and red-particle three increments, with the maximum increment being

images have been determined and the most probable 20% of the vector length. The tracker portion of the
displacement vector calculated fror i the correlation analysis is very efficient, normally requiring < 30
histogram, the individual velo, ity vectors of sec on a full 384 x 576 digitized image for process-
green/red-particle pairs can be identified in a rela- ing. The combination of a correlator and tracker was
tively short time. A tracker routine was developed found to be the most efficient and effective approach
to permit one to use the average velocity and direc- to determining velocity vectors in the two-color
tional information obtained from the correlation map images recorded in this study.
and find green/red-particle pairs which fit this value
within a preset uncertainty. The tracker functions by
first starting from each green-particle image, adding Experimental
the most probable vector displacement, and searching
for the corresponding red-particle pair. If there is a The experimental arrangement for two-color PIV
red particle at the projected coordinates, then a measurements is shown in Fig. 7. Two Nd:YAG
velocity match is made and a vector drawn. If no lasers are used in forming the different-color light
red particle is found at these coordinates, a small sheets for exposing the position of the particles in the
"box" is opened around the target coordinates. This seeded flowfield. The green-laser-light sheet is
"box" is expanded incrementally to a selected per- formed from the doubled output of a Nd:YAG laser
centage of the vector length. Figure 6 is a graphical (Quanta-Ray DCR 1A) at 532 nm (this laser is capa-
representation of this process. The number and size ble of a single pulse in excess of 200 mJ). The sec-

ond laser employed for the red-laser-light sheet is a
TWO-COLOR TRACKER broadband dye laser. The frequency-doubled output

of a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR 3A) is used to
pump a dye laser consisting of an oscillator/ampli-
fier combination which operates in a broadband
mode for maximum conversion efficiency and output
power. The dye laser is capable of over 100 mJ/
pulse at 607 rm. The outputs from both the dye and

SetaUlag anx * TAG Las

(2)+rr

(3)

Nd TAG-

Dye Lae
0 GreerParticl Image ,u

+ Ren-Partcle image

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of two-color PIV soew.T- ,au, 0"M
tracker. Most probable velocity vector is
drawn from each green-particle image (9) to Fig. 7. Schematic of experimental arrangement for
locate corresponding red-plarticle image (+). two-color PIV technique on turbine-cascade
Case (1) depicts exact match. Case (2) test section. Both a Nd:YAG and a Nd:YAG
depicts match obtained with first uncertainty pumped dye laser are employed for sheet
box. Case (3) depicts no match. Case (4) lighting the test section. Forward and back-
depicts matw obtained with second uncer- ward light sheets are used to expose the test
tainty box. section.
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Nd:YAG lasers are combined by a dichroic mi-ror.
split into two equal parts by a beamsplitter, and
directed into sheet-forming optics. These optics
consist of a cylindrical lens which spreads the laser I

beams two dimensionally and a piano-convex lens Color Flters7

which controls the beam waist of the laser sheets.I\
Two separate laser sheets of nearly equal intensity -
are required for lighting the turbine-cascade test sec- I _ __ ) __,

tion because of the limited optical access. The laser,.--
sheets are -10 cm in height and I mm in thickness in CCO Camera

the test section. X,., T .aas. . , .t .

Synchronization of the two laser systems pre-
sented a special problem because of the difference in
repetition rates between the two Nd:YAG laser sys-
tems (10 and 20 Hz). In the present setup the lamp
output from the 20-Hz DCR 3 (dye) laser is fre-
quency halved by a divided-by-two circuit and used Fig. 8. Schematic of digitization system for two-
to fire the flashlamps of the DCR I laser at 10-Hz. color PIV images.
The internal Q-switch circuitry of the DCR 1 laser is
used to control the actual lasing of the 10 Hz laser. The turbine-cascade test section (Fig. 9) consisted
The Q-switch output from the DCR I is delayed by a of four aluminum airfoils representative of the high-
pulse generator and feed into the Q-switch input of pressure-turbine, first-stage-nozzle guide-vane row
the DCR 3, thus firing the laser Q-switch at a fixed of commercial transport engines. The vanes were
time delay after the DCR 1. This time delay is nor- one-half engine scale, having a chord of 3.66 cm and
mally set to 5 gsec ± 20 nsec. With this electronic a span of 2.54 cm. Design turning was 72-deg. and
arrangement, the DCR 3 laser discharges its flash- the pitch spacing was 2.54 cm. Seeded, dry-air flow
lamps at a 20-Hz rate but fires its Q-switch at a 10- entered the cascade from a rectangular channel which
Hz rate. was 28 cm in length and had a cross section of 23

A Nikon 35-mm-format camera was used to cm 2 . The total throat area of the cascade was - 5
record the Mie scattering from the seeded flowfield, cm2. Each passage throat area was 1.61 cm2. The
A macro zoom lens operating at an f/8.4 aperture cascade was operated at an inlet total-to-exit static
and a shutter speed of 0.125 sec. was employed for pressure ratio of 2.15. Flow conditioning was pro-
the images reported in this study. This lens-aperture vided upstream of the inlet channel by a large stag-
combination resulted in a magnification factor of nation plenum containing screening and honeycomb
0.39. The shutter speed ensured that at least one flow straighteners. Access for the laser light sheets
double-pulse exposure would be obtained for every was provided by constructing one wall of the inlet
shutter opening, reducing the need for camera syn- channel and one of the exit tailboards of Plexiglas.
chronization electronics. If the flowfield emits a Photographing the center passage of the cascade was
background light which will not allow the use of a done through a Plexiglas sidewall.
low-speed shutter (i.e., a sooty flame or hot test
section), then a high-speed shutter which can be syn- Results and Discussion
chronized to the laser firing must be employed.
Color film of 100 - 400 ASA was used to record the Analysis of the two-color PIV images was dis-
two-color PIV images; the film was processed com- cussed in the theoretical section, and only a brief
mercially. review will given here. The color negative is first

The color film was digitized using the setup
shown in Fig 8. A film projector was used to
enlarge a section of the film onto a 384 x 576
Thompson CCD array camera (Photometrics, Ltd.)
which digitized and stored the information for later
analysis. Each section of the film was digitized "Sot
twice--once with a green-color filter and then with a
red-color filter. The digitized film sections typically
covered a 1.5 cm 2 area of the ,ecorded image. This
corresponded to a pixel resolution of - 20 g.m which
was considered to be adequate for capturing the par-
ticle images. The 35-mm film was typically divided
into 36 segments for digitization; these were stored Fig. 9. Experimental turbine-cascade test section
on magnetic tape for analysis. employed for high-speed-flow studies.

8
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divided into 36 sections which are digitized twice to less than I ,tmn. The hollow microballoons were
distinguish color. Each green/red digitized section is chosen for this study to maximize particle visibility
then analyzed separately. The initial step of this anal- without sacrificing aerodynamic response. The seed
ysis is to locate the center coordinates of the green- is injected into the settling chamber just prior to
and red-particle images. Second, the digitized sectiun exiting the test section. The air flow in this case is
(384 x 576) is subdivided into four or sixteen qeg- - 80 m/sec upon exiting the settling chamber.
ments depending upon the particle density and The processed two-color PIV vectors for the
velocity variation from which correlation histograms photograph shown in Fig 10 are displayed in Fig. 11.
are constructed for each segment. The final step in The length of the vectors depicted in this plot indi-
the analysis involves a particle tracker which uses the cates the speed of the air flow. Analysis of the two-
most probable displacement vectors determined from color PIV image indicates that the air entering the
the correlation histogram of each segment to find turbine test section was flowing at a rate of - 80 m/s.
green/red -particle velocity pairs. The reduced However, as the air entered the passages between the
velocity vectors are then stored for statistical analysis turbine blades, it initially slowed to - 60 m/s and
and graphics display. then continuously accelerated to - 340 m/s at the tip

A two-color PIV image which was taken on the of the blades. The acceleration of the flow near the
turbine-cascade test section is shown in Fig. 10. A 5- surface of the blade can be easily visualized in this
psec time separation between the green and red laser plot.
sheets was used for this photograph. The air flow is In order to achieve consistent and reliable results,
from left to right in the photograph. The seed it was desirable to focus on a region sufficiently
employed in this study was plasma-produced alu- small that the velocity would be essentially constant.
mina (Zyp Coatings, Inc.) consisting of 5-pim hollow but sufficiently large that a significant number of'
microballoons with an effective aerodynamic drag of green/red particle pairs would be present. A typical

cacd tes seto.;rmdlybewecsae

i s. puls.s Tw olor 5 mge oai ed urr m r

photograph.
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image had a field of view of - 60 x 90 mm. This 8. D. L. Ruess, R. J. Adrian, C. C. Landreth, D. T.

view were digitized into regions of - 10 x 15 mm French. and T. D. Fansler. "Instantaneous Planar

which was further divided into fourths or sixteenths, Measurements of Velocity and Large-Scale

depending upon the particle density and variation in Vorticity and Strain Rate in an Engine Using

velocity field. The subdivision of the sections into Particle-linage Velocimetry," SAE International

sixteenth regions was especially important in the Congress and Exposition, SAE Technical Paper

areas near the blades where the velocity was 890616, 1989.

accelerating rapidly. Even though the two-color PIV

technique allows determination of speed and direc- 9. B. Hiller, R. A. Booman, C. Hassa, and R. K.

tion with only one green/red-particle pair, statisti- Hanson, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 55, 1964 (1984).

cally it is desirable to have a minimum of ten pairs.
10. R. B . Miles, J. Connors, E. Markovitz, P.

Howard, and G. Roth, Phys. Fluids A. 1, 389

Summary (1989).

In summary, the two-color PIV technique consists 11. L. R. Boedeker, Opt. Lett. 14, 473 (1989).

of 1) acquiring an image of green/red particle
positions, 2) separating the green from the red 12. B. J. Hiller, J. C. McDaniel, J. E. C. Read, and R.

particles, 3) finding the coordinates of the particles, K. Hanson, Opt. Lett. 8, 474 (1983).

4) determining the most probable vector dis-
placement for green/red pairs, and 5) matching 13. J. C. McDaniel, B. Hiller, and R. K. Hanson, Opt.

green/red pairs which are within a specified Lett. 8, 51 (1983).
percentage of the most probable vector displacement.
The two-color PIV technique has the advantage that 14. B. Hiller and R. J. Hanson, Opt. Lett. 10, 206

direction as well as particle displacement is uniquely (1985).
determined because the green-particle image occurs
before the red one by a known time increment. The 15. B. Hiller and R. K. Hanson, Appl. Opt. 27, 33

technique is, thus, applicable to complex flowfields (1988).
(i.e., recirculating), where the normal 180-deg.
directional ambiguity of single-color techniques can
be troublesome. Velocity measurements using the
two-color PIV technique in a turbine-vane cascade
test facility indicated that the large changes in
direction and flow speed associated with these
flowfields can be tracked by this technique.
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Abstract

A novel method for determining two-dimensional velocity flowfields has been devel-
oped. The technique, two-color particle-image velocimetry (PIV), is similar to existing
PIV techniques except that two different-color laser sources are used to form the light
sheets required for exposing the position of particles in a seeded flowfield. A green-
colored laser sheet (formed by a doubled Nd:YAG laser) and a red-colored laser sheet
(formed by a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser) are employed sequentially to expose the
particle positicnz which are recorded on 35-mm color film. Analysis of the resulting
images involves digitizing the exposed film with color filters to separate the green- and
red-particle image fields and processing the digitized images with velocity-
displacement software. The two-color PIV technique has the advantage that direction,
as well as particle displacement, is uniquely determined because the green-particle
image occurs before the red one by a known time increment. Velocity measurements
utilizing the two-color PIV technique on a propane jet diffusion flame have been made
and are discussed.

Introduction

In complex flowfields (i.e., recirculating flows), it is important to obtain an instanta-
neous two-dimensional picture of the entire flowfield rather than a time-averaged
pointwise map. Several techniques have been reported in the literature which have
the capability to determine the two-dimensional velocity of a flowfield. These tech-
niques can be divided into three categories: particle-tracking schemes,1-8 time-of-flight
techniques,9-11 and Laser Doppler methods. 12-15 For low-to-moderate velocity flow-
fields, particle-tracking techniques are efficient, offering a wide velocity range and
allowing a two-dimensional measurement of the velocity flowfield. Particle tracking or
particle-image velocimetry (PIV) is basically an extension of speckle photography
which has been employed extensively in solid mechanics. The PIV technique consists
of I) double pulsing a particle-laden flowfield, 2) recording the scattered light either by
conventional photography or holography, and 3) processing the photographs to obtain
velocity information. While the first two steps are relatively simple to implement, the
data analysis is typically complex and requires computerized image processing.

This paper introduces a novel two-color PIV technique designed to remove direc-
tional ambiguities, allowing measurements to be made in complex flow systems. The
technique consists of employing small particles to seed a gas stream exiting a nozzle
or passing through a test section. A laser sheet (green), formed by passing the output
from a doubled Nd:YAG laser through a cylindrical lens, is used to illuminate the seed
particles in the flowfield. After a short selected time interval (ranging from a few
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microseconds for high-velocity flow systems to milliseconds for low-velocity flow sys-
tems), a second laser sheet (red) from a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser is pulsed to illumi-
nate the flowfield a second time. Any particles remaining in the plane of the laser
sheets produce a "displacement-vector" pair comprised of a green- and a red-particle
image. The Mie scattering from the seeded particles is recorded on 100-400 ASA
color film and processed by direct digitization. The unique color coding helps to
remove directional ambiguities associated with single-color techniques because the
red image occurs after the green one.

Image Analysis

The two-color PIV technique utilizes color to remove directional ambiguities and
reduce tracking errors. However, because the standard Young's-fringe1 analysis
approach cannot distinguish between the different-color particle fields, an alternative
correlation-tracker analysis approach was developed. The analysis procedure con-
sists of 1) digitizing the color negative with a CCD array, 2) determining the spatial
locations of the digitized particle images, 3) constructing a correlation map from which
the most probable displac'-nent vector can be determined, and 4 utilizing this infor-
mation in a tracker which identifies green/red-particle vector pairs from the digitized
image.

Determination of Particle Coordinates

In order to take full advantage of the resolution available with the color film on which
images were recorded (- 300 line pairs/mm), an enlarger was employed to subdivide
the image for analysis. An automated x,y,z traversing mechanism was used to set the
position of the enlarger to within 20 g~m in any direction. Each section of the enlarged
image was digitized twice using a CCD camera system. The first digitized image was
taken with a green filter for identifying the green-particle images and the second with a
red filter for identifying the red-particle images. These digitized images were proc-
essed in an identical manner to determine the coordinates of the green and red parti-
cles.

A typical digitized image displays peaks associated with the particles superimposed
on a slowly varying background. In order to simplify the procedures for determining the
coordinates of each particle, components of the background which are constant or
slowly varying over the scale of the particle size are removed by applying a two-
dimensional Laplacian operator to the digitized image. This Laplacian operator basic-
ally acts as a spatial-frequency filter, passing high-frequency (small-size) components
of the image but suppressing low-frequency (background) components. The particle
images can be further enhanced above the background and film noise if the step size
of the Laplacian operator is approximately the particle size. Next, the processed image
is scanned in two dimensions for local maxima, and a series of tests is performed to
identify those local maxima which correspond to particles. In brief, particles are identi-
fied by finding local maxima which 1) are above a threshold value, 2) do not constitute
a shoulder, 3) have a local average intensity above a threshold value, and 4) have an
estimated diameter within a specified range.
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Determination of Most Probable Vector Displacement

Several methods have been used to determine the most probable displacement
(correlation) for vector pairs in a section of the image. Beginning with the simplest and
moving to the most mathematically complex, these include 1) vector comparison, 2)
histograms, and 3) Fourier transforms. The histogram (correlation-map) approach to
particle correlation was found to be computationally efficient; therefore, this method
was chosen for the present study and will be discussed in detail here. The cross cor-
relation between the green- and red-particle images is given by

C(, )= g( X, y) r(X- y- V)(1)
x y

where c(t ,) represents the two-dimensional correlation map, g(x,y) the digitized
green image, r(x - 4, y - W) the digitized red image, and the limits of summation are over
the pixel dimensions of the digitized image. The correlation in this form is computa-
tionally intensive since it represents a double summation of the entire digitized image.
In the histogram approach, a correlation-histogram map is constructed from the green-
and red-particle images; the maximum of this map contains the most probable dis-
placement vector. The method is displayed schematically in Fig. 1. The software for
this analysis functions by first finding an initial particle image in the green digitized
image. The exact location of the green particle is determined and used for mapping. A
120 x 120 pixel area of the red-particle image centered about the green-particle coor-
dinates is then summed into a histogram map (correlation space). This procedure is
repeated for all the green-particle images and their associated surrounding fields in
the red-particle images. This process is represented mathematically by

H( Y,,)= g( xc, Yc) r( x.- , yc- W) (2)
n

where H(,v) represents the correlation histogram, g(xc, yc) the center coordinates of
the green-particle images, r(xc - 4, yc - W) the red-particle images surrounding the
green particle being mapped, and the summation is over all green-particle images.
Because the double sunmation of Eq. (1) over all x and y pixels has been replaced
with a single summation over the number of green particles, Eq. (2) is computationally
more efficient and results in a cross-correlation map.

As green/red-particle pairs having the same velocity--and thus displacement--are
mapped into correlation space, peaks are built up on the map surface. The maximum
of this map corresponds to the most probable displacement from the center coordinate,
illustrated in Fig. 2. If a single-color image had been used instead of a two-color
image, the resulting correlation map would have been symmetric and centered about a
large self-correlation peak at the center of the map. This would have resulted in a 180-
deg. directional ambiguity which would have had to be resolved by phase shifting or by
having an a priori knowledge of the flowfield. Because only the red-particle images
wire mapped into the histogram with respect to the green, neither tn6 self-correlation
peak nor the symmetry and associated 180-deg. directional ambiguity is .hserved.
Thus, both displacement and directional information are determined from the his-
tograrm map. The analysis software determines the direction and displacement by
searching for the maximum. The displacement is then determined from the maximum
to the center. This corresponds to the most likely velocity and direction averaged over
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the x,y array which was examined. To determine the individual velocity vectors, a
tracker must be employed. The task of the tracker is simplified because the average
velocity and direction have been determined, thus reducing the angles and displace-
ments over which it must search.

Determination of Vector Pairs (Tracker)

Once the coordinates of the green- and red-particle images have been determined
and the most probable displacement vector calculated from the correlation histogram,
the individual velocity vectors of green/red-particle pairs can be identified in a relatively
short time. A tracker routine was developed to permit one to use the average velocity
and directional information obtained from the correlation map to find green/red-particle
pairs. The tracker functions by first starting from each green-particle image, adding the
most probable vector displacement, and searching for the corresponding red particle.
If there is a red particle at the projected coordinates, then a velocity match is made and
a vector drawn. If no red particle is found at these cooidinates, a small window is
opened around the target coordinates. This window is expanded incrementally to a
predetermined percentage of the vector length. Figure 3 is a graphical representation
of this process. If the number and size of the window increments become too large, the
number of erroneous matches may become large. Generally, good results are
obtained with three window increments, the maximum increment being 20% of the
vector length. The tracker portion of the analysis is very efficient, normally requiring
< 30 sec to process a full 384 x 576 digitized image. The combination of a correlator
and tracker was found to be the most efficient and effective approach to determining
velocity vectors in the two-color images recorded in this study.

The experimental arrangement for two-color PIV measurements is shown in Fig. 4.
Two separate Nd:YAG lasers are used in forming the different-color light sheets for
exposing the position of the particles in the seeded flowfield. The green laser light
sheet is formed from the doubled output of a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR 1A) at
532 nm. This laser is capable of a single pulse in excess of 200 mJ. The second laser
employed for the red-laser-light sheet is a broadband dye laser. The frequency-
doubled output of a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR 3A) is used to pump a dye laser
consisting of an oscillator-amplifier combination which operates in a broadband mode
for maximum conversion efficiency and output power. The dye laser is capable of over
100 mJ/pulse at 607 nm. The outputs from both the dye and Nd:YAG lasers are com-
bined by a dichroic mirror and directed into sheet-forming optics. These optics consist
of a cylindrical lens which spreads the laser beams two dimensionally and a piano-
convex lens which controls the beam waist of the laser sheets. The laser sheet in the
test area was - 10 cm high and 1 mm thick.

Synchronization of the two laser systems presented a special problem because of
the different repetition rates of the two Nd:YAG laser systems (10 and 20 Hz). In the
present setup the lamp output from the 20-Hz DCR 3 (dye) laser is frequency-halved by
a divided-by-two circuit and used to fire the flashlamps of the DCR 1 laser at 10 Hz.
The internal Q-switch circuitry of the DCR 1 laser is used to control the actual lasing of
the 10-Hz laser. The 0-switch output from the DCR 1 is delayed by a pulse generator
and feed into the 0-switch input of the DCR 3, thus firing the laser 0-switch at a fixed
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time delay after the DCR 1. This time delay is normally set to 500 Psec ±20 nsec. With
this electronic arrangement, the DCR 3 laser discharges its flashlamps at a 20-Hz rate
but fires its Q-switch at a 10-Hz rate.

A Nikon 35-mm-format camera was used to record the Mie scattering from the
seeded flowfield. A macro zoom lens operating at an f/8.4 aperture was employed for
the images reported in this study. This lens-aperture combination resulted in a magni-
fication factor of 0.52. To reduce the contribution of the soot emission of the flame, a
Uniblitz high-speed camera shutter operating at a 1/500-sec. exposure was employed.
Synchronization of the camera shutter with the laser firing was controlled by custom
built timing electronics. Color film of 100-400 ASA was used to record the two-color
PIV images; the film was processed commercially.

The color film was digitized by a 384 x 576 Thompson CCD array camera
(Photometrics, Ltd.) and a film projector was used to enlarge a section of the film onto
the camera. Each section of the film was digitized twice--first with a green-color filter
and then with a red-color filter. The digitized film sections typically covered a 1.5 cm 2

area of the recorded image (which was - 54 cm 2 ). This corresponded to a pixel reso-
lution of - 20 pm which was considered to be adequate for capturing the particle
images. The 35-mm film was generally divided into 36 segments for digitization; these
were stored on magnetic tape for analysis.

The experimental arrangement for the jet diffusion flame consisted of a 22.5-mm-
diam. round central jet surrounded by a 254-mm-diam. annular coflowing air jet The
velocity of the central fuel jet and annular air was - 30 cm/sec. The fuel used in this
study was propane diluted with 50%-by-mass nitrogen. This flame has been studied
experimentally by means of the reactive Mie scattering (RMS) and thin-filament-
pyrometry (TFP) techniques in which visualization and temperature profiles, respec-
tively, were obtained; these profiles were compared with numerical predictions of
Davis, et al.16- 17 Experimental as well as numerical evidence indicates that the low-
velocity propane jet is unusual in that a stagnation (weak-recirculation) zone is estab-
lished approximately two diameters downstream of the nozzle. This stagnation zone is
caused by tho high donity of propane which tends to overcome the weak momentum
of the fuel jet, eventually stopping the upward fuel flow. The flame develops down-
stream from the stagnation zone due to the acceleration effects of buoyancy. The flow-
field is, thus, relatively complex and provides a good test for two-dimensional velocity
methods which can distinguish direction.

A 500-4sec time separation was used between the green-and red-laser sheets for
this study. If a maximum velocity in the flowfield of 3 rn/sec is assumed, the minimum
spatial resolution at this velocity is - 1.5 mm. The lowest observable velocity is deter-
mined by the minimum detected particle separation divided by the time separation
between laser pulses. For the collection optics and film used in this study, the smallest
detectable particle separation was - 15 pm; thus, the smallest detectable velocity was
- 0.03 m/sec. The seed, alumina of - 1 pm nominal size, was injected into both the
fuel jet and coannular air jet just prior to exiting the tubes.

16,0



Results and Discussion

Analysis of the two-color PIV images was discussed in the theoretical section and
will be reviewed here only briefly. The color negative is first divided into 36 sections
which are digitized twice to distinguish color. Each green/red digitized section is then
analyzed separately. The initial step of this analysis involves locating the center coor-
dinates of the green- and red-particle images. Next, the digitized section (384 x 576) is
subdivided into four or sixteen segments (depending upon the particle density and
velocity variation), from which correlation histograms are constructed. The final step in
the analysis involves a particle tracker which uses the most probable displacement
vectors determined from the correlation histogram of each segment to find green/red-
particle velocity pairs. The reduced velocity vectors are then stcred for statistical
analysis and graphic display.

In order to achieve consistent and reliable results, it was desirable to focus on a
region sufficiently small that the velocity would be essentially constant, but sufficiently
large that a significant number of green/red-particle pairs would be present. A typical
image had a field of view of - 60 x 90 mm. This view was digitized into - 10 x 15 mm
regions which were further divided into fourths or sixteenths, depending upon the par-
ticle density and variation in velocity field. The subdivision of the sections into sixteen
regions was especially important in areas where the velocity was changing rapidly.
Although the two-color PIV technique allows determination of speed and direction with
only one green/red-particle pair, statistically a minimum of ten pairs is desirable.

The processed two-color PIV image for the 22.5-mm propane jet is shown in Fig. 5.
The initial velocity of the fuel jet was - 30 cm/sec at the nozzle exit. As the fuel jet pro-
gressed downstream, its velocity decayed, approaching zero at - 1.5 diameters down-
stream. The development of the stagnation zone was due to the high density of the
propane fuel which overcame the initial momentum of the fuel jet. Just above this stag-
nation zone, the fuel jet accelerated due to the proximity of the fast, hot-burning gases.
Notice that these hot regions displayed a velocity which was much higher than that of
the cold central fuel jet. This high velocity was thought to be due to the buoyancy effect
which accelerates the hot (low-density) combusting gases. The gases in the com-
busting areas reach a velocity of - 3 m/sec. Notice that the cooler outer air was
entrained into the flame at downstream locations. This process acted to mix burning
fuel with air and, thus, sustain combustion at downstream locations.

The existence of the stagnation zone and flowfield acceleration due to buoyancy
have been qualitatively demonstrated using the RMS flow-visualization technique on
this jet diffusion flame. 16 Numerical results of Davis, et al.,16-17 have confirmed the
importance of the role of buoyancy in giving this flame its unique character. Future
work on this flame will be directed toward obtaining velocity vorticity in this flowfield.

In summary, the two-color PIV technique involves 1) acquiring an image of green/
red particle positions, 2) separating the green particles from the red ones, 3) finding the
coordinates of the particles, 4) determining the most probable vector displacement for
green/red pairs, and 5) matching green/red pairs which are within a specified percent-
age of the most probable vector displacement. The two-color PIV technique has the
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advantage that direction, as well as particle displacement, is uniquely determined
because the green-particle image occurs before the red one by a known time incre-
ment. The technique is, thus, applicable to complex flowfields (i.e., recirculating),
where the normal 180-deg. directional ambiguity of single-color techniques can be
troublesome. Velocity measurements using the two-color PIV technique on a propane
jet diffusion flame indicated that the large change in flow speed and direction associ-
ated with these flowfields can be measured by this technique.
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Gr**n-ParUcde Image R*d-Parc!*e Image

CorrelcUon Map

Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram of Mapping from Image to
Correlation Space for Two-Color PIV Technique.
For each green particle, 64 x 64 area of red-
particle image centered on green-particle coor-
dinates is summed into correlation map.
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Fig. 2. Correlation Map of Two-Color PIV Dout;e-Pulsed Image.
Notice absence of self-correlation center peak.

(2)

(3)
(4)0 ,3reen-Particle image

+_ Red-Porticle image

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of Two-Color PIV Tracker.
Most probable velocity vector is dtawn from each
green-particle image (e) to locate corresponding

3d-particle image (+). Case (1) depicts exact
match; Case (2), match obtained with first uoicer-
tainty box; Case (3), no match; Case (4), match
cbtained with second uncertainty box.
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Burner Confi ursuou

S/'

*Nd:TAG-
Pumped
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Fig. 4. Schematic Diagram of Experimental Arrangement
for Two-Color PIV Technique on Propane Jet Diffu-
sion Flame. Both a Nd:YAG and a Nd:YAG-pumped
dye laser are employed for sheet lighting the flame.

* ,

Fig. 5. Processed Velocity-Vector Map
of Propane Jet Diffusion Flame.
Solid line in flow represents
visible flamne surface.
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2.6 SPRAY-DIAGNOSTIC DEVELOPMENT

In the initial stage of this contractual effort, the primary instrument for performing com-

bustion diagnostics was the hardened CARS system. This system has continued to be

proficient in allowing combustion-temperature information to be obtained. During the

course of this contract, the capabilities of this system have been further developed and

expanded to include operation within a droplet-laden, liquid-fuel spray-flame environ-

ment. Experimental studies such as those described in the paper entitled, "Effect of

Droplet Induced Breakdown on CARS Temperature Measurements," which was pre-

sented at the 1988 Fall Meeting of the Western States Section of the Combustion Insti-

tute (see p. 176), were performed for extension of the CARS technique to spray-flame

diagnostics.

Early attempts at obtaining unambiguous two-dimensional velocity information led to

the development of a scanned-laser-velocimetry technique which is described, along

with two similar techniques, in the paper, "Applications of Laser-Sheet-Lighting Tech-

niques to Multiple-Point Velocity Measurements in Mixing Flows," which was pre-

sented at the International Conference on Applications of Lasers and Electro Optics

'86 (see p. 186).

The acquisition of an Aerometrics, Inc., two-component phase Doppler particle ana-

lyzer (PDPA)* greatly expanded the available diagnostic techniques, allowing size

and velocity measurements to be made in a liquid-spray environment. With this

instrument, the diameter and/or two-velocity components of an individual droplet can

be measured--even in very dense spray environments. During the initial familiariza-

tion with and development of this capability, several instrument problems were

encountered and analyzed. One such problem involving an unstable frequency-

shifting scheme is described in a paper, "Investigation of Velocity and Turbulence

Intensity Measurement Limitations of the Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer," which was

presented at the 1988 Spring Technical Meeting of the Central States Section of the

Combustion Institute (see p. 194).

*W. D. Bachalo and M. J. Houser, "Development of the Phase/Doppler Spray
Anaiyzer for Liquid Drop Size and Velocity Characterizations," AIAA Paper 84-1199,
Presented at the 20th Joint Propulsion Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1984.
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The study of spray behavior on its most basic level (i.e., single-drop reaction) required
the development of several pieces of specialized test equipment, the most challenging
being a source of individual liquid droplets. "The Development of a Water-Cooled
Droplet-on-Demand Generator," which was presented at the Third Annual Conference

on Liquid Atomization and Spray Systems (see p. 201), describes the successful tech-
nique which has been employed during the course of droplet-diagnostic applications.

The culmination of the hardened-system combustion-diagnostic development came
with the integration of the PDPA into the hardened CARS system. The combined
instrument as described in the paper, "An Integrated Spectroscopic-Interferometric
Instrument for Spray Combustion Diagnostics," (see p. 206) provides a non-intrusive
capability with which to measure simultaneously gas temperature and velocity as well
as droplet size and velocity in liquid-spray flames.
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a reprint from Applied Optics

Effect of droplet-induced breakdown on CARS
temperature measurements

Derek Dunn-Rankin, Gary L. Switzer, Cindy A. Obringer, and Tom A. Jackson

This research examines the potential for coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) to provide reliable
gas temperature measurements in the presence of liquid droplets. The droplets cause dielectric breakdown
by focusing the CARS laser beams. This breakdown produces a plasma that can disrupt or obscure the CARS
signal. Specifically, we examine the influence of laser induced breakdown on the CARS signal, and we
determine the importance of droplet position relative to the CARS focal volume and droplet concentration on
the reliability of CARS temperature measurements in droplet-laden flows. In addition, we propose a reliable
data reduction procedure to minimize the disruptive influence of laser induced breakdown on CARS
temperatures.

1. ntroduction molecules. Through quantum mechanics, the energy

A. Backgrotind spectrum is a predictable function of temperature.
CARS thermometry determines temperature by com-

Proper characterization of spray combustion flows paring the measured energy spectrum to calculated
requires patially resolved maps of droplet size, drop- spectra using temperature as the fitting parameter.
let velocity, droplet composition, gas velocity, gas spe- Because CARS thermometry relies on spectral fitting,
cies concentration, and gas temperature. In addition, disruption of the measured energy spectrum by scat-
it is important to determine these properties without tered light has potentially serious consequences for the
disturbing the flow field. Several nonintrusive optical accuracy of the temperature measurements. Fortu-
diagnostic techniques have been designed and em- nately, in particle laden environments, CARS thermo-
ployed for this purpose (Roquemore et al.,'). For metry has significant advantages over other nonintru-
example, McDonelletal.2andMaoetal. 3 reportPhase sive thermometric techniques such as Rayleigh
Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) measurements of scattering or spontaneous Raman scattering. The
droplet size, droplet velocity, and gas velocity in a CARS signal is coherent so that spatial filtering pre-
spray flame. Comparable nonintrusive temperature vents most of the light scattered by particles from
measurements in liquid spray flames have not been entering the detector. In addition, CARS is an inelas-
reported. Our eventual goal is to provide these tem- tic scattering process, and consequently the signal is
perature measurements, in addition to measurements spectrally separated from the pump and probe laser
of the flow field and the droplet field, by combining beams. Spectral filtering further eliminates particle-
CARS thermometry with PDPA interferometry. To- scattered background radiation. Eckbreth et al.4

ward this goal, the present paper concentrates on re- present a review of CARS spectroscopy and further
solving difficulties of CARS thermometry in droplet advantages of CARS thermometry in hostile measure-
laden flows. ment environments.

Utilizing the inherent background rejection capabil-
B. CARS in Particle Ladlen Environmnts ity of CARS, several researchers have reported nonin-

CARS is a nonlinear spectroscopic technique for trusive temperature measurements in combustion
measuring the energy spectrum from an ensemble of flows with solid particles present. Eckbreth and Hall'

have demonstrated reliable temperature measure-
ments in sooting flames. Goss and Trump 6 have com-

Derek Dunn-Rankin is with University of California, Irvine, De- bined a laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) with a

pertinent of Mechanical Engineering, Irvine, California 92717; Gary CARS system, and have successfully measured tem-
L. Switzer is with Systems Research Laboratories, Dayton, Ohio perature with titanium dioxide LDA seed particles in
45440-3696, the other authors are with AFWAL Aero-Propulsion the flow. These efforts have shown that small parti-
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 4.433-6563, c~es (<1 um) do not significantly affect the collection

Received 13 December 1988 and analysis of CARS signals, However, Beiting,7
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Lucht,8 Noda et al.,9 and Switzer et al.'0 (1989) showed ,.oP11o
significant dielectric breakdown, and disruption of . .
CARS signals with large particles (1-100 Am) present.
Taylor," using relatively low laser energy intensity, SozO -
did not have breakdown problems during collinear 1r
CARS measurements in a coal gasifier. Both Beiting EAP 0o.

and Lucht demonstrated qualitatively that breakdown EE N

can be minimized by reducing laser power, but they did OTC

not present a systematic study of breakdown during
CARS measurements.

C. Potential Effects of Particle Induced Breakdown on I
CARS Signals

Laser energy density of - 1012 W/cm 2 at a wave- Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus: TL-

length of 532 nm causes laser induced breakdown of transmitting lens, IL-imaging lens, RL-receiving lens, F-neutral
clean air at standard temperature and pressure. For a density filter, DP-dispersing prism, BD-beam dump, P-periscope,
Gaussian spatial intensity profile, and a triangular SC-sample collection optics.
temporal profile, this energy density corresponds to
the peak intensity in a 200-mJ, 10-ns laser pulse fo-
cused to 0.1-mm diam beam waist. To maximize the (1) CARS System
CARS signal, most researchers operate near this The CARS system uses the second harmonic (b32
threshold energy level. However, large particles in the nm) of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics DCR-
sample volume reduce the breakdown threshold ener- 2) as its primary photon source. Part of the 532-nm
gy by 1-2 orders of magnitude. Consequently, any light pumps a Rhodamine 190 dye laser oscillator to
large particle in the CARS interaction volume will generate a broadband (150-rm - 1) Stokes laser beam
produce a breakdown. peaked at 607 nm. The peak of the dye laser output is

The plasma generated by laser breakdown affects concentration tuned to probe the N2 Q-branch. The
the CARS signal in several ways: (1) the bright plas- remaining 532-nm beam is split into a pair of pump
ma discharge produces a background signal that ob- beams. A 500-mm focal length lens combines the two
scures the CARS signal; (2) the nonresonant CARS pump beams and the one Stokes beam in an interac-
signal generated in the plasma competes with the reso- tion volume -2 mm long and 500 Mm in diameter. The
nant CARS signal, making analysis of the spectrum interaction volume was measured by scanning a small
difficult; (3) the plasma prevents CARS generation by nitrogen gas jet near the beam crossing, and recording
absorbing laser radiation. Switzer et al.'0 and Lucht8  the variation in the CARS signal amplitude. Switzer
reported difficulties with (1) and (2), Beiting7 reported and Goss12 describe this nitrogen jet scarning tech-
difficulties with (2). Although (3) has been reported nique. Each pump beam contains -47 mJ of energy,
in high density plasmas, it has not been significant for and the Stokes beam contains -30 mJ of energy. As-
plasmas generated during CARS measurements in suming a 10-ns laser pulse, and uniform spatial and
particle laden combustion systems. temporal intensity, these energies indicate an average

The present work examines the effect of droplet intensity of 6 X 109 W/cm 2. Dispersing prisms sepa-
induced laser breakdown on CARS temperature mea- rate the CARS signal beam from the pump beams, and
surements. There are three objectives in the study: focusing optics converge the CARS energy onto the
(1) determine the influence of droplet induced break- face of an optical fiber. The fiber transmits the CARS
down on the CARS spectrum, and how that influence signal to a spectrometer. ATracorNorthernTN-1710
affects the temperature fit of the experimental spec- DARSS linear array detector collects the spectrum and
trum, (2) explore software tests to extract valid CARS passes it to a ModComp computer for analysis. Addi-
temperature measurements from spectra affected by tional details of the CARS system have been reported
breakdown events, and (3) determine the droplet nur- by Switzer and Goss.12
ber density and spatial region where droplet break-
down has significant effects. (2) Droplet Generators

We study the effect of laser induced breakdown on
mI. - CARS measurements using three droplet sources: a

drop-on-demand piezoelectric generator, a pressure
A. Experimental Apparatus atomizer, and a capillary breakup droplet stream gen-

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental erator. The droplet generators mount on a 3-D trans-
apparatus. The apparatus includes a CARS system, lation stage to place droplets or spray at different
droplet generating hardware and electronics, an imag- positions relative to the CARS focal volume. All of the
ing system to visualize droplets, a PIN diode to resord measurements use water as the droplet fluid, and the
laser induced breakdown (LIB), and a propane burner droplets travel perpendicular to the laser beam direc-
and heat pipe to supply high temperature gas to the tion.
sample volume. The drop-on-demand droplet generator consists of a

2oJuly 1990 / Vol. 29, No. 21 / APKLEDOPTICS 3151
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glass nozzle encased in a cylindrical piezoelectric ele- The results include CARS temperature measure-
ment. The generator produces droplets (-65 ,m di- ments in the following droplet en, ironments:
ameter) when the piezoelectric element squeezes fluid (a) single drops from the drop-on-demand genera-
out of the glass nozzle. A high-voltage pulser, trig- tor in room temperature air at different locations along
gered by a function generator, drives the piezoelectric the CARS laser beam axis,
element with - 7 5 -ps, 50-V pulses. The function gen- (b) single drops from the capillary breakup drop
erator is synchronized to the 10-Hz laser firing to en- generator in heated air at different locations along the
sure that a droplet is present during the 8-ns Nd:YAG CARS laser beam axis, and
laser pulse. A gravity-feed reservoir supplies the noz- (c) a spray of fluid drops from a pressure atomizer
zle with liquid. The droplet generator can be a stable in room temperature air centered above the CARS
source of mono-sized droplets at frequencies from 10- focus; different atomizing pressure and different
500 Hz, but we had difficulty with its reliability. We heights above the focus provide different droPlet size
used this droplet generator only for room temperature and number density conditions.
experiments because it did not perform adequately at
high temperature. 11. Results and

The pressure atomizer is a Delavan, 450, 0.5-gal/h
nuzzle. We operated this nozzle at three pressures (30 A. Effect of Droplet Breakdown on the CARS Signal
psi, 40 psi, and 50 psi) to produce different droplet size Severs recent articles de,il the physical processes
distributions and number densities. An Aerometrics of LIB of liquid droplets (Chang et al.,'3 hang et al.,"
phase Doppler particle analyzer measured the droplet Hsieh et al.,'5 Ch zlek et c.,16 Zheng et al.,17). LIB in
size and number density. The Sauter mean diameter water droplets does not result from absorption, but
(D32) for the droplet size distributions using 30-, 40-, rather the droplet acts as a lens, focusing the incident
and 50-psi pressures were 65, 56, and 45 um, respec- radiation just outside the shadow face of the droplet
tively. The pressure atomizer was used for room tem- and inside the droplet, just within the shadow face. At
perature CARS measurements only. Weattemptedto high laser energy, bre kdown fi,,t occurs in the gas
heat the surrounding air with a heat pipe frorm a pro- outside the droplet, soon followed by breakdown with-
pane/air burner, but unfortunately, the heat pipe did in the droplet The breakdown inside the droplet
not provide sufficient quantities of high temperature forms a highly absorbing plasma that absorbs incom-
air, and the spray cooled the air to nearly room tem- ing radiation. The absorption sustains a detonation
perature. wave that ejects plasma from the droplet at -10 km/s.

The capillary breakup droplet steam generator is The plasma forms in the first few nanoseconds of the
similar to the commercially available Bergland-Liu I
droplet generator (TSI Incorporated). The generator iaser pulse.

forces a stream of fluid through a 50-um pinhole while Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of droplet break-

oscillating the stream with a piezoelectric eiement. At. down on CARS measurements by comparing a room

the proper frequencies the oscillation causes the fluid temperature CARS spectrum without droplet break-

stream to break up into mono-sized droplets -80 /m in down to a CARS spectrum with droplet breakdown.

diameter. We used this droplet generator both at The breakdown reduces the peak amplitude of the

room temperature and in heated air. Unlike the CARS signal, and increases the baseline amplitude.

spray, the single droplet stream did not affect the air This combination substantially degrades the SNR of
significantly. A propane/air burner pro- the measurement, making temperature fitting diffi-

vded the high temperature (800-K) gas via a heat pipe. culL. Figure 3 shows the temperature fits for the two

We also translated the droplet stream along the laser spectra of Fig. 2. Without breakdown, the CARS fit is

beam axis to determine the effects of droplet position accurate, and produces a temperature close to room

on idser induced breakdown. temperature. With breakdown, however, the CARS
fitting rcitine tries to accommodate the lifted baseline
and reduced neak by adding a hot band to the calculat-

B. ExperIment Summary ed spectrum. Adding a hot band produces a very high,

Each axperiment consists of 400 single shot CARS incorrect temperature.
measurements. For each shot the reduced data con- Figure 4 shows the average CARS temperature as a
tains the following: (1) temperature, the temperature function of signal to noise ratio. Three cases are
fit to the experimental CARS spectrum; (2) peak. the shown in the figure: single drops in heated air, with
peak amplitude of the CARS signal; (3) baseline, the the drops frling through the focus of the CARS inter-
average of 10 baseline pixels representative of the action volume; single drops in room temperature air,
background intens;y seen by the spectrometer; and with the drops falling through the focus of the CARS
(4) breakdown, the intensity of the laser breakdown interaction volume; and a spray in room temperature
recorded by a PIN diode with a very wide field of view. air, with the spray centered above the CARS interac-
The PIN diode collects the breakdown signal 900 from tion volume. The drop-free temperature range is cen-
the laser beam axis. The baseli,_ pixels collect the tered about the average CARS temperature with no
breakdrwnnoisefromon-axis. In this work, the signal droplets present. The range includes *1 standard
to noise ratio (SNR) is defined SNR r (peak - base. deviation of the drop-re- temperatures. All of the
line)/baseline. curves sho'v an incorrectly high temperature for low

3152 APPLIED OPTICS / Vol 29, No 21 / 20 July 1990
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Fig. 2. Comparison between a CARS signal without drop!et break- Fig. 3. Temperature fit to the experimental spectra of Fig. 2: (a)
down (a) and a CARS signal with droplet breakdown (b). fit to CARS signal without droplet breakdown, (b) fit to CARS signal

with droplet breakdown.

SNR, and an accurate temperature for high SNR. cause they are out of the collection optics view, the
The cutoff between low and high SNR is -20. breakdown does not affect the CARS signal signifi-

Figure 5 shows the average baseline level and the cantly. We discuss droplet position in a later section.
average breakdown intensity as a function of SNR for
the three cases shown in Fig. 4. The baseline level
decreases rapidly with increasing SNR, while the B. Effect of Droplet Breakdown on CARS Temperature
breakdown intensity decreases more slowly. The dif- Measurements
ference between the baseline and breakdown variation The results of the preceding 3ection indicate that
with SNR results from droplet position variations, reliable average temperature measurements can be ob-
Droplets at the edge of the CARS sample volume may tained by utilizing only CARS spectra with a high
produce a relatively intense breakdown, but the collec- SNR. Unfortunately, however, even with a high (>30)
tion optics spatially discriminate against plasma dis- SNR, the RMS temperature with droplets present is
chargt from the fringe of the sample volume. This larger than the droplet-free RMS temperature. To
discrimination is particularly apparent in the spray improve our measurements of RMS temperature, we
case, where the spark intensity is nearly independent eliminate the influence of dielectric breakdown noise
of SNR. In the spray, droplets far from the CARS before we attempt a temperature fit. If the baseline
collection volume cause dielectric breakdown, but be- lift is caused by plasma enhanced nonresonant back-
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z' ' normalized nonresonant background. If the baseline
- 300 +' , lift is caused by stray light from plasma recombination,4, then we must subtract a normalized breakdown noise+ spectrum.

20( -0 -- -0.. Figure 6 compares a normalized nonresonant refer-

1- . -. ence spectrum to a normalized breakdown noise spec-W'"3 trum. The spectra are normalized to unit area. The

D o-noise spectrum is taken with the dye laser beam
100 3D .blocked to prevent CARS generation. The nonreso-

• ' ' nant spectrum is spectrally narrower than the noise
(b) 1 3 10 30 100 300 1000 spectrum. Figure 7 shows that the breakdown noise

SIGNAL/NOISE spectrum matches very closely the baseline structure
Fig. 5. Average baseline intensity (a) and average breakdown in. of a CARS spectrum influenced by droplet breakdown.

tensity (b) as a function of SNR. For our experiments, therefore, the dominant source of
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rected spectrum (a) and the CARS temperature fit to a corrected Fig. 9. Average temperature as a function of SNR for spectra
spectrum (b). uncorrected and corrected for droplet breakdown noise: (a) mea-

surements in a room temperature spray, (b) measurements with
single drops in heated air.

baseline lift comes from breakdown noise rather than recombination can be added to the signal after the
from an enhanced nonresonant CARS contribution, laser pulse ends.
This dominance may depend on droplet composition Based on the results shown in Fig. 7, we correct our
and on the gas environment. For example, hydrocar- experimental spectra for breakdown noise by subtract-
bons have large nonresonant susceptibilities (Farrow ing a normalized breakdown spectrum from the raw
et al.,18) which may increase the nonresonant contribu- data before we attempt a temperature fit. Beiting' 9

tion, and as noted earlier, Beiting7 found a dominant used a similar method to analyze CARS signals con-
nonresonant contribution when breakdown was taminated by coherent interference. The normaliza-
caused by irradiation of solid flyash particles. It is tion factor is (SpIo - Sb)/(Bplo - Bb). S is the mea-
also possible that our droplet breakdown occurs later sured CARS signal and B is an average breakdown
in the laser pulse than does the breakdown in flyash spectrum. The subscript p10 refers to an average of 10
(Beiting' ) and coal (Lucht8). With a late breakdown, pixels and subscript b refers to the absolute baseline of
most of the CARS signal is generated before a nonreso- the DARSS detector. Initially, we chose to average
nant signal from the plasma occurs. Because our in- the first 10 pixels of the DARSS, however, these pixels
tensifier gate is quite wide (1 ,s), light from the plasma did not accurately monitor the level of the breakdown
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noise. In Fig. 7, for example, the largest deviation not as substantial as in the room temperature case. As
between the signal baseline and the average break- in Fig. 9(a), there is little difference between the cor-
down spectrum occurs in the first few pixels, Conse- rected and uncorrected results for SNR > 10.
quently, we determine Spio from an average of 10 pixels The results of Fig. 9 indicate that spectral correction
located near the second hot band of the nitrogen CARS and conditional measurements based on SNR can pro-
spectrum. At high temperatures, the second hot band duce reliable mean temperatures from CARS signals
contributes to the CARS signal, requiring a modified affected by droplet breakdown. However, the figure
choice of pixels to average. Figure 8 compares the also indicates that droplet breakdown results in slight-
temperature fit between an uncorrected and a correct- ly higher mean temperatures than are measured in
ed room temperature CARS spectrum. While the cor- drop-free environments. For example, corrected
rected temperature is a little high, it is within the spectra from room temperature spray measurements
temperature uncertainty typical of low temperature with SNR > 10 produce a mean temperature -30 K
CARS measurements. (10%) higher than occurs in the drop-free temperature

Figure 9 compares the variation of temperature with measurement. Similarly, corrected spectra from
SNR for corrected and uncorrected spectra. The fig- heated air with single drops with SNR > 10 produce a
ure shows results from measurements in a room tem- mean temperature -25 K (3%) higher than occurs in
perature spray [Fig. 9(a)] and from measurements with the drop-free temperature measurement.
sirn-le drops in heated air [Fig. 9(b)]. In Fig. 9(a), the Figures 10 and 11 present temperature distributions
correction procedure greatly improves the average for CARS measurements in a room temperature spray
temperature for spectra with SNR between I and 10. (Fig. 10) and with single drops in heated air (Fig. 11).
For SNR > 10, however, the signal is relatively good The bottom distribution in each column is the tem-
already, and the correction procedure adds little im- perature distribution without droplets present. The
provement. For the heated air case, Fig. 9(b), the remaining histograms compare corrected and uncor-
correction procedure improves the average tempera- rected temperature distributions for three SNR. For
ture for SNR between 3 and 10, but the improvement is SNR > 5, the temperature distribution for uncorrected

I .(I .1 1.0
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0. 0.

0.. 0
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Fig. 10. Temperature distributions for CARS measurements in a room temperature spray. The bottom histogram in each column is the

temperature distribution without droplets present. Distributions of uncorrected and corrected temperatures for three SNRs are shown
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Fig. 11. Temperature distributions for CARS measurements with single drops in heated air. The bottom histogram in each column is the
temperature distribution without droplets present. Distributions of uncorrected and corrected temperatures for three SNR8 are shown.

spectra is much broader than the distribution for drop- single drops in heated air, corrected spectra with SNR
free measurements. The temperature distribution > 10 produce a temperature standard deviation of 128
from corrected spectra is narrower than the uncorrect- K compared with 100 K for drop-free heated air.
ed distribution but still does not reproduce the drop-
free distribution. Increasing the SNR condition im- C. Effect of Droplet Position on CARS measurements
proves the temperature distribution, however even for Figure 12 shows the fraction of CARS measurements
SNR > 30, the corrected temperature distribution that result in a valid temperature as a function of axial
does not reproduce the drop-free temperature distri- droplet position relative to the CARS focus. For this
bution. The results from single drops in heated air figure, the fraction is the number of temperatures
(Fig. 11) demonstrate the same behavior as the distri- within ±1 standard deviation of the drop-free tem-
butions of Fig. 10. In heated air, however, there is perature divided by the number of measurements con-
little difference between distributions from corrected taining a noticeable breakdown event. Both the room
and uncorrected spectra. air experiments and the heated air experiments indi-

Figures 10 and 11 show that CARS measurements in cate that the valid fraction is relatively insensitive to
droplet laden flows produce a broader temperature axial droplet position when the droplet is near the
distribution than measurements made in drop-free en- CARS focus (-12 mm). With droplets in the near-
vironments. The broadening is on the high tempera- focus region, we obtain valid temperatures in 30-40%
ture side of the distribution, and occurs because CARS of the measurements. The droplets travel across the
spectra influenced by breakdown can be interpreted as narrow dimension of the CARS sample volume. Valid
high temperature spectra. The broadening is most measurements occur when droplets break down above
severe at room temperature where the CARS spectra and below the sample volume because the collection
have few features to fit. Temperature measurements optics spatially discriminate between the CARS signal
of corrected spectra in a room temperature spray with and the plasma discharge. A similar discrimination
SNR > 10 have a standard deviation of 58 K compared does not occur with droplets at the axial edges of the
to 29 K for measurements in drop-free room air. For sample volume because the collection optics are nearly
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Fig. 12. Fraction of CARS measurements resulting in valid tem. Fig. 13. Fraction of measurements in a room temperature spray

perature measurements as a function of droplet position relative to that result in valid temperatures as a function of droplet number

the CARS focus. Valid measurements are within ±1 standard devi- density. Valid temperatures are within ± 1 standard deviation of

ation of drop-free temperature. drop-free temperature measurements. The number density is mea-
sured with a phase-doppler particle analyzer.

on-axis and therefore insensitive to axial position vari-
ations. Our results suggest that a droplet breakdown power also reduces the CARS signal. It is possible to
will disrupt the CARS measurement if it is near the compensate for the decrease in laser power with an
beam axis and in the primary CARS interaction vol- increased interaction volume at the expense of degrad-
ume. ed spatial resolution.

From the above information and Poisson statistics (2) Minimize optics field of view: restricting the
we can estimate the upper bound on particle number optics field of view ensures that breakdown events

density that will result in 40% valid temperature mes- outside the CARS interaction volume will not affect
surements. The number of particles in the CARS the CARS signal.
sample volume can be described with a Poisson distri- (3) Reduce detector gate time: the entire CARS
bution. The mean of the Poisson distribution is the signal is collected in less than 10 ns, while the plasma
product of the particle number density N and the recombination occurs on the microsecond time scale.
probe volume Vp. Our CARS system has Vp - 0.4 mm 3  Gating the detector in a narrow time window around
based on the interaction volume dimensions measured the CARS laser pulse will reduce the breakdown noise.
with a nitrogen jet. For N = 2500 particles/cc, a parti- Reducing the detector gate time will not reduce the
cle will be present in the sample volume in 60% of the nonresonant contribution to the noise. The detector
measurements. From this calculation, we expect that gate time can be difficult to reduce in practice as it is
2500 particles/cc is the number density limit for 40% often limited by detector hardware and shot-to-shot
valid temperature measurements. Figure 13 shows jitter.
valid fraction as a function of particle numbe: density (4) Software corrections and conditional sampling:
from our CARS temperature measurements in a water CARS spectra that have been affected by breakdown
spray. The solid line is a least squares cubic fit to the noise can be improved by subtracting a normalized
data. The experiments suggest 2500 particles/cc as background characteristic of the breakdown. In addi-
the number density producing 40% valid measure- tion, conditionally sampling the measurements to in-
ment, in agreement with our estimate. dude only spectra with a high SNR allows accurate

temperature measurements in droplet laden flows.

D. Minimizing the Effect of Droplet Breakdown on CARS
Measurements IV. Concldons

Our results suggest the following methods to mini- Our experiments suggest the following conclusions:
mize the effect of breakdown on CARS temperature Droplets that breakdown near the center of the
measurements: CARS interaction volume influence the CARS signal

(1) Reduce laser power: reducing laser power de- by decreasing the peak signal intensity, and by raising

creases the size of the regiun with sufficient energy to the background intensity. There is little evidence of
generate breakdown. Unfortunately reducing laser noise due to the plasma enhanced nonresonant CARS
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Application of Laser-Sheet-Lightinq Techniques to
Multiple-Point Velocity Measuremei.ts in Mixing Flows

Gary L. Switzer, Larry P. Goss, Darryl D. Trump, and Benjamin F°-ka

Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.
2800 Indian Ripple Roar, Dayton, OH 45440-1696

Abstract

The techniques of particle-streak and pulsed-laser velocimetry were investigated to

determine their applicability in obtaining two-dimensional velocity information. As a result

of these investigations, a third technique--scanned-laser velocimetry--was de-loped. In

each method particles are seeded into combusting and noncombuiting flows and their movemen

within a sheet of laser light photographically recorded. Analysis of the prticle tracks

provides velocity as well as valuable flow-visualizatlon information.

Introduction

Various techniques have been proposed for obtaining two-dimensional velocity measure-

ments in flowing-gas systems. Among these, particle-streak velocimetry,
1 pulsed-laser velc

cimetry,2 speckle velocimetry, 3 and laser-induced fluorescence4 share certain limitation,
which can affect their usefulness, i.e., requirements for seeding with particles or fluores-
cent gases, directional ambiguity, and/or large post-processing of data. After consideration
of the merits of these techniques, the first two--with proper improvements--were deemed the
most viable approaches -or obtaining two-dimensional velocity information. Described herein
are applications of these techniques in which a plane of laser light is used to obtain flzw
velocities in two dimensions simultaneously. These schemej employ photographic detecticn of
Mie scattering from small (0.1 - 5 Wm) particles or droplets seeded into cold flowing and
combusting gases. The area within the flow field to be studied is determined by the size,
shape, and orientation of the laser sheet. Local velocities are determined from individual
particle images, while the group velocity of large-scale mixing structures can be determined
by recording the e'.,lution of the flow field.

The two-dimensional velocity techniques described include modulated particle-streak
velocimetry, pulsed-laser velocimetry, and scanned-laser velocimetry. in each of these tech-
niques, the laser-light sheet used for illumination is produced in a different manner. In
modulated particle-streak velocimetry, a 5-W argon-ion laser is used to form a light sheet
which is modulated by a Bragg cell so as to encode the streak proruced by a particle as it
travels within the light sheet. This encoding allows the time and directional ambiguities
associated with streak velocimetry to be removed. The seccnd tecbnique is an offshoot of
pulsed-particle imaging which has been successfully demonstrated.

, The diffeience in the

approach employed in the present investigation involves the use of a 6-kHz, 40-W copper-
vapor laser to form the light sheet, which allows for recording of multiple pulses of the
particle as it traverses the flow field; this is in contrast to the traditional double-
pulse-ruby or -Nd:YAG laser approaches. The third technique is based upon an attexpt to
combine the encoding capability of the cw argon-ion laser with the high-energy density of
pulsed-laser devices. This scanning-laser technique employs a rotating-mirror scanner to
sweep a focused cw argon-ion beam at a high rate to form an effective light sheet.

Theory

The velocity-measurement schemes employed in these experiments utilized photographic
film as the detection medium. Therefore, an understar.ding of the relationships between
particle detectivity and experimental parameters such as f-number (ft), laser-energy density,
and particle size is beneficial.

For particle imaging the exposure resulting from a particle 4n a laser-light sheet of
energy W and area tyz is given by

5

-- 4 W u2 (I
,rk d

e

where k - 27r/X, 1 is the collection angle of the lens system, : the Mie-scattering c..ss
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section of the particle, and de the nominal image diameter given by

d = (i 2  d2  + 1l)I/2e p (2)

where d5  2.44(m + l)f# X (3)

with m being the magnification of the image, f# the ratio of the focal length to the lens
diameter, and X the wavelength of the laser source. The diffraction-limited burr image of
the lens is given by da. For the small seed particles used during these experiments, the
particle image recorded on film is actually the burr image and, thus, represents a lower
limit to the image size--which will be important in determining the resolution of the
velocity measurement.

Adrian, et al.,5 calculated the Mie-scattering contribution to Eq. (1) and generated the
family of curves Tor normalized exposure, f#, and particle size shown in Fig. 1. Normalizing
the exposure to the light-sheet energy density allows comparison to experimental conditions
other than those reported in Ref. 5. The minimum exposure level of the film is given by the
inverse of the ASA speed rating in ergs/cm 2. For a 1000-ASA film, the minimum exposure cor-
responds to 1 uJ/m. In order to compare this value to the family of curves in Fig. 1, the
exposure must be normalized to the energy density of the laser light sheet. In the case of
the copper-vapor laser, the normalized value is 3.125 x 10-7 for an 8-mJ pulse in a 25-cm 2
sheet. A good-quality image is considered to be a density of one or a factor of ten times
the gross fog level (3.125 x 10-6). Plotting this value on the family of curves in Fig. 1
indicates the lower range of particle sizes which can be detected for a given camera f#. The
smallest particle for a density of one with an f# of 5.6 is - 1 um; for an f# of 2.8, it is
, 0.3 um. If one, in fact, relaxes the detection criterion from ten to two, which will
result in an adequate image in most cases, the lower limit for particle sizes becomes '% 0.2
(f# 2.8) and ^. 0.5 iim (f# 5.6).

For the streak-velocity case in which the argon-ion laser is used as the laser source,
the minimum exposure level is considerably higher. The reason for this is two-fold: first,
the energy density of the argon laser is much lower than that of the copper-vapor laser (6 W
vs. 40 W average power); secondly, and more importantly, the particle typically is not
motionless during the camera exposure but, in fact, moves which produces a streak. As a
result the amount of scattered light imaged onto a given area of film will be sLall for a
fast-moving particle. In the pulsed-laser case, the total energy is deposited during a 30-na
pulse and the particle does not have time to move during the laser pulse. This greatly
increases the intensity of the scattered image for a given area of film. In the argon-ion
case, a particle moving with a velocity of 1 m/s, exposed to a 6-W argon sheet of 25 cm2 ,
will require 21 us to travel 21 pm (three times the burr-image size), resulting in a minimum
exposure requirement of 1.98 x 10-5 --approximately 666 times the fog exposure level required
for the copper-vapor laser. Plotting this value along with the density-of-one value required
for high-quality images indicates that only the smallest f# lens will allow the detection of
particles below 4 Um. In the case of higher-velocity flows, the detectivity of the smallerparticles will drop accordingly. Since the power of the argon-ion laser is already at a
maximum, only a lower-f# lens and/or a faster, more-sensitive film will allow detection of
the very small particles in the flow.

Because of the low energy in a cw laser sheet, the scanned - laser technique was con-
ceived. In this approach the laser sheet is produced by scanning the laser beam with a high-
speed rotating mirror. The effective increase in the energy density of the sheet formed in
this manner corresponds to the ratio of the beam diameter to the height of the light sheet.
In the nonscanning case the laser beam is expanded to a 5-cm height. In the scanning case
the beam diameter is n 200 um. The increase in energy density of the sheet is, thus, on the
order of 250. This corresponds to a nondimensional mean exposure of ^ 8 x 10-8. This level
is approximately four times lower than that of the copper-vapor laser, allowing submicron-
size particles to be detected.

Determination of the precision of the streak or pulsed-velocity method requires deter-
mination of the smallest displacement which can accurately be measured by the film (resolving
power of the film). In order to understand the resolving capability of the film, one must
examine the modulated transfer function (MTF). The MTF is a measure of the ability of the
film to resolve accurately line pairs separated by a given distance. The function is defined
by

Ima x - Imi n
MTF Imax + Imin (4)
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where Imax is the intensity maximum of adjacent line pairs (or particle images) and Imin is
the minimum intensity between the line pairs. As the line pairs/mm of the input image
increases, a point is eached where the lines are no longer distinct and overlapping (cross-
talk) occurs. For example, the film used for some of these experiments, Royal X-Pan,
exhibits a lower MTF value of 30%, which corresponds to a resolution of 70 line pairs/mm.
This corresponds to a minimum spatial-resolving capability of 14.3 wm between particle
images. Thus, with a temporal pulse separation of 167 ws for the 6-kHz copper-vapor laser, a
velocity-resolution limit of 0.09 m/s is reached. The ability to realize this limit in prac-
tice will depend upon the experimental conditions and post-processing procedures.

The resolution limit of the scanned-laser and the pulsed-laser techniques is determined
in a similar manner in that the film records distinct images whose minimal spatial and
temporal resolution determines the lower velocity resolution limit. The particle-image
separation, however, can be controlled by changing the scan rate of the spinning-mirror,
unlike the copper-vapor-laser case where the repetition rate is fixed. By dez.-easin; lha
scanning rate, the time interval between particle images and, thus, the velocity resolution
can be increased.

In particle-streak-velocity experiments, the length of the encode pattern in conjunction
with the burr-image size determines the limiting velocity ranges. Here the attempt is to
measure the length of the particle streak. The streak length is controlled by the velocity
of the particle and the exposure time of the film which must be sufficiently long to identify
at least one encode pattern. The resolution of the velocity measurement can thus be opti-
mized for the velocity range expected in the flow to be studied. If one assumes, as in the
case of the pulsed-laser velocity, that the limiting resolution of the film corresponds to an
MTF of 30%, then the minimum length described by the encode unit period can be no shorter
than 14 pm. The minimum length for a c3mplete encode is nine unit periods and, thus, 126 m.
The maximum length of the encode can be no longer than the length of the film (120 mm). With
the upper and lower limits in length defined, the maximum and minimum velocities can be com-
puted as a function of the encode period. Thus, for an encode period of 2 ms, velocities
ranging between 0.06 and 60 m/s may be captured on the same photograph. This dynamic range
of 1000 4n velocity-measurement capability is typical for a wide selection of encode periods.

Experimental Results

Particle-Streak Velocimetry

To accomplish particle-streak velocimetry, the system depicted in Fig. 2 was assembled.
The 5-W multimode output of a Spectra Physics Model 2020 argon-ion laser is formed into a
sheet through the use of various combinations of cylindrical lenses. The sheet focuses to
* 1 mm in thickness through the sample volume, and its height is determined by the lens com-
bination and spacing for the desired area/intensity of coverage. The entire sheet is
switched on and off by means of an IntraAction Corporation Model AOM-355 Acousto-Optic Modu-
lator. A seed particle traveling within the pulsating sheet appears as a series of streaks
recorded by a camera which views normal to the sheet. The spatial and temporal length of the
streak allows determination of the velocity of the particle and, subsequently, the velocity
of the surrounding flow. Spatial distances are obtained by comparison to calibrated scales,
and temporal characteristics are set by the modulator drive frequencies.

For this technique to be most useful in flow diagnostics, two problems must be overcome:
1) the uncertainty involving the residence time of a particle in the light sheet, and 2) the
directional ambiguity of the streak. The former arises because the particle may have a
velocity component which is perpendicular to the sheet and, therefore, could cross the sheet
in less than one complete sheet "on" period. The latter arises because the absolute direc-
tion of the streak path cannot be determined from a regular pattern of streaks. Both of
these problems can be corrected by implementing a sheet-encoding scheme similar to that
reported by Marko and Rama7 which modulates the light in a unique on/off pattern. As illus-
trated in Fig. 2, the encoding pattern chosen for these experiments consists of three succes-
sive light "on" periods in the ratio 1:2:4. The total length of time required to generate
this encode pattern can be adjusted for the velocities of interest. Thus, if one complete
encode pattern is recorded, the residence time of the particle in the sheet and the particle
direction are precisely defined.

An example of the particle-streak velocimetry obtained with this system is shown in Fig.
3. The streaks of a 2-ms encoding period are recorded from alumina particles (1 - 5 =.
diam.) entrained in a propane diffusion flame produced from a 1-cm fuel tube having 0.5 SCFM
propane flDw. The streaks in this photograph demonstrate that flow velocities ranging from
3.3 to 3.8 m/s exist within the central portion of the flame.
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Pulsed-Laser Velocimetry

Pulsed-laser velocimetry involves the use of a high-repetition-rate pulsed laser which,
rather than producing a streak on the film, records the particle position as a series of dots
whose temporal spacing is well known. This technique was implemented with a Plasma Kinetics
Model 451 Copper-Vapor Laser and sheet-forming cylindrical lenses. The laser produces 8-mJ
pulses of \ 30-nm duration and operates at a frequency of 6 kHz for a temporal resolution of
167 us. The problem of particle-direction ambiguity exists with this system also, and its
solution requires an encoding scheme which rejects certain of the copper-vapor pulses.
Although no problems are anticipated in implementing such an encoding scheme with this laser,
no attempt was made to use this scheme for the present experiments.

One advantage of this technique is the increased energy per pulse which translates into
a stronger scattering for more effective film recording. In addition, the high frequency of
the copper-vapor-laser operation allows very high flow velocities to be observed. Figure 4
shows the tracks of alumina seed particles in a nonreacting air jet from a 1-cm nozzle. The
particle velocities range from 8 to 45 m/s.

The high-velocity measurement capability of this technique allows the study of turbulent
phenomena as well as transient one-of-a-kind events such as the ignition of a pyrotechnic
material. Figures 5 and 6 show results obtained with two types of pyrotechnic materials
which were illuminated during combustion with the copper-vapor-laser sheet. Successive
frames are shown which were recorded by a 60A0-frames/s cine camera synchronized to the laser
firing. The ignition shown in Fig. 5 was cha.-acterized by a small visible flash. A ceramic
cap which covered the material remained intact and can be tracked for many frames beyond its
preignition position. The second type (Fig. 6) exhibited a very large flash during which the
main combustion processes were taking place. The ignition causes the formation of very hot
gases which flow away from the sample holder at % 300 - 500 m/s. In the wake of the hot jet
is a large vortex stru:ture which evolves much more slowly and persists for several hundred
milliseconds after ignition.

Scanned-Laser Velocimetiy

Experiments with the particle-streak and pulsed-laser velocity-measurement techniques
made it clear that consideration should be given to features such as intensities, repetition
rates, ease of encoding, and clarity and uniformity of the laser sheet produced. The system
diagrammed in Fig. 7 was constructed so as to retain the most desirable features from both
techniques, minimize their weaknesses, and combine the results into a single, simple optical
system. As indicated in the figure, a Lincoln Laser Company Rotating Mirror Scanner (RMS) is
employed to sweep the 5-W multimode output of a Spectra Physics Model 2020 Argon-Ion Laser
across a large-diameter concave mirror (M). The reflected sweep pattern consists of parallel
ray paths, with the focus of each ray being determined by the focal length and placement of a
focusing lens (L).

Formation of a scanned sheet of laser light in the manner described above has several
advantages for use in illumination of seed particles. The parallel light rays in the scanned
pattern produce a well-defined sheet having uniform intensity distribution. A very thin
sheet (200 um) is obtained due to the tight focusing which is made possible by the Gaussian
intensity profile of the argon-ion laser beam in addition to the curved reflecting mirror.
By concentrating the maximum output of the laser source into each scanning element of the
sheet, the intensity of the laser energy available for scattering from seed particles is
increased by several orders of magnitude over that of conventional light sheets formed by
means of cylindrical lenses. The scanner mirror consists of ten individual facets which,
when rotatcd by its synchronous drive motor, can provide scan rates from 300 to 5000 Hz and,
thus, allow velocities between 0.1 and several hundred meters per second to be measured. The
scanner can provide two functions if certain facets are partially masked. First, if the
laser energy is reflected from the unmasked portion, the normal 10 scan lines per scanner
revolution can be produced. Secondly, if reflection from the portion masked as shown in Fig.
7 is selected, a uniquely ordered scan pattern can be encoded. This encoded scan consists of
a reflecting facet followed by a nonreflecting (masked) facet, two reflecting facets, a
masked facet, three reflecting facets, and two masked facets. The resulting one-two-three
encode pattern provides unambiguous determination of particle direction and residence time
within the sheet for velocity determination.

Examples zf Lhe capabilitlc2 of this sheet-lighting system are shown in Figs. 8 - 11.
In Fig. 8 dry air containing TiC14 is flowing above a splitter plate in a Plexiglas channel
of rectangular cross section. The air flow above the plate is 1.0 m/s and is acoustically
drivon at 73 Hz. Moist air is flowing below the splitter plate at 0.5 m/s. As the two flows
interact, TiO2 particles are formed, and the dynamics of the resulting flow field are well
defined by the exposure to a si-le Rcan of the laser light sheet. A useful extension of
this visualization can be seen in Fig. 9 where the scan rate of the laser light through the
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flow has been increased to allow-two scans of the flow field at an interval of 11 mo. Such a
multiple-scan technique can provide considerable information concerning the velocity, trans-
port characteristics, and evolution of large-scale structures.

The capability of the encoded scan pattern in resolving flow direction is demonstrated
in Fig. 10. The flow field in this figure is created Lv a bluff body (4.5-cm diam.) sur-
rounded by a flowing annulus (20-cm diam.) of air. Phenolic microballoons (15 - 50 Vm diam.)
were introduced into the annulus flow and their entrainment with the combusting prorane fuel
jet (4.7-mm diam) recorded over one-half of the bluff-body face. The flow of the counter-
clockwise inward-spiraling particles on the right in the figure is easily distinguished from
the clockwise flowing track visible in the lower left of the figure near the central fuel
jet. These particle tracks also serve to demonstrate the capability of the particle-streak
technique to determine two velocity components as well as f.0ciitate two-dimensional velocity
mapping.

In a more streamlined flow such as that of Fig. 11, where the direction of flow is known
priori, nonenroded :c-zanin---------; ior velocity determination. Tns photograph

snows traces of phenolic microballoons in air flowing through a l-cm-diam. jet. A sheet scan
rate of 400 Hz was used to illuminate the particles. The tracks represent flow velocities of
0.58 m/s near the exist of the nozzle which decrease to 0.47 m/s at a height of 3.4 cm in the
jet.

The ability of the rotating-mirror scanner system to obtain accurate velocity informa-
tion was validated by comparison to a more-standard technique--Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV). This comparison was performed in a 1.5-cm-diam. air jet which was seeded with
mineral-oil droplets with a measured Sauter mean diameter of 4.4 iim. A 5000-scan-lines/s
encoded scan pattern is imposed upon tie di:%plets shown in Fig. 12. An Aerometrics, Inc.
two-component phase/Doppler particle analyzer was employed to perform velocity and droplet-
size profiles within the spray. At the several locations compared, the average velocity
obtained from the two techniques was found to agree to within ", 8% over centerline values
ranging from 6.7 m/s at 1 cm to 5.3 m/s at 12-cm heights.

Conclusion

The techniques investigated have proven to be very attractive for two-dimensional
velocity measurements in complex flows. The particle-streak-velocimetry scheme employing an
argon-ion laser sheet displays the highest degree of flexibility in measuring velocity, but
the associated relatively low particle visibility is a drawback. Pulsed-laser velocimetry.
to the contrary, greatly enhances particle visibility, allowing smaller particles to be
tracked. However, schemes to encode the lighting sheet are more complex and less flexible
with the copper-vapor laser. A simple but efficient method of incorporating the most desir-
able aspects of both of these techniques has been demonstrated in a rotating-mirror scanner
system. It is estimated that flow velocities between 0.1 and 250 M/s can be measured conve-
niently with the proper application of these methods. The capability of these velocity-
measurement schemes in obtaining quantitative data in the more difficult environment of very
low flow or high temperature appears to be limited only by the ability to produce P- sMAin-
tain the proper seed densities in the regions of interest.
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Figure 5. Evolution of Low-Flash-Pyrotechnic Ignition.
Successive frames taken at 6000-Hz rate.

Figure 6. Evolution of High-Flash-Pyrotechnic Ignition.
Successive frames taken at 6000-Hz rate.
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Figure 7. Rotating-Mirror Scanner System Figure 11. Particle Track in Air
for Two-Dimmensional Velocity Through l-cm-diam. Jet.
Measurement and Flow Visualization.

Figure 8. Single Scan of Vortice For-
mation After Splitter Plate
(air flow right to left).

Figure 9. Two Scans of Vortice Formation
Separated by 1l-ms Interval.

Figure 10. Encoded Scan Pattern in Figure 12. Encoded Track of Oil
Recirculation Zone of Droplets in Air Jet.
Combusting Propane.
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Investigation of Velocity and Turbulence Intensity
Measurement Limitations of the Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer

G.L. Switzer and T.A. Jackson
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ABSTRACT

The Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) offers the
potential for simultaneous measurements of gas and droplet
velocity and droplet diameter in two-phase, complex, recirculating
flows. If this potential is to be realized, all aspects of the
measurements must be ev&luated for precision and reliability.
Measurements have been made with the PDPA in both high-velocity
(30m/s) and low-velocity (1m/s) flows. These same flows were
analyzed with a TSI, Inc. two-color laser-Doppler velocimeter and
a hot-wire anemometer, respectively. An evaluation of the results
obtained with the three measurement techniques has identified
certain configurations of the PDPA instrument which can produce
sigificant errors in the determination of velocity and rms
velocity. The error analyses conducted on the PDPA are presented
herein along with identification of the sources of measurement
error. Also, possible solutions to the problems are described.

INTRODUCTION

Successful engineering of two-phase flow systems is critical
to a variety of applications. In developing such systems it is
desirable to have a thorough understanding of the interaction
between the dispersed and carrier phases. To this end a great
amount of research effort has been invested in both analytical and
experimental studies. The study to be reported in this paper is
experimental. The objective of the effort is to evaluate the
limitations of an instrument, developed primarily to characterize
the size and velocity of droplets, in measuring the velocity
(mean, rms, and higher order moments) of the gas phase.

The Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) is an
interferometric-based instrument designed to measure the size and
velocity of spherical, translucent particles. Its theory of
operation has been described in numerous publications (Bachalo,
1980; Bachalo and Houser, 1984). Further, its ability to size

I. Systems Research Laboratory, a Division of Arvin/Calspan
2800 Indian Ripple Road, Dayton OH 45440-3696
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liquid droplets has been evaluated by several investigators and
found to be acceptable (e.g., Jackson and Samuelsen, 1987; Dodge
et al, 1987).

Two features of the PDPA design make it potentially useful
for simultaneously characterizing both phases of a two-phase flow.
First, it has a broad sizing range (35:1 for a given optic and
electronic configuration of the instrument). In one setup it has
the potential to measure both gas and droplet velocities, using
the particle sizing capability as a means of identifying the size
of the scatterer and, thereby, discriminating between droplet and
gas velocity. Second, a large number of realizations (of order
90K) can be taken for each data point. In a spray with a broad
size distribution, this large amount of data should permit the
acquisition of a sufficient amount of velocity information on very
small scatterers to provide a statistically significant base with
which to generate the gas phase velocity moments.

In utilizing the PDPA to characterize a high speed and a low
speed air flow (30m/s and lm/s) several measurement errors
surfaced. Details of comparisons made between the PDPA and a
standard laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) and a hot-wire anemometer
can be found in other papers (Obringer et al, 1988; Aggarwal et
al, 1988). In this paper the discussion will be confined to the
phase Doppler instrument. While it is not suggested that all of
the measurement discrepancies can be attributed to the PDPA, the
investigation reported herein identifies several limitations to
its operation as an LDA instrument in the current configuration.

A two-color PDPA was evaluated for its accuracy in making
velocity and rms velocity measurements. Only one channel has been
examined. For the purpose of this evaluation several features of
the PDPA should be noted. First, it uses a circular,
transmission-type, diffraction grating as both a beam splitter
(using the two first-order beams) and as a frequency shifting
device for each channel. The grating has three tracks with line
pair widths at the center of each track of 6.08, 11.45, and 21.4
micrometers (Figure 1). On the order of 30% of the incident beam
energy is retained in each of the two first order beams used to
form the interference probe volume. For a given optical
configuration, the three grating tracks offer a selection
between three beam spacings in the transmitter (three fringe
spacings at the probe volume) of the PDPA. The grating is rotated
by a motor in order to shift the fringes. The motor speed is
variable and its value is carefully checked by optical encoders.
It provides for a range of frequency shifts (in combination with
the appropriate tracks) between 0.2 and 8MHz.

Second, the signal processors of the PDPA operate with an
80MHz clock speed. This speed contributes to setting the
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resolution of the instrument as it is the number of clock cycles
per Doppler burst which define the burst.

Finally, the measurement range of the instrument, both size
and velocity, is divided into fifty bins. Velocity and size
infurmaticr is stored as bin counts and the actual floating point
value of velocity bnd size is lost after the measurement is
assigned to the appropriate bin. In some cases this method of
storage results in a loss of resolution, i.e., the bin width is
Jarger than the instrument resolution.

A discrepancy was noted between the velocity measurements of
the PDPA and other instruments. The following test was designed
to evaluate the phase Doppler measurement accuracy. A variable
speed, light beam chopper was employed as a source of stable and
accurately known rotational frequencies. Infrared light emitting
diodes and phototransistors sensing the chopper blade movement
stabilized the rotational frequency to within +/- 0.3% of the
desired value. In addition to the digital frequency readout of
the chopper system, an independent frequency determination was
obtained with a frequency counter driven by the output of a PIN
photodiode illuminated by a Helium Neon laser directed through an
aperture in the chopper blade. A boron fiber approximately six
micrometers in diameter was placed along a radii of the chopper
blade and extended 1.5mm beyond the edge of the blade. The blade
was then posiU.ned so that the fiber swept through the probe
volume of the PDPA, generating very clean Doppler bursts. The
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diameter of the circle swept out by the fiber was 120.90mm
+/-0.03mm. This diameter along with the rotational frequency
provided a precise determination of the linear speed of the
scatterer through the probe volume.

RESILTS

In Figure 2a the tangential velocity of the fiber moving on
the wheel is indicated on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis
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represents the difference between the mean velocity measurement of
the PDPA and the known fiber velocity expressed in percent of the
known velocity. The three plots are for three values of frequency
shift or shift velocity (0, 5, and lOm/s). Above 20m/s the PDPA
velocity measurement is good for all values of frequency shift.
Between 2 and 20m/s the measurement is still good but there is a
consistent error of approximately 3%. Below 2m/s the error in the
measurement is very high when frequency shift is used.

Figure 2b indicates the companion rms velocity measurements.
At the highest mean velocity the rms varies from 0.2 to 0.3m/s,
less than a 1% error relative to the mean measurement. At the
lowest measured mean velocity, however, the measured rms is 12% of
the mean velocity for frequency shifted measurements. This is a
substantial error in measuring low speed, low turbulence flows.

A direct measurement of the frequency shift generated by the
rotating grating of the PDPA has been made in an attempt to
isolate the error in the rms measurement. This is accomplished by
imaging the PDPA probe volume through a microscope objective onto
a measurement plane containing a PIN photodiode connected to
spectrum analyzer. The signals produced by the diode are analyzed
for various rates of frequency shifting as set by the velocity
offset parameter of the PDPA. For each velocity offset, two
frequency characteristics have been observed: the average
frequency of fringe movement and the noise about this value. The
data obtained from these measurements are shown in Figure 3. As
can be seen by this data, the frequency shift set by the PDPA is
very near that measured. However, there is a noise bandwidth of
at least 35kHz present at all rotational speeds. At low values of
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frequency shift this level of noise is a significant contribution
to the measured rms.

The existence of the noise band about the nominal shift
frequency implies that either the rate of rotation of the grating
or the line pair spacings are not uniform. To isolate these
possible effects, another method of determining the rotational
rate and stability of the grating has been employed. An alignment
laser is reflected from the surface of the grating disc at near
zero grazing incidence. The reflected beam is observed to move in
a circular orbit as the grating is rotated. A PIN photodiode is
placed in this path and its output analyzed with a counter and
spectrum analyzer. The results of this analysis indicate the rate
of rotation is stable. The fact that the reflected beam moved in
a circle casts immediate suspicion upon the uniformity of the line
spacing on the grating as seen by the focused PDPA beam. If the
center of the grating precesses around the center of rotation or
if the surface of the grating is not flat, the point on the
grating where the incident beam is focused will move radially as
the grating is rotated. As can be seen in Figure 1, any radial
movement results in a change in grating line pair spacing (between
5 and 10% depending on the track in use).

The Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer is a viable instrument
for use in two-phase flows. In its current configuration and
with judicious use of frequency shifting it accurately measures
mean flow velocity. Currently it does not characterize low speed,
low turbulence flows satisfactorily when any level of frequency
shift is used. It performs acceptably in this regard when there
is no imposed shift velocity. The error associated with shifting
arises from an oscillation in the movement of the grating as it is
rotated. This oscillation superimposes at least a 35kHz band onto
the measurement. This can overwhelm the rms measurement in low
turbulence flows.

With regard to high speed flows of modest to high turbulence
levels, the results are not conclusive. Some of the apparent
error may be associated with the rotational stability of the
grating as described above. However, there is also some suspicion
that the error may be linked to the resolution of the data after
it has been stored as bin information. This issue is unresolved.

Currently, efforts to correct deficiencies and resolve open
items are underway. A more stable grating motor is being
identified, the flatness of existing grating wheels is being
checked, the processor speed has been increased by a factor of
five (to 400MHz), and an option has been written into the
processing software to change the data storage to gain access to
the full resolution of the instrument.
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The Development of a Water-Cooled Droplet-on-Demand Generator*

Gary L. Switzer
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

A Division of Arvin/Calspan
2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, OH 45440-3696

The technology for controlling production of liquid droplets has found many
applications. While some of these techniques have commercial application, many
more have been developed for use in a research environment for studies of droplet
behavior and interactions. The development of many different methods for droplet
generation has been necessitated by the requirements of particular applications--from
controlling the flow of ink onto printer paper to the precise placement of pesticides.
Although droplet-diameter ranges of from tens to hundreds of micrometers are
common to many generation techniques, operating parameters such as frequency,
velocity, size uniformity, liquid composition, and droplet number densities can vary
considerably, depending upon the desired result. Design considerations and
development of one technique for single-droplet (droplet-on-demand) generation are
described herein. Although the generator described is being developed for a specific
research application, its construction and operational characteristics are sufficiently
versatile to permit its application to many studies requiring the production of isolated
droplets.

A program in progress to study the rate of vaporization of various types and
combinations of liquid fuels requires a generator which can inject droplets axially into
a flow of air heated to 400 K without perturbing the velocity or temperature uniformity of
the flow. Single monosized droplets are required having diameters in the range 50 -
90 g±m, each droplet having identical initial velocity and trajectory. An essential
characteristic of the system involves long-term stability. That is, once a droplet of given
diameter and velocity is produced, these two parameters must remain stable for a
period of up to 0.5 hr. while relative diameter measurements are being performed.
The experimental configuration containing the droplet generator is shown in Fig. I.
One problem presented by this configuration is that the droplet generator, located at
the tip of the droplet-generator support, requires thermal isolation over its 60-cm length
from the heated air flow to prevent pre-vaporization of the fuel. This isolation is
provided by a water-cooled sheath which also serves as a support for the generator.

The configuration of the droplet-on-demand generator is diagrammed in Fig. 2. The
generator operation is based on a piezoelectric (PZT) cylinder 0.7 mm ID x 1.3 mm OD
x 19 mm in length. A voltage pulse applied between the inner and outer surfaces of the
PZT causes the cylinder to contract radially. This contraction creates a pressure wave
which forces liquid in the cylinder through a glass nozzle whose aperture diameter is
equal to that of the desired droplet. The most critical aspect of this generator design is
the shape and quality of the nozzle which is formed by melting and polishing glass
capillary tubing. A properly formed nozzle produces clean, singe droplets with PZT
*Work supported by USAF Contract No. F33615-85-C-2562.
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drive voltages as low as 10 V. One of the most useful features incorporated in the
design shown in Fig. 2 is a nozzle-mounting configuration which allows convenient
removal of the glass tip for cleaning or replacement.

Seven operational parameters have been identified which have a major influence
upon successful generator performance, the most sensitive of these being PZT drive-
voltage amplitude, pulse width, pulse-repetition frequency, and liquid pressure. The
viscosity of the liquid, PZT temperature, and rise and fall times of the PZT pulse also
impact generator performance but to a lesser extent. Proper generator operation, as
shown in Fig. 3, requires a delicate balance among these seven parameters. When
control of these parameters is exerted with sufficient sensitivity and stability, the
generator performs very reliably.

Development efforts during this study resulted in a compact, versatile, reliable
technique for production of single liquid droplets and introduction of these droplets into
a hostile environment. The droplet-on-demand system as presently configured has
produced droplets using water, hexane, and decane as the working fluids. Through
precise control of the operational parameters, several discrete droplet diameters in the
range 40 - 90 gm can be stably generated from a single 65-p.m nozzle aperture
Droplet-generation frequencies range from one droplet up to a stream of droplets at
I kHz, with adjustable exit velocities varying between 0.2 and 10 m/s. The generator
has demonstrated capability in operating in any orientation and in temperature
environments in excess of 500 K. A shortened version of this design could prove to be
even more efficient, although the difficulties created by the extreme length required by
the present application have been overcome.
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Figure 3. Generation of 55-gi Droplets at 10-Hz Rate.
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AN INTEGRATED SPECTROSCOPIC - INTERFEROMETRIC INSTRUMENT FOR
SPRAY COMBUSTION DIAGNOSTICS

by

G.L. Switzer, T.A. Jackson, C.A. Obringer., and J.S. Stutrud

Aero Propulsion and Power Laboratory

Air Force Wright Research and Development Center

Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433

ABSTRACT

An optical diagnostic instrument has been constructed, which in-
tegrates the capabilities of the Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman
Spectroscopy (CARS) technique with those of the Phase Doppler
Particle Analyzer (PDPA). The resulting CARS/PDPA system
provides a non-intrusive capability with which to measure gas
and droplet behavior in spray flames. Gas temperature and
velocity and droplet size and velocity can be measured nearly
simultaneously with excellent spatial resolution. The CARS sys-
tem electronics supplies a 7 millisecond, gated window to the
PDPA instrument in which it can acquire data. The CARS laser
firing and its resulting measurement of gas temperature is
centered within the window. Some of the capabilities of the com-
bined instrument are demonstrated in an atmospheric, complex
flow spray flame.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid fueled combustion systems are common, integral elements
of the power plants for many applications. Research focused on
extending the performance limitations of these devices is
widespread. Historically, instrumentation available for such
studies has been limited to intrusive probes, photography, and
external performance measurement devices such as thrust stands
and exhaust gas emission analysis. Laser based diagnostic tech-
niques have recently broadened the experimental capabilities of
fuel spray research. Useful techniques include laser Doppler
velocimetry (LDV), coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy

(CARS), and phase Doppler particle analysis (PDPA). Za;L of
these techniques, as well as other related diagnostic tools,
have unique characteristics and capabilities. None provide a
complete picture of the two-phase combustion process.

Systems Research Laboratories
Division of ARVIN/CALSPAN
Dayton OH 45440
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The CARS and PDPA systems, when used together, provide an oppor-
tunity to evaluate many of the dominant features of a combusting
fuel spray. In previous work on combustion systems fueled with
gaseous propane (1) a CARS system was combined with a two-com-
ponent LDV instrument in order to measure gas temperature and
two components of gas velocity. Temperature and velocity
measurements were collected within 4 microseconds of each other,
facilitating examination of the relationship between time
averaged thermal and flow fields. An additional dimension to
the diagnostic problem is added when the fuel is introduced as a
liquid. For this current investigation the CARS/PDPA combined
system offers the opportunity to make droplet size and velocity
measurements as well as obtain gas phase temperature and
velocity information. This paper details the process by which
the CARS and PDPA instruments are combined and reports our ini-
tial attempts to utilize the combined CARS/PDPA instrument in a
complex reacting, two-phase flow.

INSTRUMNTATION

The Components

The CARS instrument is based on a pulsed Nd:YAG laser and is
operated in a folded BOXCARS optical configuration. It samples
the vibrational spectra of molecular nitrogen, measuring gas
temperature with an accuracy ranging from ±20K at 2000K to ±40K
at 300K. The optical probe volume is approximately 1 cubic mil-
limeter, with a 150 micrometer diameter waist. Details of this
configuration can be found elsewhere (2, 3). Its performance
has been successfully demonstrated in the hostile environment of
a large scale combustor (4).

The PDPA is based on a continuous wave Argon ion laser. It is a
two-component system, measuring particle size and two orthogonal
velocity components. Size discrimination is used to assign
measured velocities to the gas phase or droplet phase statis-
tics. Particle velocities up to ±100m/s and diameters between
0.7 and 400 micrometers are measurable with the instrument in
its current configuration. The probe volume is of order 10-3

cubic millimeters with a 100 micrometer diameter waist. This in-
strument has been predominantly used in non-reacting flows (5),
although limited results have been reported for combusting
sprays.

Combining the Pieces

The optical configuration for the combined CARS/PDPA instrument
is shown in Figure 1. The optical axes of the instrument lie in
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Figure 1. Optical Layout of the combined CARSIPDPA instrument

a horizontal plane, physically configured to measure a horizon-
tally moving flow field. This design was chosen to best satisfy
two operational constraints. First, combining these two optical
systems require that a total of seven laser beams (three for
CARS and four for PDPA) be directed to a common focal volume. A
coaxial optical geometry would best resolve an:ial and radial
velocity components. However, since the relative spacing of the
beams of each diagnostic technique is nearly the same, the re-
quirements for the physical placement of beam handling optics in
a coaxial arrangement preclude its use. Second, while the CARS
collects forward scattered energy, the optimum performance of
the PDPA requires that it collect light at a 300 off-axis, for-
ward position. To satisfy this requirement, while leaving space
to physically position the transmission and receiving optics of
both systems, the axe. of both the PDPA transmitter and receiver
are aligned 150 to the same side of the CARS axis. See the
paths labeled "position 1" and "position 2" in Figure 1. Two
positions of the PDPA equipment are required to maximize the
measurement coverage of the instrument in light of the limited
optical access of the test article. Insertion or removal of one
reflecting optic and the corresponding positioning of the PDPA
receiver module allows convenient switching between the two posi-
tions.

Data can be acquired with this system in one of two modes: con-
tinuous or gated. During continuous operation each measurement
technique accumulates data independently. While CARS informa-
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tion is generated in 10
nanosecond laser pulses at a
repetition rate of 10 Hz, the
PDPA continuously processes Dop-
pler bursts produced by the pas-sage of a particle through a P°O"P-A- GAM

set of interference fringes.
In gated operation the CARS 7 m

operation is unchanged. The-t. 10

PDPA system, however, is gated, 3.5

acquiring data only during a 7
millisecond window which is
centered about the CARS measure-
ment event. The timing diagram Figure 2. CARS/PDPA timing sequence
for this mode of operation is
shown in Figure 2.

The purpose of a gated mode of operation is to synchronize the
acquisition of data from the two instruments to allow near-simul-
taneous collection of velocity, temperature, and drop size infor-
mation. To insure that each phase/Doppler measurement can be
matched to the proper CARS data point several timing aids are in-
cluded in the data recording procedure. At the beginning of
data collection each successive CARS measurement is assigned a
shot number. This number also becomes the gate number for the
corresponding PDPA gate. Upon application of the first gate
pulse to the PDPA, two 32-bit timers are initialized. One
timer, the run time, runs continuously throughout the data ac-
cumulation and records the arrival time of each PDPA measure-
ment. This timer acts a second check for insuring proper gate
numbering since its values are grouped in increments of 100 mil-
liseconds corresponding to the 10 Hz gated operation. The other
clock, the gate time, is initialized at the start of each gate,
thus maintaining a high precision record of the arrival time of
each measurement within individual 7 millisecond gates. Since
the CARS measurement event occurs at a fixed 3.5 milliseconds
from the start of the PDPA gate pulse, the gate timer is used to

r define how "simultaneous" events within the gate occur.

EXPERIMNTAL

An atmospheric, liquid fueled combustor has been used to
evaluate the CARS/PDPA. It is illustrated schematically in
Figure 3. The research burner is axisymmetric with its inlet
plane coincident with the face of a 14 cm diameter centerbody.
The centerbody is concentrically mounted in a 25.4 cm diameter
duct. Air flows through the annulus formed between the center-
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body and the duct at a L" fMM

rate of 1 kg/sec. The
mean air velocity in M
the annulus is 24.1
m/s. The standard Air
Force aviation distil- MUM _M
late fuel, JP-4, is in-
jected from a Delevan
pressure atomizer
(model 2.0/30) fitted Figure 3. Atmospheric combustor layout
flush into the face of
the centerbody. The fuel flow rate is 6.5 kg/hr, matching the
energy flux used in operating this burner with propane fuel in
the earlier, single-phase combustion study (See Reference 4).

RESULTS

Two aspects of the instrument performance have been evaluated.
The first consideration is the quality of the spray analysis
when the PDPA is operated in a gated mode; that is, with blocks
of data recorded in 7 millisecond windows, opening with a fre-
quency of 10 Hz. Essentially this mode of operation is
analogous to an LDV post-processing technique, constant time in-
terval sampling. This correction is often used to eliminate
biasing effects of variable density flows. It is not clear that
such a "correction" is needed to characterize the spray and the
cost of this mode of operation is a substantially reduced effec-
tive data rate. The second consideration is the quality of the
CARS temperature data in the presence of droplets. If a droplet
is in the vicinity of the measurement volume during the CARS
laser firing the droplet can create a background signal that dis-
torts or completely obscures the nitrogen spectra. The effect
of particle breakdown during the collection of the CARS signal
has been evaluated and reported (6). The local number density
limit was estimated for 80 micron droplets at 103 drops per
cubic centimeter. Signal recovery was approximately 80% of the
affected spectra.

Gated PDPA Spray Measurements

The spray has been characterized one centimeter from the nozzle
face with the PDPA operated in both the gated and continuous
modes. Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the results. The solid
curve in each figure represents cold spray measurements with
water. They are included as a reference. Some differences are
expected due to physical differences in the two fluids (primari-
ly density and viscosity) and differences in the ambient gas en-
vironment (local gas velocity and temperature). It is expected
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Figure 4. Radial profiles of droplet size and velocity within the fuel spray I cm from the nozzle face

that at this position, 1 cm from the nozzle, the measurement
profiles should take on similar shapes. As evident in the
figure the hot and cold measurements are similar. The hot

r measurements, however, are radially snifted by approximately 3
mm. The complex, recircilating flow pattern established by the
large bluff body at the injection plane may be pulling the spray
radially outward. This has yet to be established.

There are no significant differences between the continuous and
gated spray measurements for either droplet size or velocity
(open symbols). The continuous data was also post-processed in
a way to simulate the gated operation. That is only data within
7 millisecond windows, spaced 100 milliseconds apart were
processed (darkened symbols). Again these fall in line with the
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other data. Thus, gating has no influence on the droplet
measurements. The effect of gating is, however, expected to be
important in interpreting gas phase measurements with this com-
bined instrument and the issue will have to be revisited when
the gas phase measuements are included.

CARS Measurements within Spray Flamna

The CARS behavior in the presence of the spray has been more pre-
dictable than that of the PDPA. Two types of signal inter-
ference were expected and observed. Figure 5 presents five
illustrations of the types of spectra observed in this spray
flame. The narrow sharp peak surrounded by a low baseline in
Figure 5a shows a relatively clean CARS spectrum free from back-
ground contributions. The temperature of this spectrum is
found in Figure 5b by a fit to a calculated spectral library.
The "goodness" of fit of the experimental and library spectra is
calculated to be ± 14 K. Figures 5c,e, and f represent more
typical measurements in this spray flame environment. The CARS
signal contains the peak broadening influence of an non-resonant
interference from the CARS beam interaction with fuel vapor, 5c;
or contains the broadband noise associated with droplet break-
down, 5f; or a combination of both influences as ilJ.ustrated in
Figure 5e. If not properly compensated, these contributions to
the recorded spectra can result in significant errors in the gas
temperature measurement.

Figure 6 illustrates the radial gas phase temperature profiles
made with the CARS in the fuel spray environment at 4 cm
downstream of the injection plane. Droplets were present at two
of the five radial measurement stations. The local droplet num-
ber density as measured by the PDPA are also included on the
figure for reference. To illustrate the effects of background
influences the temperature data was processed by four methods.
In the first case temperature reduction was perfcrmed with no
compensation for either type of background influence.

In the second case only the correction for the non-resonant con-
tribution was made, eliminating the fuel vapor contribution to
the CARS signals. Near the centerline and at the outer edges of
the reaction zone the concentration of fuel vapor is expected to
be low and fuel droplets are not present; CARS data should be
well behaved. Near the spray at the 2 and 3 cm stations
droplets are present but no correction is made for droplet break-
down. There is a peak in the gas temperature where one might ex-
pect a depression. That is, in the spray itself evaporation
rates are high and oxygen is scarce resulting in low gas-phase
temperatures.
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(a) "Clean" CARS Spectrum (b) "Clean" CARS Temperature Fit
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Figure 5. CARS spectra in a reacting spray flaoe
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Figure 6. Gas temperature radial profile

In the third processing scheme corrections for the non-resonant
contribution and droplet breakdown were both instituted on all
the spectra (whether or not a correction is warranted). The
profile labeled "full correction - all data" represents the
results. Temperatures are suppressed hundreds of degrees. Note
also that the centerline and outer edge measurements are substan-
tially altered even though no droplets were found by the PDPA in-
strument in these regions.

The final processing approach represents a more rational correc-
tion methodology. The results are represented by the profile
labeled "full correction - as needed." In this case the spectra
were examined individually to determine if a correction for
droplet breakdown was warranted. To make this determination we
examined the measured intensity on channels far removed from the
CARS spectrum. If there was a substantial increase in intensity
on these channels, a background proportional to the pure break-
down spectra of Figure 5d was subtracted from the spectra before
fitting it to the library spectra. The results are consistent
with measurements one would expect. That is the centerline and
outer edge temperatures are the same as those determined by ap-
plying only the non-resonent correction; and temperature
decreases near the spray.

CONCLUSIONS

Combining the measurement capabilities of the CARS and PDPA
provide a powerful tool for measurements in two-phase, reacting
flows. Neither instrument is being operated in an optimal en-
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vironment and the PDPA is restricted to operate at low collec-
tion frequencies. However, when near-simultaneous gas and
droplet phase measurements are desirable, such measurements are
possible.

Gated operation of the PDPA is analogous to applying an equal
time interval correction scheme to the data. Such a correction
is desirable in flows with significant density gradients. In
flows were a correction is not needed, acquiring gated PDPA data
has no adverse consequence except low effective data rates.

CARS data are clearly sensitive to the combustion environment.
Large concentrations of evaporated fuel distort the measurement.
This has been observed on other work (4) and the correction
scheme developed in these previous efforts apply to the spray
flame. However, an additional correction is required for signal
distortion due to droplet breakdown. The major challenges here
lie in automating the detection of breakdown and in continued
refinement and rigorous evaluation of the correction.
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